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Attention to Victorian reviews of eighteenth-century and Romantic novels reveals
sympathy’s importance to the survival of classic novels and its role as a catalyst for
critical standards that remain central. I demonstrate that reviewers used sympathy to
describe a widespread but untheorized system of useful reading. Reviewers argue that
rational sympathy could make reading a process of moral education. That is, if readers
reject emotional stimulation, then reading about characters’ motives teaches readers to
evaluate the people and situations they encounter in the real world. By looking at already
canonical novelists like Richardson, Fielding and Scott, by denying canonicity to gothic
novelists, and by creating new classics with figures like Austen, Victorian reviewers
engage sympathy to teach their readers how to read reviews and novels appropriately. In
doing so, reviewers also alter the reviewing voice, making it more sympathetic as well as
using it to cajole and convince readers (rather than expecting agreement based on the
reviewer’s expertise). Additionally, reviewers use persuasive techniques to build
imagined relationships between readers, encouraging readers to take the moral ideals
garnered from their reading and put them to use in relationships. I claim, then, that
Victorian reviews, aimed at leisure readers, explore artistic questions primarily as
contributors to sympathy and focus on how to read for moral and emotional education.
As a result, crucial definitions and tenets about novel writing and reading are buried in
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paragraphs on morality or biography. If scholars understand why and how Victorian
reviewers criticize novels, they will also recognize the complex arguments in these oftderided articles. The result will be a fuller understanding of the history of novel criticism
and a clearer picture of the values that guided the canonizing process during the Victorian
period.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Victorian reviews, aimed at leisure readers, approach novels via very different
techniques than those used by recent scholars. These differences become particularly
clear when we consider Victorian reviews of “classic” novels—a term that reviewers
began using in this period to distinguish those novels of the past whose quality,
characters and themes continued to resonate with readers of later periods.1 Reviews of
these classics and their creators are interesting today because they reveal the ways
authority is created and circulated in reviews and because they allow us to distinguish
reviewers’ motives. Both factors explain why reviewers made choices that have since
caused these articles to be dismissed as naïve and unprofessional. These reviews also
show that, while they shared distinct interests, Victorian receptions of classic novels and
novelists were complex and varied. Where stereotypes of a novel or novelist exist, those
stereotypes are deployed to different ends by reviewers in different periodicals, even as
literary reviewers across the board redefine the uses of authority, the reviewing voice and
techniques for reading in strikingly similar ways.
Victorian reviews operate very differently than the academic criticism that began
to emerge by the end of the nineteenth century, but they do so purposefully. These
articles explore artistic questions as contributors to sympathy, rather than in their own
1

Devoney Looser shows Anna Letitia Barbauld using this word confidently in her work
as a reviewer and editor as early as the 1810s (Women and Old Age in Great Britain,
1750-1850, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008.). Certainly, by the 1840s
reviewers show no concern that readers may mistake this “classic” for the more
traditional study of Greek and Roman classics.
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right, because reviewers identify sympathy as the key to fiction’s potential to educate
readers. The articles focus on reading for moral and emotional education not because
these reviewers can’t see other ways to understand fiction—the articles on Scott
considered in my final chapter demonstrate that this is not the case—but because
reviewers assume that readers need guidance on cultural, moral and social issues. As a
result, crucial definitions and critical tenets are buried in paragraphs on morality or
biography. If scholars understand why and how Victorian reviewers criticize novels they
will also recognize the complex arguments in these oft-derided articles. I argue that
examining the motivations and assumptions of Victorian pre-professional criticism can
help us understand the causes of the widening gulf between academic and leisure reading
today.
To gain authority for their systems of reading and writing in a period before
literary criticism had been recognized as a profession, reviewers borrowed the authority
of the classic authors they critiqued—or occasionally took authority by showing why
popular authors of the past had no right to classic status. Thus reviewers used classic
novels to gain a position of authority within the Victorian literary world, but also
maintained that authority by keeping certain novels and novelists before the public eye.
Authority here is circular, it exists without any real foundation—reviewers gain it from
their supposedly authoritative subjects and but also claim to give authority to those
subjects. In carrying out this exchange, though, reviewers were forced to confront the
problem of distance created by classic novels: how could reviewers demonstrate the
continued importance of these novels in the face of changing standards for literature,
morals, and society—battles in which many reviewers played a part?
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This problem developed with the growing reading audience. When the audience
for Tom Jones or Clarissa as classics was comprised largely of educated male readers,
critics did not need to worry about the status of the novels or the safety of the readers in a
society whose moral standards were much different than those of Richardson and
Fielding’s original audiences. As the audience for classic literature became more diverse,
though, reviewers increasingly desired to control reception. They had to first make these
classics seem alien—to create the need for an authoritative guide to the works—and then
make them appropriately accessible to new readers. So, “classic” implies both a work
that is believed to have important resonances with Victorian values and tastes and one
unfamiliar enough to require expert intercession. For many reviewers between 1840 and
1880, then, the answer to the problem of distance was to invoke sympathy as a central
trait of both good reading and good writing.
Sympathy is itself a complex term. Eighteenth and nineteenth-century uses of
“sympathy” differ significantly from more recent definitions. Today we use this term
narrowly, to mean understanding for, or pity of, the person with whom we sympathize.
Earlier uses of sympathy have been much more inclusive, encompassing both the current
definition as well as the concepts now labeled “empathy” and “identification”. These two
elements of sympathy are particularly important to the kinds of perceptive sympathetic
reading that many Victorian reviewers champion. To feel for is not enough; readers are
encouraged to feel with characters (and often novelists, reviewers and other readers) as
part of a process by which readers can deduce moral values from their reading and
become better interpreters of and actors in their society.
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By reconsidering the Victorian reception of eighteenth-century and Romantic
novelists in terms of sympathetic reading, I will give readers a sense not of what a single
novel or novelist meant to all Victorians but rather of how that novelist’s career was
presented and reshaped for the purposes of Victorian debates about topics as diverse as
realism, moral education, reader response, and political and social action. To help
emphasize this, each chapter will approach its eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century
subjects from a variety of perspectives. I will explore reviews written by each novelist’s
contemporaries and will read each novelist’s work in the context of eighteenth-century
readership and ideas. These readings serve as a backdrop for the Victorian materials that
follow—an exploration of what Victorian reviewers might have discovered in researching
the author as well as how these novels fit into the larger history of ideas. This
information should also give a sense of how the issues surrounding a novelist and her
work changed across time.
I will then consider Victorian reviews of the novelists, balancing an overarching
interest in the significance and impact of each novelist for Victorian readers and
reviewers against a study of what each group of articles can reveal about Victorian
reading and reviewing practices. By focusing on a smaller group of the most successful
and best-known periodicals, I am able to draw clearer conclusions concerning how
reviewers imagined their role, their audience and the possible effects of reading reviews
and novels. Even here, I try to play out a number of possibilities—to consider both
liberal and conservative responses to certain traits in the audience and to offer a variety of
motives for certain techniques or elisions—in order to avoid the temptation to explain
what “the Victorians” thought about a given topic.
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Examining how sympathy operates in Victorian reviews gives us a clearer sense
of how reviewers pictured their audience and its needs. Reevaluating this sense of
audience reminds us of how reviewers shaped the critical role in the absence of
professional organizations, shifting their techniques in response to readers’ perceived
needs. As we come to understand this particular interaction, and the questions and
answers that reviewers tried to provide, we may be led to reconsider assumptions about
Victorian literary reviewing that characterize it as naïve, unprofessional and
unsophisticated. Although extensive biography, addresses to readers, and columns of
extracts may not be to the taste of twenty-first century readers, I will show that these
tactics were carefully considered moves on the part of nineteenth-century reviewers who
used them to raise their readers’ sympathy with novelists, characters and the reviewers
themselves. To lend clarity to this discussion, I will make reference to two reviews.
Walter Wilson’s review of the Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe (published
anonymously in 1830) will serve as an example of pre-Victorian reviewing practices,
while I will use The Westminster Review’s anonymous “Lady Morgan” (published in
1863 and also a review of a memoir) to demonstrate the altered tone and purposes of
Victorian reviews.2
We might first ask what sympathy can tell us that critics of works by the great
Victorian novelists—or even their eighteenth-century predecessors—haven’t already
discussed. Although sympathy has been recognized as a key component of the novel’s
work in Victorian culture, sympathy as an element of critical response (and thus reader
2

[Walter Wilson]. rev. of Memoirs of the Life of Daniel Defoe. The Edinburgh Review
50:100 (Jan. 1830): 397-425.
--Anonymous. “Lady Morgan”, The Westminster Review 79 (1863): 471-502.
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response) to novels has received less attention. Looking at pre-Victorian novels and
novelists, whose calls for sympathy took significantly different forms than those
employed by major Victorian novelists like Brontë, Dickens or Eliot, draws our attention
to sympathy’s centrality not only to Victorian composition of novels but to the larger
discussion of what and how to read. Sympathy helped to create relationships between
readers and characters, readers and authors, readers and reviewers, or readers and other
readers. These relationships, and the larger community they implied, helped reviewers
position classic novels and novelists as touchstones for larger concepts of group identity
or as potential points of commonality between otherwise divided readers. That is, proper
reading and discussion of classic English literature provided a space where readers could
learn to be responsible participants in a larger community—though generally one whose
shadowy features remind us that a literary community is necessarily abstract and that
action therein may be similarly insubstantial.
Certainly, sympathetic reading had been seen as a potential source for community
building long before Victorian reviewers began to reevaluate the novels of previous
generations. One has only to consider the long debate about sensibility in the late
eighteenth century to recognize that feeling—on the part of readers, writers and
characters—had long been a part of debates about the novel’s role. By the 1840s, though,
this eighteenth-century version of sympathy had been dismissed with arguments similar
to those used by Henry MacKenzie in The Man of Feeling (1771). MacKenzie’s hero is
certainly sentimental—he repeatedly breaks down in tears at the sight of total strangers in
distress—but the very strength of his emotive reactions precludes any action, sympathetic
or otherwise. When charity or quick thinking might avert tragedy in the novel,
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MacKenzie’s hero sits by the roadside, reveling in his own large capacity to feel. That is,
he is sensible in the eighteenth-century sense without being sensible in a more modern
one. Victorian reviews of novelists from Samuel Richardson to Walter Scott or Ann
Radcliffe warn their readers to avoid such displays because they help neither the victims
nor the sympathizers. Instead, reviewers urge readers toward more active, communityoriented versions of sympathy, imagining that such action might make readers better
citizens or, at least, more attuned to a larger national community of readers.
This version of sympathy also has roots in earlier criticism. As David Brewer
deftly argues in The Afterlife of Character, both readers and authors in the eighteenthcentury used “imaginative extension”—the creation of new material about well-loved
fictional characters—as a mode of participation in literary communities.3 This extension
was possible in part because of a literary sphere that conceptualized shared ownership
between authors and readers as a “texual common,” open to everyone because several
decades of relative political stability had allowed symbolic readings to be more social and
less political. Brewer proposes that, with Scott, the author takes the place of characters as
the focus for readerly sympathy, allowing for broader identification even as readers
increasingly recognized the things that divided them. Ironically, he points out, “it was
necessary for the public to seem always already fragmented for ‘a unified public
imagination’ to appear a rare and desirable prospect.”4
Certainly Victorian reviewers recognized the attraction of sympathetic reading in
these terms. In review after review, these writers struggle to make readers recognizable
3

David A. Brewer, The Afterlife of Character, 1726-1825, Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2005.
4
Ibid., 192.
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to one another and to teach them to feel for and with characters from a variety of
backgrounds. This attempt to provoke identification between readers resonates with
Benedict Anderson’s work on imagined ideals of national community created by shared
and extended reading. While Victorian reviewers only occasionally gesture toward
national identity, generally as sharers in a great British tradition of novel writing, they do
urge readers to consider themselves as members of a number of smaller communities—of
men or women, as members of a class, as people who have attained a certain level of
education or maturity, as those who read and know, or simply as readers of a given
periodical. Although I recognize in these gestures to imagined community one of the
motives for sympathetic reading, I will be less concerned here with the specifics of
identity formation than with the ways this impulse toward unity and community
formation shape the reviews as texts and the rhetorical tactics that reviews use to affect
their readers’ opinions and emotions. As I will show, reading does not, and most
reviewers recognize cannot, overcome divisions in Victorian society in part because
every move towards understanding accentuates real barriers. Still, reviewers attempt to
stabilize an idea of the classic novel to provide a shared heritage that draws together
diverse readers.
This project was particularly important for the periodical reviewers I consider
because it worked hand in hand with the goals of both periodical and reviewer.
Periodicals throve when their audiences could be as broad as possible but could also
identify elements of similarity between one reader and the next. Sympathetic reading
could provide common ground on which to seek areas for compromise or unexpected
likeness. As later chapters will show, reviewers also had something to gain from the
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creation of a unified reading audience, in terms of individual authority. The role of the
reviewer as guide to the complex terrain of sympathetic reading allowed periodical
reviewers to maintain genre expectations for reviewing while also claiming authority as
chaperones for budding relationships between authors and readers.
This chaperone role was particularly important in light of the other goal of
sympathetic reading—teaching moral and active principles. As Dallas Liddle points out
in The Dynamics of Genre, the Victorian periodical review as a broad generic category
“constructed readers as passive and uncritical adopters of prepackaged opinions.”5
Literary reviewers who wanted readers to use novels as forums in which to develop ways
of judging and acting in the world, then, were forced to reconstruct their receptive,
malleable readers as critical, perceptive readers. Presumably, such readers could
recognize appropriate moral principles as they played out in the action of a story and put
them into practice. Ensuring that this process was carried out correctly, however,
required a complicated strategy on the part of reviewers. They must assume a receptive
readership—to fulfill generic expectations about periodicals and to imagine readers
biddable enough to benefit from whatever lessons a review might teach—that was also
capable of being perceptive when set free to explore the literary world. Sympathy helped
make this possible. If readers sympathized with the voice of a review, they might be
more likely to follow that reviewer’s advice on which novelists or characters deserved
their sympathy and why. Thus readers’ learning could be controlled even as they were
given a sense of their ability to critique and judge.

5

Dallas Liddle, The Dynamics of Genre: Journalism and the Practice of Literature in
Mid-Victorian Britain, Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2009. 101.
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This desire to connect to the reader, to act as a sympathetic advisor and guide,
exists in tension with the more ordinary voice of the review writer, which simply assumes
that readers will trust its judgments because they are rationally argued. As many have
shown, the more usual voice of review articles was the voice of “The Review.” Victorian
journalists at all levels were required by convention, and if that failed by their editors, to
conform at least in the broad outlines of their arguments to the voice and authority of the
periodical. Liddle provides examples of the blunt claims to authority carried out both
explicitly and implicitly in reviews of the period to demonstrate the stratification of roles
in periodical production and consumption. Reviewers hold the power, particularly when
they write anonymously or pseudonymously in the authoritative “we” of the publication.
Readers, as we have seen, are expected to be receptive and to take reviewers’ statements
on faith. Wilson’s review of the Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe assumes
this kind of authority. Wilson speaks authoritatively throughout his article, focusing on
issues of life-writing and history and does not take any particular position on Defoe’s life
per se. His subject is the Memoir, not Defoe, so although he summarizes large sections
of the Memoir Wilson frequently returns his reader to the real issue at hand with such
comments as, “We are in the number of those who, though we profess ourselves mightily
edified and interested by the researches of biography, are not always equally gratified by
the actual result.”6 Wilson then describes the ways that this memoir falls short, before
continuing his progress through Defoe’s life story. As a result, Wilson separates his
critique of the Memoir from any critique of or sympathy with Defoe the man. He claims
literary authority but does not ask for moral or emotional authority.
6

Wilson, 400.
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For later reviewers of fiction, this distance and power structure contradict the
process of perceptive sympathetic reading that the reviews privilege. As a result,
reviewers are forced to bend the conventions of anonymous authorship slightly so that
they can position themselves as sympathetic guides to a process rather than as judges
from on high. This gives many reviews a slightly different tone from the material that
surrounds them as well as from recent academic criticism, which tends to avoid many of
the tactics that Victorian reviewers use to garner their readers’ sympathy and trust. For
example, to demonstrate enthusiasm for authors or novels reviewers often offer irrational
praise of or exclamations about their subjects. They need to show this enthusiasm if they
want to show readers how to move from emotive to rational sympathy (from today’s
“sympathy” to “empathy” or “identification”), but by showing such enthusiasm they
forfeit a degree of the authority claimed by the rational voice of more conventional
reviews. Thus, for reviewers to demonstrate appropriately directed sympathy they must
gain readers’ sympathy for their reviewing voice—that is, they must replace trust in their
rationality with trust in their emotional acuity. Therefore, although The Westminster
Review’s “Lady Morgan” follows earlier reviews of novelists’ biographies by
summarizing the events of the author’s life and the memoirist’s conclusions about the
author’s literary work, it uses biography and criticism to achieve far different ends than
we saw in Wilson. Beyond its opening citation, this article makes no mention of being a
review of an autobiography. Rather than critique the style of the book itself, this
reviewer critiques the life and manners of Lady Morgan. The reviewer divides the article
clearly, first treating Lady Morgan’s biography and character and then critiquing her
work. By using leading descriptions—Morgan as timid governess, overzealous self-
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promoter, vain old maid, reluctant bride and termagant wife to her hen-pecked husband—
the reviewer subtly reveals his estimation of Lady Morgan and encourages his readers to
chuckle with him at her foibles. This creates sympathy between reader and reviewer to
replace the authority we saw in Wilson’s article. Judging Lady Morgan’s character
through jokes and anecdotes, the reviewer recognizes that logic alone might cause a
reader to see the review as unfair or sexist, therefore his jokes must include readers and
win them to his conclusions. Thus, by the time the reviewer reaches his critique of Lady
Morgan’s work, he can assume that readers will be ready to agree with his literary
critiques because they have already been brought into sympathy with his critique of Lady
Morgan. The reviewer, though anonymous, is careful to place his descriptions of Lady
Morgan’s life and manners in such a way as to make his commentary both amusing and
pointed. This balance makes the reviewer more sympathetic—he, the reader must think,
is making the best of an unpleasant task (critiquing an elderly lady). By describing
vanities greater than those he directly criticizes, for example, he makes himself look
generous. He also accomplishes this impression of balance by following every criticism
with a compliment. In the end, the critiques are much more scathing than the
compliments can atone for, but they have made readers feel that the reviewer has been
more than generous with his subject. If they do sympathize with the reviewing voice,
readers will, first, learn what mistakes in characterization have prevented Lady Morgan’s
novels from achieving continued popularity and, second, find that they have agreed that
great damage may be done to a woman’s reputation by unchecked vanity and
stubbornness.
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As this article shows, writing about anonymous reviews raises a number of
problems in terms of structure and pronoun use. For clarity, I will offer the names of
reviewers wherever they are available, despite the fact that most of the articles cited here
originally appeared anonymously or with only initials attached. This should not,
however, be seen as a sign that these reviews are the products of a personal voice. I
would argue that, rather than replacing the authoritative “we” of the periodical with a
personally characteristic voice, these reviewers construct a new kind of semi-anonymous
voice—one that guides (figuring instruction as cooperative) instead of directs (figuring
instruction as unidirectional) and asks for active sympathy with rather than passive
acceptance of its pronouncements. The Westminster’s “Lady Morgan” provides one
example of this tactic in its careful balance of kindness and ridicule for its subject.
Because the reviewer’s voice was intended as a site for anonymous sympathy, though, I
will not offer biographical information about reviewers unless it demonstrates the
reviewer’s commitment to the values espoused by the periodical in question.
Like creating a community of readers, reader education is not a concern that is
new or unique in Victorian reviewing. Victorian reviewers do, however, envision this as
a project in ways that are significantly different than those employed by their eighteenthcentury and Romantic counterparts. For example, though many eighteenth-century
journalists and critics emphasized fiction as an educator, many, like Joseph Addison, also
imagined it as simply a source for facts. In “Spectator No. 10,” Addison describes the
wide variety of readers who profit from reading his daily essay. Although the groups
vary, the benefits are largely the same—entertainment, moral safety and facts. Tellingly,
both the “Blanks of society” and “the female world” will benefit from the discipline of
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reading rationally arranged “ideas”—an “innocent if not an improving entertainment.”

Broader instruction is valued if it occurs, but reading serves largely to keep women and
blanks out of the trouble idleness might lead them to. Likewise, in “Rambler No. 4”,
Samuel Johnson insists that fiction writers have a responsibility to
the young, the ignorant, and the idle, to whom they serve as lectures of
conduct, and introductions into life. They are the entertainment of minds
unfurnished with ideas, and therefore easily susceptible of impressions;
not fixed by principles, and therefore easily following the current of fancy;
not informed by experience, and consequently open to every false
suggestion and partial account.8
It is ideas that should be taught, rather than judgment. The “unfurnished” mental space
must be filled before young people can make decisions rather than being led by “the
current of fancy” and do so by means of “principles” rather than “impressions.” The
“therefore” clauses assume that if readers are furnished with good principles, readymade, when they are tested in real life they will have a sufficient stock of ideas from
which to judge the correct action or reaction. These are not values developed out of
literary or life experience, but codified moral facts that can be learned by heart to tide the
young mind over until its possessor has enough lived experience to replace rote morality.
As Johnson continues, however, he demonstrates exactly where this account
differs from Victorian accounts of perceptive, sympathetic reading. When Johnson
reaches his discussion of “following nature,” he goes to great lengths to show that fiction
writers should “select” only what
may be seen hereafter with less hazard; [teach] the means of avoiding the
snares which are laid by Treachery for Innocence, without suffusing any
wish for that superiority with which the betrayer flatters his vanity; [give]
7
8

Joseph Addison, “Spectator No. 10”
Samuel Johnson, “Rambler No. 4”
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the power of counteracting fraud, without the temptation to practice it;
[initiate] youth by mock encounters in the art of necessary defense, and
[increase] prudence without impairing virtue.
That is, works of fiction must offer moral principles through the lives and adventures of
their characters. Johnson warns, though, that writers should not try to make novels a
“mirror” for the world, which, he says, would reduce the usefulness of fiction as a tool
for moral education. Innocence must be protected even from its own understanding of
temptation and vice. As a result, fiction must exaggerate vice and virtue to make clearer
points and to avoid any chance that vice might look attractive. In Ormond (1817), Maria
Edgeworth demonstrates the danger mixed characters hold for readers who are
unprepared to move from receptive to perceptive modes of reading. Ormond becomes a
rake after reading Tom Jones, in emulation of Tom and his manly good nature, and then
reforms after reading Richardson’s novels, out of respect for their virtuous heroines.9 In
both cases, he simply absorbs the values of the main characters, failing to perceive other
elements that might prompt skepticism in a more perceptive reader. Richardson’s black
and white morality, the novel claims, is the only sort safe for impressionable readers who
might not be able to parse Fielding’s complex characters. Most Victorian reviewers
would agree with Johnson and Edgeworth that the young, particularly, must be protected
by the moral practice that could be gained from novels. They disagree, however, with
their insistence that learning could take place in an environment devoid of temptation,
something readers will not find in the real world.
To prepare for the complexities of a world where vice can be tempting, many
reviewers advocate perceptive sympathetic reading as a technique likely to make readers
9

Maria Edgeworth. Ormond. ed. Claire Connolly. New York: Penguin, 2000.
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more attentive to virtues and vices. If their readers are learning to evaluate people and
situations—rather than collecting moral principles like counters in a game—then they
will be better able to recognize and resist the temptations of vice as well as the benefits of
virtue even when those temptations and benefits are not immediately apparent.
Sympathy, as it is most fully imagined by these reviewers, forces readers who are paying
attention to enjoy both the rewards and the punishments of sympathetic identification.
Sympathy, then, operates in two distinct ways in Victorian reviews. Reviewers
increasingly invoke sympathy to facilitate the role of friendly guide or mentor rather than
lawgiver. This alteration reflects a shift in reviewing goals when the subject of the
review is literary rather than scientific, historical or political. Beyond offering facts and
opinions, reviewers attempt to guide readers’ acquisition of moral values by advocating a
second role for sympathy as a component of useful reading. These two uses of sympathy
overlap as reviewers offer sympathy with their reviews and reactions as a pattern for how
readers should respond to novels and novelists.
Despite the distinct differences between Victorian and eighteenth-century
concepts of reading, Victorian modes of sympathetic reading are rooted in debates about
moral sympathy that emerged from Scottish Enlightenment thinking, which itself
inherited a rich tradition of debate on the topic. Although their theories do not originate
many of the concepts they discuss, David Hume’s Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40)
and Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759/1790) provide a broad background
for Victorian ideas of sympathetic judgment in the literary and social worlds in part
because Victorian thinkers use the two as opposing poles in their own discussions of
sympathy.
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On a basic level, the continued presence of Hume’s and Smith’s sympathetic
theory in Victorian thinking can be deduced from mentions in a wide variety of
periodicals. A broad range of periodical writers use these thinkers in ways that overlap
with stereotypes of sympathy invoked by literary reviewers. Smith appears particularly
frequently, in a selection of quotations on moral principles,10 as an expert on sympathetic
reaction in critic Francis Jacox’s studies of character types,11 and as an expert source
connecting sympathy with justice and morality.12 Smith’s Theory is also used to explain
sympathy and desire in columns for Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal.13
Beyond this, the Theory of Moral Sentiments is frequently cited in journals and by
authors who also link sympathy to reading. Thus, when discussing “The Political
Economy of Adam Smith” in The Fortnightly Review in 1870, T.E. Cliffe Leslie can
assume readers will not only agree with testing Smith’s Wealth of Nations against his
earlier writings but also that they will be familiar enough with works like the Theory of
Moral Sentiments to have done so themselves.14 In a single issue the next year, both
Herbert Spencer and James Sully use Smith’s Theory to discuss concepts of human
nature and virtue.15 In 1869, readers of the Fortnightly had also the opportunity to read

10

The Saturday Magazine 12 (April 1838), 144.
[Jacox, Francis]. “About Matter of Fact People.” New Monthly Magazine 139 (March
1867): 304.
-- “A Tearful Topic.” New Monthly Magazine 142 (Feb. 1868): 172.
12
“The Critical Temper.” Once a Week 2:34 (August 1868): 148.
13
“Wants and Wishes.” Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal. 184 (July 1847): 26.
“Sympathy and its Eccentricities.” Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal. 238 (July 1848): 59.
14
T.E. Cliffe Leslie. “The Political Economy of Adam Smith.” Fortnightly Review 8:47
(Nov. 1870): 553, 560.
15
Herbert Spencer. “Morals and Moral Sentiments.” Fortnightly Review 9:52 (April
1871): 430. James Sully. “The Aesthetics of Human Character.” Fortnightly Review 9:52
11
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H. Buxton Forman’s “Samuel Richardson as Artist and Moralist,” which used a version
of Smith’s theories to examine Richardson’s effects as a novelist and character writer.
Likewise, a year after Hume and Smith were discussed in The North British Review’s
“Popular Philosophy in its Relation to Life,” the Review printed Richard Simpson’s
article on Jane Austen, which insists on the importance of sympathy with both characters
and author as a foundation for principled reaction to the world.16 Both periodicals
demonstrate that readers could be expected to be familiar with Scottish Enlightenment
thinking, both directly through the periodicals and by way of Utilitarianism, even without
having special training in this area.
Additionally, Smith’s centrality to mid-nineteenth century thought can be gauged,
as Haaknonssen and Winch demonstrate, through the words of Noah Porter, a moralist
and Yale University President. In his own book on moral science, Porter argues,
That a strong current of thinking at the present day sets in the direction of
deriving all moral relations from social forces, substantially after the
theory of Adam Smith, is too well known to be denied or questioned (cf.
Alexander Bain, Mental and Moral Science; Herbert Spencer, Data of
Ethics; Charles Darwin, Descent of Man; G.H. Lewes, Problems of Life
and Mind; Professor W.K. Clifford, Essays and Lectures; John Fiske,
Cosmical Philosophy; Leslie Stephen, The Science of Ethics).17
Porter’s list includes a number of thinkers who also wrote literary reviews for periodicals,
most notably Lewes and Stephen. More importantly, it gestures to Smith’s continuing
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importance to philosophical and moral education. Porter goes on to discuss the centrality
of Smith’s impartial spectator to a variety of nineteenth century theorists, though he also
recognizes that this figure is given a variety of names, which might make Smith’s
continuing importance difficult to trace. And, indeed, Smith’s impartial spectator, the
“man within the breast,” figures importantly in Victorian reworkings and adoptions of his
theory, which focus on self-conscious judgment.
Hume receives fewer overt mentions in Victorian journals. He is discussed by
Stephen in the Fortnightly as well as briefly in other arenas, most importantly in T. H.
Green’s “Popular Philosophy in its Relation to Life” and Brownlow Maitland’s “David
Hume” which both appeared in 1880. 18 Green offers an early reading of Hume’s role as
the thinker who reached the logical end of and discovered the inconsistency of looking
for the roots of morals and ethics in human perceptions. Green also gestures to the major
objections raised against Hume in this period. Throughout his reading, Green stresses
Hume’s use of the body as the source of sensation and perception, which yield pleasure
and pain, which are in turn the source of ideas of good and evil.19 To emphasize this, he
repeatedly returns to Hume’s claim in Treatise on Human Nature that “reason is and
ought to be only the slave of the passions.”20 For Green, Hume represents the last gasp of
Lockean reasoning, forced to identify the roots of virtue and vice in human selfishness.
Smith, Green claims, makes this system more “palatable” by giving a greater role to
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“propriety” and “a further loose to the already indefinite range of ‘sympathy’.”
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Green

also gestures to Hume’s supposed atheism. Finally, Green takes pains to prove that
Hume was wrong to link human passions to animal reactions—the difference, he insists,
is that man can separate himself from nature, as Hume does, and so investigate his own
morality. So, Hume is an atheist because he claims human ideas of vice and virtue are
linked to a selfish desire for pleasure. As bad, or worse, he bases these conclusions in
physical sensations shared with animals and devalues reason, the thing sets humans apart
from animals.
Maitland, on the other hand, carefully debunks what he claims are the major
misreadings of Hume that emerged during the nineteenth century. Maitland begins by
claiming that much of what has been seen as controversial or problematic in Hume’s
philosophy stems from his “[delight] in gratifying his literary vanity by throwing out
daring paradoxes, to startle simple believers and drive professed theologians to
distraction.”22 He claims that Hume’s contemporaries and their Victorian successors
largely ignore “the real nature” of Hume’s achievement in favor of a popular conception
of Hume as an atheist skeptic. Maitland’s introductory descriptions of Hume’s vanity
and of misreadings overlap with Green’s objections. Maitland reexamines Hume,
demonstrating that, while Hume’s philosophy required him to insist that the passions (as
felt evidence) must rule reason, his actual conclusions always bring reason to bear. That
is, Maitland argues, Hume’s attempts to deduce from perceptions fail and so demonstrate
the centrality of reason to moral processes even while showing that those processes have
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their foundation in physical passions and emotions.
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“Such,” Maitland claims, “was the

result of the sensation-philosophy in the hands of its acutest exponent, and nothing
remained but either to give up knowledge as impossible, or to seek for it some other
basis.”24 So, if readers watch Hume’s strategies, rather than responding to his
provocative rhetoric, they see, like Green, that his real discovery is that a theory of ethics
and morality cannot be developed without recourse to evidence outside the self.
So, Victorian reviewers stereotype Hume and Smith as proponents of opposing
views of sympathy. Hume represents “bodily” emotions—based in physical sensation
and with passions ruling reason. As we learn from Noah Porter, Smith represents a
rational approach to the emotions, where the spectator’s emotions are immediately
subjected to self-conscious judgment. Even a brief overview of these two thinkers shows
that their theories overlap more than Victorian uses might indicate. In terms of their
Victorian stereotypes, Hume does consistently relate sympathy to physical response. In
Treatise on Human Nature, he states that sympathy is “the conversion of an idea into an
impression by the force of the imagination.”25 Even with Hume’s best attempts to make
this an entirely internal process, though, he describes a spectator who first sees an event
or emotion (perception), imagines what he would feel like if he were the person affected
(idea), and feels a version of that emotion (impression). This is clearly as much a rational
as an emotive process. So, although Hume suggests that sympathy affects the body as a
result of ideas worked out in the mind, his theory requires a type of reason that compares
internal sensation to the responses of others in similar situations. No matter how hard
23
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Hume works to bring sympathy into the realm of impressions—of sensations rather than
reflections on sensations—he needs reflection to explain how humans move from
instance-by-instance response to principled action.26
Although rational thought tempers instantaneous sympathies, then, Hume
consistently reminds his readers that pleasure and pain are the basis for moral judgment.
In challenging earlier thinkers who had assumed that morality must come either from
divine sources or be derivable only from self-centered human laws and traditions, Hume
opens all areas of human reaction to the effects of sympathy and, by implication, to the
possibility that they might be rooted in the body rather than the mind.
In contrast, Smith admits that he will attempt to subordinate immediate individual
responses to a larger theory of morality. To this end, Smith divides sympathy into two
types, which Stephen McKenna labels “terminal” and “moral.”27 Terminal sentiments
like pain or love are automatic, often physical and, according to McKenna, essentially
unnarratable because they are personal. They are revealed through situations or physical
responses and cannot be effectively translated into language. On the other hand, moral
sentiments involve “transactions between individuals” and are thus communicative:
For Smith, then, to be moral is to have emotions in a certain way with
regard to the factors that cause them, the situational contexts in which they
arise, and others in society. Moral sentiments must be communicable
sentiments, and to be communicated in a way that will reliably achieve
sympathy, they must be shaped by the requirements of rhetorical
propriety.28
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Emotions are presented as less interesting and important than moral sentiments that can
be discussed and evaluated. As a result, Smith minimizes the importance of witnessing
passion, explaining that sympathy “does not arise so much from the view of the passion,
as from that of the situation which excites it.”29 To reduce the role of the body, Smith
makes moral sympathy dependent on a process of rational judgment.
One example of this division appears when Smith describes a spectator’s
sympathy with romantic love. The spectator cannot sympathize with the terminal
sentiment “love” because it is highly individual. Instead, the spectator enters into the
“moral” sentiments, which Smith identifies as the lover’s hopes for the future or his fear
of dismissal.30 Because these hopes and fears are common, they are less personalized
than love, and, because these hopes and fears can be communicated, the spectator
approves or disapproves based on his reading of the situation—that is, his conclusion
incorporates information provided by both the mind and the heart.
Smith’s emphasis on process becomes particularly clear when we compare his
language to Hume’s. When Hume engages the concept of human nature in the title of his
Treatise, he stakes his claim to the innateness of sympathy and the emotional roots of
morality. Sympathy affects morality, but, more importantly, it proves that humans are
able to identify with others naturally, despite the fact that they consistently act out of selfinterest. While Smith admits to the innate nature of the sympathetic impulse, he uses
sympathy as a stepping-stone to morality. Where Hume related the pleasure or pain of
sympathy to the pleasure or pain experienced in response to physical phenomena like
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beauty, Smith focuses on morality by using the terms approbation and disapprobation to
describe the spectator’s response to a situation.
Smith’s use of sympathy is multi-directional, imagining a variety of motives and
perspectives through which a situation can be judged.31 Although the spectator imagines
himself into these roles instantaneously and almost unconsciously, sympathy results from
a process of judgment that is the real focus of much of Smith’s argument. In the end, a
spectator must enter into the motives and responses of the actors in order to come to
conclusions. The spectator compares these factors to personal and cultural experiences.
The mind then prompts the proper moral response. Therefore, knowledge of situations
and motives evokes spectators’ sympathy with an event. In these cases, a spectator
judges appropriateness by projecting himself into the scene and imagining the effect such
circumstances would have on him if he were each of the actors.
Despite their preferences for certain possibilities offered by sympathy, Hume’s
and Smith’s systems overlap at many points. Hume’s accounts of human nature show the
importance of reason in decision-making once the individual is situated in a complex
society. Pain and pleasure must be measured in the present and the future, the good of
others must be considered, and convention and habit dull the effect of an individual’s
response. In contrast, no matter how hard Smith works to divide morality from sensation,
human experience constantly undermines his points. While he uses “approbation” and
“disapprobation” to distance his sympathy from emotion, Smith presents each as the
31
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result of imagined pain or pleasure. Without looking very far, we’ve come back to
Hume, to impulse, and to the body.
Additionally, each imagines society as an essentially selfish enterprise—Hume’s
Treatise roots society in a concept of justice whose purpose is to maintain personal
property32—but each also saw sympathy as the translator between self and society.
Defining justice, Hume states that “’tis only upon the supposition, that others are to
imitate my example, that I can be induc’d to embrace that virtue [justice]; since nothing
but this combination can render justice advantageous, or afford me any motives to
conform my self to its rules.”33 Even as he denies the existence of “love of mankind”,
though, Hume admits, “there is no human, and indeed no sensible, creature, whose
happiness or misery does not, in some measure, affect us, when brought near to us, and
represented in lively colours.”34 Although “this proceeds merely from sympathy” and his
modifying phrases diminish the effect Hume describes, he allows for the possibility that
sympathy might be effective even without proceeding from “universal affection”.
Likewise, Smith posits that we label actions virtuous or vicious, amiable or
selfish, only after we imagine ourselves being similarly acted upon.35 Our sympathy and
moral judgments are products of our estimation of what others deserve based on a given
situation. Smith explains that, though a spectator should ideally be impartial, in reality
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family connections, friendship, or the difference between hearing of a circumstance and
witnessing it could affect the spectator’s reactions. Familiarity brings circumstances
closer to the spectator’s interests—she will be more pained by witnessing or hearing of
her friend’s misfortune than a stranger’s. The spectator is also more likely to respond if a
situation bears on her own. So, while selfishness is not the rule of the day, some forms of
selfishness will be easier to resist than others because of our proximity to those affected
by the unselfish action.
We can see that although Hume and Smith share a number of ideas, Victorian
readings reduce their theories to a series of physicalized impulses and a highly organized
system of rewards and punishments, respectively. Although, as Green and Maitland
demonstrate, Hume had been associated with the sovereignty of passion over reason and
with a denial of religious roots to morality, these two settled stereotypes probably have
less to do with the written systems developed by Hume and Smith than with Victorian
impulses, particularly in published discourse, to place qualities in opposition. So, Hume
comes to represent feminine, physical, instinctual and disorganized ways of experiencing
emotion while Smith alternately comes to stand in for the masculine, the mental, the
reasoned and the organized. Even when Hume and Smith are not named specifically, the
theories of sympathy that organize articles on sympathetic reading and response typically
fall into these two categories.
Other issues may also play into this stereotyping. For many Victorian reviewers,
especially those concerned with the implications of Darwinian evolution or Benthamite
social theory, the idea that morality might be based on physical response alarmingly
posed human action as the result of brute impulse rather than rational thought. Fears
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about “the mob” and the power of group reactions may also lie at the bottom of many
reviewers’ insistence that even something as presumably subjective as emotional
response can and should be bounded. As later chapters will show, these concerns become
particularly important when reviewers consider how reading may affect readers’
responses to their social and political worlds.
Most central for this study are the ways that this divided picture of moral
sympathy affects how reviewers describe character creation and reader response. Even
when their Victorian adopters don’t recognize it, in each system of moral philosophy, the
author emphasizes the ways that well-developed judgment allows certain semi-physical
sympathetic impulses to be redeemed, or perhaps simply sanitized, through a
rationalizing process. In Nobody’s Story, Catherine Gallagher describes one way that
Hume’s philosophy might allow for sympathetic identification. Gallagher states that
“fictional characters were uniquely suitable objects of compassion. Because they were
conjectural, suppositional identities belonging to no one, they could be universally
appropriated. A story about nobody was nobody’s story and hence could be entered,
occupied, identified with by anybody.”36 As we’ve seen above, Hume’s theories of
sympathy can be read as encouraging such wholesale identification—one that adopts the
emotions of the actor without reserve and, often, without consideration.
Although they saw sympathetic identification as the basis of moral judgment,
though, most reviewers hoped to move readers a step beyond this impulse. For sympathy
to be truly effective, the feeling spectator must analyze her sympathetic reactions to a
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situation by means of personal experience and learned moral principles. Because of this
rationalizing process, the sympathy that Smith relates to the “impartial spectator” is not
the touchy-feely response that we associate with sympathy today but is rather a carefully
contextualized set of conclusions based on analysis of the situation and the spectators’
responses to the actors. On one hand, then, the spectator is encouraged to “enter as it
were into [the observed person’s] body,” imaginatively becoming each of the actors in
the scene that is being played out. On the other hand, however, Smith emphasizes the
impartiality that limits sympathy’s role in forming moral judgments. Emotion and
projection initiate moral decision-making and may help the spectator avoid personal
biases, but the spectator must marginalize human passions, which are secondary to
reasoning in shaping sympathy and giving it moral significance.
Smith’s emphasis on situation and judgment makes this system ideal for
understanding one way that characters in novels might evoke readers’ sympathy. Novels
present their characters through description and interaction with other characters. These
elements provide the reader with the information she needs to judge the appropriateness
of a character’s response to a given situation. She evaluates the moral characters of
those within the novel by their motives or by the description offered by the narrator.
Through these descriptions and experiences, readers come to feel affection (habitual
sympathy) for the fictional persons that they encounter.
Still, Smith’s descriptions of sympathetic identification are not entirely optimistic.
His Theory of Moral Sentiments includes ambiguous descriptions of the skills necessary
for experiencing and analyzing sympathy. For example, when Smith describes the effect
of reading ancient history, he muses,

29
When we read in history concerning actions of proper and beneficent
greatness of mind, how eagerly do we enter into such designs? How much
are we animated by that high-spirited generosity which directs them? How
keen are we for their success? How grieved at their disappointment? In
imagination we become the very person whose actions are represented to
us: we transport ourselves in fancy to the scenes of those distant and
forgotten adventures, and imagine ourselves acting the part of a Scipio or
a Camillus, a Timoleon or an Aristides.37
Throughout the passage, Smith assumes that a reader projects herself into the role of the
main actor in the history. This is underscored by the description of readers’ “indirect
sympathy” with the beneficiaries of the great. So far, this sounds very familiar. Reading
is described in terms that verge on escapism, as the reader “[becomes] the very person” at
the center of great actions, and “[acts] the part” of the great man. Smith concludes that,
through sympathy, readers can understand the roots of merit and demerit in human
action, but he does not claim that reading about or even witnessing great actions will
change anything more than the caliber of the spectator’s moral sympathy.
Although this hesitance about claiming broader positive effects for fiction would
have been troublesome to Victorian reviewers, the real problem with looking to Smith for
models of sympathetic reading emerges when he demonstrates how “our sense of the
impropriety of conduct arises from a want of sympathy” with the main actor, claiming
When we read in history concerning the perfidy and cruelty of a Borgia or
a Nero, our heart rises up against the detestable sentiments which
influenced their conduct, and renounces with horror and abomination all
fellow-feeling with such execrable motives. . . When we bring home to
ourselves the situation of the persons whom those scourges of mankind
insulted, murdered or betrayed, what indignation do we not feel against
such insolent and inhuman oppressors of the earth? . . . When we think of
the anguish of the sufferers, we take part with them more earnestly against
their oppressors;38
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Where the first passage emphasized throwing oneself wholeheartedly into the feelings of
the actor, here Smith stresses the importance of analyzing the situation. Readers are told
to “bring home” to themselves the condition of the minor characters. This emphasis may
develop from the problem of the earlier portion. If the reader’s “heart rises up against”
the main actor and she “renounces . . . all fellow-feeling,” she must rise from somewhere.
The passage assumes that, until the evil is perpetrated, the reader sympathizes with the
actor, perhaps “[becomes] the very person” represented, inhuman or not.
The problem here lies in Smith’s inability to find the line at which the reader or
spectator would renounce the actor. Clearly, this will depend on a variety of factors,
including the reader’s experiences, character, existing moral code and foreknowledge of
the history or story she is reading. Are there cases in which the reader would fail to
renounce these “scourges of mankind”? How long would it take for a naïve reader to
recognize what kind of character he had encountered and to move from direct sympathy
with the main actor to moral judgment on behalf of the secondary characters? Smith
neglects these questions, glossing over the possibility that readers might sympathize with
bad motives with the general statement that readers will “[renounce] with horror and
abomination all fellow-feeling with such execrable motives.”
If properly handled, negative sympathy could be considered a positive educational
opportunity. If a reader can recognize that she has sympathized with reprehensible
actions and renounce both the actions and the motives that led to them, then she shows
herself capable of complex moral judgment. Particularly optimistic thinkers might even
see such stumbles in reading as a way to avoid the “slippery slope” of bad intentions in
38
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real life—if a reader could pull herself up and recognize the bad moral logic of a course
of action in her reading, surely she could also do so when faced with similar temptations
in the real world. Already, though, by imagining that reading could change actions as
well as form values, this scenario puts more weight on reading’s educative potential than
Smith allows for.
Instead, reviewers’ more common response to this possibility that readers could
be brought into sympathy with demerit or evil unawares is anxiousness. If readers learn
to appreciate merit and benevolence, as Smith claims, by becoming, imaginatively, the
doers of great actions and by imagining the reactions of those who receive the benefit of
those actions, then inadvertent sympathy, or imagined fellowship, with inappropriate
motives will simply make those motives more familiar. Slowly such motives and
passions would become less shocking. The end result might be that because the reader is
less shocked by “detestable sentiments” she will be less likely to think carefully about her
reactions in any situation, read or observed. As a result, the moral sense will be doubly
blunted—first when demerit becomes familiar to the reader and, second, when this
familiarity short-circuits the rational portion of the process of moral sympathy.
If this is an issue when Smith considers responses to history, the problem of
inappropriate sympathy as a result of receptive sympathy becomes more dire when linked
to novel reading. By the end of the eighteenth century, the novel’s role in popularizing
sentimentality and in producing the Gothic craze had justified for many a gap between
fiction—which critics often interpreted as pandering to emotional self-absorption—and
serious literature, which might be expected to affect readers’ ideas and principles. More
and more, popular fiction could be relegated to its role as entertainment—not necessarily
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harmful but certainly without potential benefit. Reviews that encourage sympathetic
reading work to allay these concerns. These reviews assume that fiction can teach, but
that its messages need to be controlled by educating readers as attentive, perceptive
audience members who critique characters and motives rather than identifying
uncritically with a novel’s values.
Because of my interest in sympathetic reading’s role in genre formation, this
dissertation will be concerned with reception in a number of ways. To understand what
Victorian reviewers wanted classic novels and reviews of novels to accomplish, we also
have to understand how those novels were received before the Victorian period. This
information will offer a sense of what reputation and potential expectations Victorian
reviewers and audiences were responding to. Additionally, a study of Victorian reception
requires some understanding of more recent issues. By investigating late twentieth- and
early twenty-first century discussions of Richardson and Fielding, Gothic novels, Austen
and Scott, I hope to offset some of the bias inherent in looking for these authors’
significance in texts at a double remove. That is, this is a study of the reception
reviewers hoped their own reviews would receive—a reception study of reception.
Critical reception study has gained increasing interest for literary scholars since
the mid-century peak of New Criticism. In the wake of new methods of literary criticism
that revealed shortcomings in previous modes of periodization and literary history,
reception and the related field of reader response have seemed to offer a way out of
author and school-centered methods of historicizing. At the same time, studies in
readership have reinforced our sense of how little we can know about everyday readers in
periods other than (and, arguably, including) our own. Richard Altick, Jonathan Rose
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and William St. Clair have been among the most influential investigators of readership
trends, but they have not been alone in discovering that records of reading are scarce and
often fragmentary. While these records, as they exist, can reveal how readers wanted to
present themselves to each other and to posterity, they provide too little information to
write a reader-centered history of literature.
In this context, Wolfgang Iser and Hans Robert Jauss have been particularly
important in generating new methods for thinking about texts within the cultures that
produced them and in relation to later readers. Iser’s recent work in The Range of
Interpretation gives shape to the concept of interpretation itself as he investigates
changing methods of understanding. Perhaps most importantly for this study, he
introduces the “feedback loop”—or “recursive” loop—into the structures of literary
understanding.39 Iser claims that, in the face of a subject too big to be known in its
entirety, understanding depends on a constantly shifting series of interpretations none of
which is whole or wholly accurate. Rather than expecting one interpretation to explain
an entire work or concept, we read each interpretation as one possibility, critique its
shortcomings and benefits, and set out again to interpret, this time with the information
gained from the earlier interpretation.
This has important implications for the field of periodical studies, which, as
Liddle has pointed out, is too vast to be interpreted by one scholar or through one lens.
Instead, each foray into the interpretation of periodicals must choose its focus and
advance multiple linked possibilities for interpretation. Iser’s feedback loop also reminds
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us that if we write literary history from a reader- and reception-centered perspective, each
work and each reader represent only one of a staggering variety of interpretations of a
work. Each history, then, adds to the larger picture and hones future investigations, but
each history is necessarily partial and provisional.
Jauss’s work on the aesthetics of reception is even more central to the study of
periodicals as a receptive body. First and foremost, Jauss shifts literary reception away
from progressive accounts of history. Rather than relying on periodization, the literary
critic is encouraged to respond to the cultural context of an author, work, genre or group
of works in a limited time and place. Jauss’s structure allows for literary history in which
works are placed in “series”—“the next work can solve formal and moral problems left
behind by the last work, and present new problems in turn” and old works reemerge as
answers to new questions.40 That is, small slices of history can be placed next to and
around one another to develop a bigger picture.
Beyond rethinking the nature of literary history and reception, Jauss reimagines
the relationship between reader and text, in its immediate and historical modes, by
expanding on Gadamer’s horizons-of-experience. Jauss’s horizon-of-experience arises
from a give and take of questions and answers corresponding to Iser’s more recent
analogy of the feedback loop. Where Iser imagines interpretation as a response to an
unknown subject, though, Jauss formulates question and answer in a dialectical
relationship that expands our potential knowledge of a partially known subject. The
result of this relationship is a proliferating chain of questions and answers embedded in
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the literary text and the responses of its readers, who reply to each answer with new
questions formed by cultural expectations and past reading. So, Jauss claims, the horizon
of expectations enables readers to “pose questions that the text gave an answer to, and
thereby discover how the contemporary reader could have viewed and understood the
work.”41 Depending on its complexity—its artistic character—the work will either limit
this questioning by giving expected answers or encourage further questions by offering
answers for which the audience’s previous experience of literature and society could not
have prepared them. A particularly complex text will continue to prompt new questions
as its previous answers fail to satisfy the needs of a new readership. A work, then, is not
an “object” but an “event” which continues to occur “when the literary experience of the
reader enters into the horizon of expectations of his lived praxis, performs his
understanding of the world, and thereby also has an effect on his social behavior.”42
Thus, the literary work continues to be active as long as it continues to challenge its
readers’ expectations of the world and to affect their thoughts and actions beyond the
reading. This study is doubly receptive in that I am interested in the answers reviewers
offered their readers to the questions those reviewers found in classic literature as well as
the additional questions about literature in the Victorian period that those answers raise.
Faced with the dual text—novels themselves and the novelists who created
them—Victorian reviewers’ main concern was to make the foreign matter of preVictorian literary society approachable for their audiences. As the century progressed,
these audiences became increasingly large and increasingly difficult to characterize in
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terms of class, education and literary experience. One way to break through this
threatening variety was to position nineteenth-century ways of reading and being in
opposition to those of earlier periods. That is, reviewers taught their readers to approach
a text asking the question, “What can I learn about living in English society from this
novel?” or “With whom should I sympathize in this novel if I want to become a more
adept reader of the world around me?” As in Jauss’s thesis on reading as an affective
event, these questions assume that reading can and should change the reader’s approach
to her own lived experience. The reviews often take this a step further by assuring
readers of the answer to these questions in advance—“Very little, because Britain has
come so far in the past century,” or “No one, because these characters are remnants of a
literature or emotion that does not map onto Victorian realities.”
If Jauss can help us identify the questions and answers that reviewers identified in
pre-Victorian novels, though, he can also offer a framework within which recent
responses to this form of critique can be understood. By identifying the questions and
answers valued by Victorian reviewers, Jauss allows us to reexamine recent responses to
and assumptions about Victorian journalism, its aims and its accomplishments.
Understanding the questions that prompted alien-seeming discussions of canonical texts
can help reframe our own horizons of expectation to allow for the differences between
the critical practices of Victorian journalists and the practices of more recent literary
critics. This may allow us to see more clearly the ways that Victorian reviewers respond
to a different set of questions and answers—involving the discourse of sympathetic
reading and action described above—than those set by their ostensible subjects.
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The question of how Victorians thought about and adopted eighteenth and early
nineteenth-century literature and thought has been approached in a number of ways.
Each study must wrestle with the multiple variables at work in any instance of reception,
and, as a result, each study of Victorian receptions has its own shape and privileges a
mostly unique set of questions. Margaret J.M. Ezell’s Writing Women’s Literary History
(1993) focuses on critical receptions of sixteenth and seventeenth-century woman writers
in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This allows Ezell to examine
specific features of canonization, print, collection and reception that affect the reputation
and survival of writers in the canon and the marketplace while avoiding questions of
audience. Still, by contending that the reviews’ “greater emphasis on the woman writer’s
personal life and how well she serves as a female role model” is a technique used only to
limit and diminish woman writers, Ezell ignores evidence that reviews of male writers
were similarly concerned with character and private circumstances—that any writer’s
character was likely to be considered at more length than his or her work.43
In his Richardson and Fielding: the Dynamics of a Critical Rivalry (1999), Allen
Michie organizes his material according to the type of reader who is responding, which
limit the usefulness of his investigation. Michie occasionally elides important differences
between the practices of critics or writers whose national, historical and critical
circumstances varied enormously, assuming that some reviewers’ status as educated and
male should equate with the tone of their output, regardless of the circumstances in which
a comment was recorded. This assumption causes him to ridicule nineteenth-century
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critical practice, ignoring important contextual cues that affect voice and technique.
Michie is at his best when he focuses on the circumstances and significance of a single
reader or article. Likewise, Brian Corman’s Women Novelists Before Jane Austen: The
Critics and Their Canons attempts to balance description of a largely unknown literary
history with analysis of the trends within this history of histories. By uncovering trends
in Victorian fiction, both in the women’s tradition and in the men’s tradition that it
echoes, Corman effectively critiques the progressive view of literary history adopted by
many of these critics. Although his mixing of genres prevents attention to the readeroriented motives for these responses, Corman’s investigation of how gender affected
canon formation and literary histories offers many useful insights.
In The Victorians and the Eighteenth Century: Reassessing the Tradition, Francis
O’Gorman and Katherine Turner collect articles that “show from a range of perspectives
[that] there was neither a unified eighteenth century, nor a unified Victorian age—the
tensions and cross-currents of one period replicated themselves in the other.”44 This
emphasis on variety and movement within historical periods—a constant reminder that
no period can be summed up—is indeed important. While each essay is interesting,
though, the book gives a sense of the complexity of Victorians’ responses to their
predecessors without tracing any patterns that might help readers negotiate the cultural or
historical world of the Victorian period. In contrast, in The Victorian Eighteenth
Century, B.W. Young studies only the responses of a few big name Victorians to
religious movements in the eighteenth century. Young equates intellectual history
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exclusively with the history of religious thought, which limits his sense of both periods.
Where O’Gorman and Turner offer complexity without continuity, Young achieves
coherence only by oversimplifying the material he studies.
Reception becomes more meaningful the more that we can limit its scope, but
only so long as we do not oversimplify in the process of drawing these boundaries.
Although this study is not as narrow as some, I have limited my field in several ways.
First, I have only considered articles written between 1840 and 1880. By 1840 most of
the authors considered classic by Victorian reviewers had died, allowing reviewers to
consider their careers as both complete and somewhat distant from those of Victorian
novelists. Although both Fanny Burney (Madame D’Arbley) and Maria Edgeworth lived
into the 1840s, barring obituary notices, neither received much attention from the major
periodicals or the public after the 1820s. The end date, 1880, is similarly significant in
that within a few years articles had begun to appear which took as their subjects such
topics as “The Victorian Age of Literature.”45 I take this as a sign that many writers saw
significant differences between their literary society and the one that existed mid-century.
Additionally, with a few exceptions—two women’s journals—all of the articles
examined here come from periodicals indexed in the Wellesley Index to Periodicals. This
allows me to cover major journals from a variety of political and religious groups as well
as several of the more popular family journals without getting caught up in the world of
newspaper publication. It also, more prosaically, allows me to deal primarily with named
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reviewers rather than article titles, although I have tried to keep the anonymous nature of
many of these articles present for my readers.
I will open this discussion by considering the ways that reviewers play
Richardson’s and Fielding’s reputations off of one another. When comparing Richardson
and Fielding, reviewers fixate on issues of characterization and morality—and the best
ways to present these elements of a novel. In debating these issues, reviewers sketch out
the major features of sympathetic reading—what sorts of characters (they hope) will
attract readers’ sympathy, how readers could or should react to those characters and what
sorts of broad principles readers gain from their interactions with novels and other
readers. That is, the Richardson-Fielding rivalry, whose moral and literary terms were set
by the novelists themselves, lays bare Victorian distress about novels’ influence. I read
Richardson’s letters and Joseph Andrews to demonstrate what each novelist hoped for
and how he worried about reading’s influence. I then return to the Victorian reviews and
explain how reviewers’ debates about the pair reveal similar doubts about sympathetic
reading. As I begin to show in this chapter, Victorian reviewers construct their genre as
analogous to novels themselves—an experience, navigated through sympathy with the
characters (novelist, characters, reviewer and other readers), and resulting in a broader
background against which to judge later literary and life events. Although each of these
qualities emerges in the reviews, with Richardson and Fielding I will focus primarily on
the ways reviewing this pair allows reviewers to develop an anonymous sympathetic
voice and thus to initiate a friendly relationship with their readers.
In my second chapter, I examine reviews of gothic fiction to probe uncertainties
about sympathetic reading, uncovering a reading process that privileges rational
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sympathy over emotional reading. I read sections of The Mysteries of Udolpho to
demonstrate that Radcliffe pushes readers to forego pleasure by emulating her heroine’s
responses rather than the negative examples offered by minor (often lower class)
characters. Turning to reviews, it becomes clear that Victorian reviewers ask readers to
evaluate motives rather than to emulate reactions—to look at causes instead of effects.
They claim sympathy is more powerful than example and so support psychological
modes of realism over modes that stress external detail. In doing so, they also emphasize
progress in novel reading and writing since the previous century. In addition, reviews of
the Gothic also reveal the ways that reviewers construct their readers as characters. By
offering in-group/out-group language that tells readers the “right” way to respond to
various elements of novels and reviews, reviewers allow readers who may not have the
reactions that have been coded as “correct” to fit themselves into the constructed persona
of “good reader” while coaching them on how to become that reader.
My third and fourth chapters expand on the possibilities for action that reviewers
open through sympathetic reading. Though many reviews responded skeptically to the
eighteenth-century writers above, reviewers almost universally praise Austen and Scott
for raising the novel’s level of sophistication, for developing a more attentive audience
and for providing good examples of how to be in the world. They claim these novelists
succeed in rendering readers sympathetic to their novels, their lives, and each other. To
frame this, I reflect on Persuasion, where Austen questions texts’ ability to change
readers. Despite her doubts, Victorian reviewers emphasize her influence on leisure
readers and focus reviews on how audiences can sympathize and then use that sympathy.
I claim reviewers present Austen as a domestic ideal whose novels enable communities
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of woman readers to either embrace or reject passivity, depending on the political and
social leanings of the review in question. Additionally, though, I show that reviewers use
Austen, the only one of these novelists to be “made” classic by Victorian reviewers, to
emphasize the importance of self-awareness to good novel writing, and ostensibly to
good living. With Austen, reviewers stress the ways that self-awareness imposed limits
on her work, but reviewers’ comparisons with other novelists show that it was awareness
of one’s limits rather than limiting per se that was central to a novelist’s long term
reputation.
Reviews of Scott, conversely, explore links between authorship, realism and
action. Reviewers insist Scott influences readers’ ideas about politics and society, but the
few who consider his social theory can’t agree on what exactly readers might be taught. I
compare this vagueness to the clear reader tasks posited in recent criticism and in
Waverley, which connects effective reading to success in consumer culture, a social value
that, happily, transcends party politics. I also argue that despite their disagreements
reviewers hope to unite readers around these great British novelists but that their attempts
to demonstrate what readers have in common often end up emphasizing the divisions in
Victorian society.
Attending to Victorian reviews of canonical eighteenth-century and Romantic
novelists can help us to trace the roots of many assumptions and arguments about these
novelists and their work. This attention can also help us better understand the histories of
reviewing and reading. Mainstream Victorian reviews encourage reading and reviewing
practices that differ from contemporary academic standards in dramatic ways. We
mistake our subject, however, if we see these differences as the result of laziness or
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naiveté. As the following discussions will show, what appear at first to be unprofessional
digressions are in fact part of a larger campaign to influence what novels would be
accepted as classics by review readers and how those readers would interact with classic
novels and their creators.
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CHAPTER 2
ORDER FROM CONFUSION: VICTORIAN RECEPTIONS OF RICHARDSON AND
FIELDING AND THE CHANGING VOICE OF LITERARY REVIEWING

Although they often disagree about the status of specific novelists, reviewers for
mainstream Victorian journals frequently assume that classic novels will affect every
reader similarly because they assume their readers share traits and values. As a result
reviewers frequently ignore or elide differences in their audiences. Reviewers assume
reader responses that imply an audience, for periodicals and novels, which would react to
literature in uniform ways. Because reviews often measure a novel’s effectiveness in
terms of its potential to garner sympathy, reviewers complicate the task of portraying a
unified audience, even as they stress the importance of such stability. This complication
exists is in part because sympathy itself is a complex and debated term for nineteenthcentury literary thought, taking two major forms—a physicalized impulse often
associated with the work of David Hume and a rational process of moral determination
associated with Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments. Reviewers’ jobs are also
complicated by their use of sympathy because the portrayal of unified responses requires
reviewers to alter the reviewing voice in important ways.
The joint, messy reception of Samuel Richardson and Henry Fielding in major
Victorian journals highlights important beliefs about sympathetic reading and the voice
of Victorian literary reviews. The reviews reveal doubts about the real extent of
reading’s effects that can be traced back to the novelists themselves. At the same time
that they (often inadvertently) express such concerns, though, reviews adapt sympathetic
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reading practices to their own ends, altering the role of the journalist and masking the role
of the reader. In achieving these ends in terms of readership, however, reviewers present
an extremely unstable and often contradictory picture of Richardson and Fielding.
Recent criticism has been equally mixed, with Fielding criticism focusing primarily on
formal issues and Richardson criticism generally concerned with how readers received
and understood the lessons Richardson tried to encode in his novels. Although their
goals differ dramatically from those of Victorian reviews, the issues investigated by
recent scholars can help us navigate tangled Victorian arguments about these novelists.
Recent claims about Richardson fall into two groups—those that assume he meant
to transmit straightforward messages and those that claim his texts provoke a complex
process of moral judgment. The first group often considers the exemplar, a topic popular
in Victorian readings of Richardson. Mullan’s Sentiment and Sociability, for example,
connects gender and power, claiming Richardson presents sociability in terms of the
family.46 Sympathy is explained as a process of observation that yields pain or
pleasure—as essentially passive.47 According to Mullan, passive sympathy limits
virtuous women and makes paragons of virtuous men. He insists,
Clarissa’s particular powerlessness was the condition not only for the
representation of her potent sensibility but also for the development of a
narrative in which vice acted out its dream of acquisition for the final
paradoxical, purpose of the confirmation of virtue. In Sir Charles
Grandison, virtue and power are given the same name which is the name
of a ‘Man’.48
Virtue is essential but lays women open to dangers that they are powerless to combat.
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Where for Mullan the family provided for sympathy and group judgment, for
Christine Roulston, the private experience of reading teaches virtue and redeems vice.
This is true of Clarissa, who chooses private justification over legal judgment and truer of
Pamela where “Richardson offers a ‘virtuous’ model of reading, in which the reader is
guided toward instruction,” but gender determines how limiting readers will find these
simple lessons.49 Genster also claims gender distinguishes the reader’s task, arguing that
Anna Howe and John Belford act “as witnesses, advocates and cross-examiners of
Clarissa and Lovelace,” teaching readers how to respond to the text.50
Similarly, Beasley insists Richardson was committed to religious patriarchy. Thus
as a moral authority, Clarissa is forced to “[assume] a power that, in the man’s world she
inhabits, is inappropriate to her as a woman—however right she may be to speak as she
does, and however much Richardson may celebrate her for it.”51 Richardson creates a
righteous but inappropriate authority that must be reappropriated by the patriarchal
culture that created and is critiqued by it. He attempts to control “human conduct by
exposing vice and exalting virtue in stories powerful enough to compel reform where it
was needed and emulation where it would help.”52 Each of these interpretations assumes
that whatever other complexities the novels embody Richardson made the moral
messages of his stories clear and straightforward.
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While these direct readings have dominated Richardson criticism since the
eighteenth century, a few critiques identify more complex models of reading. Carol Kay
claims Richardson sought social authority, and echoed moral theory to gain it. His
characters “have the deep sensitivity to public opinion and the profound respect for rules
which Hume describes so eloquently.”53 Moral authority drives Richardson’s characters.
So, Kay insists, “Influenced by Hume, Adam Smith developed in his theory of sympathy
a distinction—between the love of praise and the love of praiseworthiness—which can
illuminate Clarissa’s situation” because it reveals her desire to please an idealized
impartial spectator rather than family or friends.54 According to Kay, this encourages
Clarissa’s readers to emulate her attitudes, not specific moral lessons. Likewise, Keymer
suggests Richardson’s narrative ambiguity promoted his didactic goals rather than
undermining his project as many critics claim. In fact “in encountering these difficulties,
[the reader] will sound, and perhaps enhance, his own capacity to order and judge the
endlessly diffusive impressions of reality itself.”55 Still, even Keymer must admit
Richardson’s task has generally eluded his readers, professional and popular.
Finally, Koehler’s Models of Reading imagines reading as “triangular structures
created within the text, which move beyond it to draw the reader into a paragonizing
community.” She insists that these structures “are both coercive and repressive; they are
intended to produce shame in women readers and to reinscribe—under the banner of
what Richardson called ‘exalt[ing] the Sex’—a paradigm of gender based on women’s
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Koehler insists Richardson uses Humean sympathy, encouraging contrast,

to force female readers to face their shortcomings.57 The paragon created by this strategy
was meant not as a prompt to complex reading with “good characters as challenges to
combat, or as insulting occasions of readerly diminishment.”58 Still, Koehler
acknowledges women’s resistance to this agenda, admitting, “the intuition that ‘Clarissa’s
Character’ is ‘unattainable’ produces an excess of negative emotion that the women
readers mistakenly apply to the ‘character’, seeing faults of prudery and over delicacy,
rather than to themselves and their own potential of rake-countenancing sexual
corruption.”59 Readers consistently seek less disparaging ways of understanding
Clarissa’s story.
A number of subsidiary issues feed into a critic’s final decision about how simple
or complex a task Richardson sets his readers. Critics in both groups debate whether
Pamela, Clarissa and Sir Charles are meant as figures of sympathy or chastisement. This
sympathy is dependent on narrative style and on Richardson’s characterization—are we
meant to know and like these people, or simply to analyze them? Gender also affects the
complexity of perceived reader tasks as scholars navigate differing eighteenth-century
opinions about women’s ability to read and judge. Importantly, critics imagine reader
tasks in terms of teaching; readers either learn by example, echoing the actions, motives
and judgments of characters in the text, or they learn by challenge, actively analyzing a
complex body of information or pushing back against an impossible ideal.
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Victorian reviews of Richardson and Fielding incorporate many issues theorized
in recent criticism. Like recent critics, their claims about the novelists’ effects run the
gamut from simple didacticism to complex, sympathetic instruction. Two elements
distinguish nineteenth-century criticism from recent claims. First, periodical reviewers
were still writing for leisure readers, interested primarily in novelists and their fictional
characters, not in social or textual analysis. Second, many reviewers felt compelled as
literary professionals to offer moral guidance or reading instruction rather than analysis
of eighteenth-century contexts. As a result, their essays approach issues of complexity,
education and gendered reading from the perspective of influence. “What,” they ask
themselves and their readers, “produces appropriate reactions in readers?”
For many Victorians, as for their eighteenth-century counterparts, comparing
Richardson and Fielding provides a basis for arguments about what the novel’s project
should be and how that project should be carried out. The novelists and their earliest
critics saw the two as opposites, a habit that has continued to this day.60 By the Victorian
period, criticism commonly represented Richardson and Fielding as the founders of
opposing schools of life and of novel writing. Articles titled “Samuel Richardson” or
“Fielding’s Novels” almost always contain references to the other because, as Margaret
Oliphant points out in 1869, “It is impossible to give any sketch of one of the two great
novelists of the age without introducing the other.”61 Recently, Allen Mitchie has shown
that Victorian criticism of Richardson and Fielding falls into dichotomies. His list
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includes questions of gender, morality and idealization, which, we have seen, continue to
dominate new studies of Richardson.62 A focus on sympathy, not included in Mitchie’s
argument, reveals connections between these issues and uncovers the real stakes of
placing Richardson and Fielding in opposition. If we consider character writing, it
becomes clear that many reviewers attempt a task more significant than regulating the
novelists’ status. Sympathy with characters allows reviewers to try to shape their
audience, or at least to claim reviews and novels have the power to do so.
Even a cursory glance at these reviews reveals that reviewers agree on little about
this pair except that they should be contrasted. The result is a tangled mass of critical
material, each review contradicting the next in its search for the novelists’ significance.
Either novelist’s periodical reception, then, varies widely because even as critics adapt
theories of sympathy to demonstrate the reading public’s uniformity, they apply them in
opposing ways. This chaos often results from indistinct uses of the two versions of
sympathy discussed above and varied accounts of sympathy’s effects, particularly as they
are employed to gloss over differences in the reading public.
Recent explorations of nineteenth-century readers and reading have shown that
deep divisions existed within the reading public, including disparities in what individuals
read and how they responded to it, variations in availability of texts, and differences in
the class, gender and education of readers.63 Periodical reviewers assume otherwise.
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Many imagine an audience on the cusp of like-mindedness and ignore evidence to the
contrary. This insistence implies that reviewers fear inconsistencies in reading that they
claim are impossible. What divisions reviewers do acknowledge fall within categories—
such as the morally uneducated versus the educated, or the naïve young person versus the
mature adult—that allow for assimilation through sympathetic reading. Recognizing
these masking moves can help us understand how reviewers used sympathetic reading to
stave off concerns about reading as an agent in moral and political education.
One place where reviews agree is on the resonance of the word natural. Although
critics avoid defining the natural, assigning it wildly different qualities, they connect its
presence with a novel’s ability to invite sympathy and with perceptive reading.64 This
discussion becomes more vexed when the expected moral effects of sympathy are taken
into account. Although sympathy was presumed to guide a reader’s moral development,
behind critics’ insistence that all readers will learn morals by sympathizing lurks a fear
that many readers are unable to navigate fiction effectively and will learn the wrong
lessons. If collective sympathy could help erase divisions, reviewers worried that
uncontrolled and uninformed sympathy might encourage readers to abandon majority
values and strike out on their own.
Archibald Alison stresses this link between natural sympathy and good principles.
“The Historical Romance,” which appeared in the conservative Blackwood’s Edinburgh
Magazine, claims general characters will share qualities with the reader and her
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acquaintances.
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Here the fact of likeness in his readers assumes an outside otherness

Alison does not acknowledge. Alison claims characters must reveal “general or common
nature” to be “durable.” Novelists who create such characters will, he proposes, be more
likely to attract sympathy. So, when Alison claims Fielding’s “leading characters in low
life are evidently drawn from nature, and thence his long-continued popularity,” readers
might presume Fielding’s characters will be sympathetic.66 While he refers to characters
like Joseph Andrews or Tom Jones’s sidekick Partridge as natural and agreeable, though,
characters from “low life” fall below the moral and social levels of Alison’s elite,
conservative readers and provoke amusement. These common-folk’s comic foibles make
them interesting, but, because they are common, Alison claims they can’t invite
sympathy. Their dissimilarity from Alison’s readers renders their naturalness moot in
terms of the novels’ ability to teach their readers.
Later reviews bear this out. Fielding’s low-ranking characters are consistently
labeled naturally comic, not sympathetic. Lewes’s “A Word About Tom Jones” (1860)
dismisses the possibility that “one so utterly without seriousness, so ludicrously
incompetent to portray any of the deeper emotional and intellectual forms of life” could
be a master of characterization.67 Instead, like Alison, he interprets Fielding’s characters
as comic caricatures. Lewes claims, “his appreciation of characteristics, and his great
dramatic ventriloquism (admirable qualities) make you believe in his persons as actual
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existences; but you see and hear his persons, you do not know them.”

Fielding can

observe and report but cannot take readers below the surface.69 Lewes pronounces
Fielding a failure as both naturalist and idealist. A character can copy life, Lewes claims,
without revealing anything about “human nature.”
Conversely, in “Our First Great Novelist” (Macmillan’s 1876), journalist George
Smith finds Fielding particularly able to evoke sympathy:
Inheriting the frailties of humanity, and feeling himself bound up with its
joys and sorrows, he was gifted with a mind incredibly rich in resource.
Richardson had some of the weaker elements of woman’s nature mingled
with his own, but Fielding had its real tenderness, its compassion.70
Again, gender and naturalness are essential in questions of morality. Here the naturalness
that draws out sympathy requires the novelist to mix masculine and feminine qualities.
This “richness” forces Fielding’s readers to follow his lead, to judge according to
motives, to forgive the “frailties of humanity” and feel “bound up” in it even where it
differs from them. According to Smith, every character is detailed and “truthful.”71 This
is the truthfulness of similarity to the reader’s world rather than to the reader herself.
Readers sympathize because in Fielding’s world vice and virtue coexist and characters’
imperfections and growth allow readers to relate to them. In contrast to Alison’s charge
that Fielding evokes ridicule rather than sympathy, by demonstrating a perceptive reading
of Fielding, Smith encourages readers’ growth through sympathetic observation of
characters at all levels of intelligence, wealth and gentility.
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If natural characters could have mixed effects—eliciting action, sympathy and
moral growth at best but potentially providing only a source for ridicule—idealized
characters seemed to offer more limited possibilities. Alison posits that “even works of
higher reputation and unquestionable genius” will lose readers if, like Richardson’s, they
choose to draw characters from “imaginary life.”72 Idealized characters are less
sympathetic, Alison implies, because they are unlike anyone the reader knows. A
Clarissa or Grandison produces awe or envy, not sympathy. For Alison, envy and
dissimilarity explain Richardson’s slide in popularity. His “unquestionable genius”
cannot prevent his novels from being a “heavy” task for Victorian readers, who do not
share the eighteenth-century taste for “mawkish sensibility.”73 Idealists, Alison implies,
place more value on instruction than entertainment, oversimplifying readers’ tasks and
losing their interest. Coupled with his dislike of Fielding, Alison’s article implies that
naturalism has more beneficial effects than idealism but that eighteenth-century versions
of both are unable to evoke sympathy from Victorian readers. In limiting the “durability”
of these allegedly classic novelists, Alison unites his readers in the supposition that they
are more sophisticated than eighteenth-century readers because literature and sympathy
progressed in the intervening century.
This is typically the fate of idealism. In “British Novelists” (1860), despite their
shared traits (masculinity, nationality, education, and, to a degree, class), W.F. Pollock
finds Sir Charles Grandison, the paragon of Richardson’s final novel, uncongenial.74
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When examining Richardson’s entire career, however, Pollock claims him as a naturalist.
He asserts that Richardson’s natural introductions of characters in Pamela and Clarissa
help readers overcome social barriers to sympathy. By presenting opportunities to
examine motives and actions, Richardson allows readers to transition from sympathy
with individuals to a complex sympathy that channels emotion toward moral judgment.
Pollock also asserts that Richardson could make “manly Christian protests against
dueling and gambling (the great vices of the age)” and fight extravagance precisely
because his characters are realized through gradual introductions.75 When Richardson
idealizes in his final novel, he fails to draw readers. Read this way, natural characters
help readers overcome social divisions like class, gender and virtue. Richardson’s
characters reveal an implicitly moral dimension of sympathy. Convincingly vicious
characters provoke the reader to disgust while the virtuous and the victims invite
understanding. Pollock makes it clear that sympathy can be moral because Richardson
constructed natural characters. Here, perceptive reading of Richardson yields similar
effects to those yielded by George Smith’s reading of Fielding. Although the narrative
techniques are different, in both cases, the naturalness of the characters and situations
challenges readers’ attention and judgment.
Reviewers of Richardson are often faced with this tension between the novelist’s
desire to instruct and the reviewer’s conviction that more can be learned from characters
than from the editor/novelist. H. Buxton Forman’s “Samuel Richardson, as artist and
moralist” (1869) attempts to blend morality with naturalness, essentially bypassing the
debate about the natural and the ideal. Writing for the explicitly “unbiased” and
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“nonpartisan” Fortnightly Review may have given Forman freedom to embrace
Richardson’s ambiguities that his contemporaries at more partisan periodicals did not
have.76 Certainly, like Pollock (writing for Fraser’s which claimed periodicals should
look “comprehensively” at issues), Forman distinguishes among Richardson’s novels and
voices and presents Richardson’s characters as the next best thing to observing a moral
individual. Citing The Mill on the Floss, Forman admits overt moralizing can ruin a
novel’s effect. Still, he claims, “you cannot read through twenty pages of ‘Clarissa’
without feeling that you are mainly in the company, not of the preacher Richardson, but
of real live men and women.”77 Forman resists Richardson the editor, preferring to attend
to the “real live men and women” who force him to balance conscience and social mores.
Despite these exceptions, most reviewers tend, like Alison, to see Richardson’s
characters as unsympathetically idealized. In Coventry Patmore’s review for the liberal,
religious North British Review, “sentimental” Richardson represents a false ideal, which
prefers “perfect heroes” to real people.78 As a result, Fielding’s characters exceed
Richardson’s as “a natural rose, with its slight irregularities, does its mathematically
correct prototype in wax.”79 Fielding creates sympathetic human beings while
Richardson makes models. Similarly, novelist and journalist Juliet Pollock claims
Richardson “overmarked the characters which he put forward as models of good or bad”
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Like Patmore, Pollock

claims Fielding finds a way to be “natural” and sympathetic. Still, few reviewers see
either novelist as a clear example of the natural or the ideal. Rather, each ends as a lesson
in how not to be natural and how not to idealize.
Although naturalness doesn’t clarify the relative worth afforded to Richardson
and Fielding during the early and mid-Victorian period, it is clearly linked to many
reviewers’ senses of how novels can and should affect readers. From Alison’s
commentary in Blackwood’s onward, naturalness is a key factor in determining which
characters readers will sympathize with and how effectively those characters can coach
readers in moral sympathy. While naturalness introduces sympathy, then, other
distinctions help readers identify sympathy’s potential to bridge the novel and society.
By appropriating gendered qualities to Richardson or Fielding, some Victorian reviewers
make sympathy dependent on the reader’s gender identity. As we saw above, Smith’s
review divides feminine qualities, giving “weak” qualities to Richardson and the “strong”
to Fielding. Smith implies that the right kind of reader will resist the easy femininity of
Richardson’s heroines and choose the “real tenderness” of Fielding’s novels. This
complicates the sympathetic reading process by placing importance on both masculine
and feminine qualities rather than valuing one over the other. Smith’s use of gender
parallels Alison’s assumptions about class and sympathetic identification.
When a reviewer assumes identification, and so moral sympathy, requires gender
likeness he limits the novel’s impact and presumes a divided audience. Still, discussions
of gender occasionally allow reviewers to imagine an audience whose differences are
80
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uncomplicated or unimportant. By agreeing in “Historical Sketches of the Reign of
George II—the novelist” (1869) that Richardson was “a little fussy, a little particular,
more than a little vain,” Oliphant forges a conventional link between Richardson and his
early female admirers.81 Oliphant notes, though, that novel readers in both centuries were
largely female. Unlike Smith, Oliphant uses feminine qualities to stabilize the reading
audience and its desires rather than complicate it. Taking this into account, Richardson’s
feminine qualities could be an asset. Oliphant claims his novels are more acceptable to
Victorian readers than Fielding’s could be because he understands women’s motives.
Admitting Fielding’s characters are better executed, Oliphant still notes that to a woman
he, like his Tom Jones, is “infinitely nastier and infinitely more innocent than [Lovelace]
the subtle seducer” of Clarissa .82 Richardson’s villains escape the “easy-minded
uncleanness” of Fielding’s characters because his concept is more “subtle,” allowing him
“unawares” to “[profit] by what was essentially a feminine ideal.” Richardson’s pictures
of vice are acceptable because they are based on “emotion and mental excitement, and
remorse and passion,” which women “can understand and realize.”83 Interestingly,
Oliphant argues this in a masculine voice. 84
Here, a novel can only hope to excite sympathy or use it to teach morality if the
novelist understands readers’ tastes and desires. The novelist must draw the reader into
sympathy even with vice. If handled subtly, readers will feel temptation and remorse
with the evil character, while also participating in his victim’s feelings. An overload of
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sympathy allows readers to comprehend the moral principles at the root of the story.
Oliphant’s reconsideration of Richardson’s “feminine” style reveals the necessity of
recognizing who is reading if reviewers are to appreciate what Oliphant implies are
women’s ways of reading. Likewise, the Westminster’s “The Progress of Fiction as an
Art” (1853) claims Fielding revels in “coarseness” that disgusts readers of a more refined
period by mixing good nature and vice. The reviewer assumes Fielding’s characters
evoke some sympathy because of their good qualities but can never be completely
sympathetic because of their consistently low tastes. Characters like Tom Jones ask too
much of refined readers. Although their naturalness evoked sympathy in Fielding’s (to
Victorian eyes) less refined period, they cannot be acceptable to Victorian readers. While
this review links refinement with the Victorian present and coarseness with the past,
Oliphant reminds us that they were heavily gendered. So, Fielding’s effect is limited by
his inability to understand and write for a feminine audience.
This gendering highlights the links between naturalness, sympathy and moral
lessons. Naturalness is important insofar as it encourages readers to feel with and aspire
to the moral and emotional states of characters. While idealized models might offer an
example, though, many reviewers see paragons as opportunities for jealousy rather than
for emulation, as Koehler (2005) predicts. Negative response closes off the possibility
that readers might integrate reading experience with lived experience to form systems of
moral accountability. A number of reviewers point readers toward this danger, even as
they attempt to defuse it. For example, W.F. Pollock (1860) is concerned that sympathy
offers both an opportunity for emotional excess, gendered feminine, and an occasion for
practicing rationalizing propriety, gendered masculine. According to Pollock, “In his
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books we only gradually become acquainted with his personages, and in the same way as
we should make their acquaintances in real life.”85 Because readers know Richardson’s
characters like they know close friends, it is as painful for a sensitive, perceptive reader
to reread Clarissa as to witness a friend’s pain. Though alive to the risks of impulsive,
Humean sympathy, Pollock is careful not to overrate the rational morality of Smith’s
impartial spectator. Pollock assumes readers need the coaching Richardson’s characters
offer. By casting difference in terms of moral maturity, Pollock implies sympathy can
overcome difference by opening a common moral system, which would force reviewers
to demonstrate perceptive sympathy to uneducated readers of novels and reviews.
Likewise, in “Fielding and Thackeray” (1855), Patmore claims Fielding’s
characters can teach moral sympathy to all readers. Readers identify with Fielding’s
“discreditable” heroes’ because they recognize or share those characters virtues and
faults. Sympathy then forces them to examine their own consciences and behavior.86
Although he notes that Fielding’s novels are not circulating library fare, Patmore
maintains that they do provide “a sense of moral invigoration.”87 This invigorating
quality assures the safety of any reader, male or female, who is not already corrupt. By
challenging readers to work through moral questions, the novels redeem themselves from
charges of viciousness.
Patmore’s reading of Richardson emphasizes this type of perceptive reading.88
Where his Fielding is natural and morally rigorous, his Richardson is mannered and
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moralistic as show by “the low order of the morality of [Pamela], which rewards virtue
with a fine wedding-dress, a handsome bridegroom, and a coach-and-six.”89 George
Smith echoes Patmore, insisting, Fielding “was the great artist in fiction because he was
the great observer and interpreter of human nature.”90 Richardson shows “Courage,
talent and purity” but lacks genius. Smith insists this deficiency is most apparent when
Richardson tries to exert moral influence, admitting Richardson “comes terribly near
earning [the] character” of “priggish moralist.”91 As Patmore claims, Fielding’s
characters teach readers to recognize and correct faults; Richardson’s promise happily
ever after. So Richardson’s morals interfere with his art, and Fielding’s do not.
The Contemporary Review’s 1883 “Samuel Richardson” also connects gender and
morality, assuming Richardson wrote for morally uneducated women. Throughout,
Henry Duff Traill ridicules Richardson’s “nursery morality.”92 Catering to the lowest
(explicitly feminine) principles, Richardson’s characters preach instead of revealing
themselves naturally.93 Indeed, Richardson expends the most “masterly vigour of
portraiture” on his villains, who are attractive because they don’t preach.94 In short, the
novels fail because intelligent readers can only sympathize with villainy. Traill’s
commentary fits neatly with other discussions of moral sophistication. Despite his
distinction between sophisticated and unsophisticated readers, Traill sustains the illusion
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of a unified Victorian reading public by implying that all readers want novels to
challenge their moral sense instead of offering childish simplifications.
Some reviewers disagreed, however. As we have seen, Forman claims
Richardson combined “profound and sympathetic knowledge of human nature” with
careful analysis of “motive and feeling” to create characters who transcend their moral
purpose. In fact, he posits, such characters are sympathetic because their lives and
natures “embody” lessons of morality. According to Forman, the length of the letters is
to blame for any lapses of sympathy. Forman’s description echoes much of what his
contemporaries said about Fielding— in spite of a moralizing editor, lessons could be
learned because readers were intimately acquainted with the characters’ thoughts and
motives. The difference between these views, as Patmore, Smith and Pollock imply, is
any depiction and rehabilitation of ordinary sinfulness. Traill and Forman agree that only
Richardson’s villains are evil. The heroes and heroines have no faults at all.
Forman’s claims employ a variation of moral sympathy often associated with
Fielding. Richardson’s characters are sympathetic because they are recognizable and
because readers are let into their responses. By attending to these cues, readers learn
moral lessons as they would in life—through the punishment or reward of their
sympathies. Additionally, Forman elucidates Adam Smith’s claim that a spectator enters
into observed emotions only to a limited degree in comparison with what the actor feels.
Richardson fails only when his characters examine their emotions in more depth than a
spectator can bear. Controlled doses of sympathy and blunt moralizing are the key to
creating a like-minded reading public. Unlike many reviewers, Forman discounts
jealousy as a problem in Richardson’s novels. Like them, however, Forman can imagine
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a uniform audience because he defines difference in terms of alterable qualities—
education and moral principles.
Considering the natural/ideal dichotomy, gender difference, and questions of
morality, we can see that comparisons of Richardson and Fielding tend to highlight
divisions in Victorian society. In attempting to bridge some divisions, reviewers call
attention to others. As they struggle to define the purpose of novel reading, these
reviewers consistently distinguish between the “we” who have perceptive, appropriate
reading habits and the “they” who, troublingly, do not. Most reviewers attempt to
reframe these insider/outsider divisions in terms of reformable qualities. Those who
cannot reframe divisions fail to establish a status quo for their readers. As we have seen,
Alison’s 1845 review rejects both Richardson’s idealism and Fielding’s naturalism
largely because no set of characters matches Alison’s readers in status and education.
Alison limits sympathy to likeness—it marks boundaries between readers, rather than
overcoming them—but he does not recognize that he creates this limitation. Instead, he
insists that his readers are everymen who represent the natural way of reading and being.
Where his successors insist on sympathy’s healing power, Alison claims true naturalness
will be instantly recognizable to everyone.
In many other cases, however, reviews find more effective ways to bring readers
into understanding with one another. For example, reviewers could use readers’
sympathy with one another to erase or elide differences in the reading public even when
sympathy with characters failed to do so. So, W.F. Pollock faults “the extreme perfection
of [Sir Charles Grandison’s] principal personages,” commiserating with readers who
struggle to sympathize with characters set so far beyond normal moral possibilities:
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We feel like children summoned to the presence of the elders in the
drawing-room—rather shy of the fine furniture, and longing to retreat
again to the more familiar parts of the house, where there is less dignity,
but more fun, to be had . . . We feel inclined to rebel against such a
tyranny of goodness.95
The sense of literally and figuratively falling short makes readers want to rebel against
the example. Readers know they can’t compete with Richardson’s paragons, so, to avoid
the shame of failure, they choose not to try. This is made worse, Pollock claims, when
Richardson contrasts his principles with “vulgar” and degraded characters. In this case,
readers sympathize with one another but not with Richardson’s characters
Pollock posits sympathy as an opportunity for moral improvement, claiming the
novel is the only genre interested in moral influence. Thus his failure to acknowledge
anything about Fielding’s novels except their superior form amounts to a critique.96
Although he concedes that Richardson is too sentimental, Pollock insists readers are
strongly moved by Richardson’s characters. When Pollock doesn’t sympathize it is
because he finds the character idealized, not because, as in Alison’s work, the character is
of the wrong class or gender. Clarissa, the “fallen” (or not fallen) woman and Pamela,
the virtuous servant, both win favor. To be sympathetic, Pollock implies, characters must
lead readers toward greater moral maturity, not provide an unreachable standard.
Similarly, Lewes also requires an additional degree of depth or thoughtfulness in
a novelist’s characters before he is willing to imagine a sympathetic reaction. This depth,
presumably, would move readers from “see[ing] and hear[ing]” characters to actually
knowing them. Lewes explains that Fielding’s “large experience of everyday life and
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everyday people” allows him to create a recognizable world, but he implies that this is a
world where readers remain impartial spectators. Fielding’s strategy of maintaining
distance between reader and characters appears to make his writing a perfect
representation of society. But, as Lewes shows, readers do not “know” Fielding’s
characters, and in preserving distance between characters and readers Fielding prevents
readers from learning how to sympathize. Even the “impartial” spectator of the Theory of
Moral Sentiments is not completely detached. Smith posits that the instinct to sympathize
can be impartial if the spectator comes to his conclusions as a result of his observations
and not based on personal attachments (such as family ties or class preferences). Thus,
impartiality cannot preclude sympathetic responses in the observer. In labeling
Fielding’s characters unknowable, Lewes demonstrates that distance, whether created by
difference or by indifference makes it impossible for novels to both teach and entertain.
A novel that could not accomplish both, might, as Pollock and Lewes show, fail to
accomplish either. Regardless of what qualities reviewers believe elicit sympathy,
sympathetic characters are considered essential to novels that hope to affect readers.
Lewes’s concern reveals the balance sympathetic reading was believed to require.
As Pollock shows, readers could not learn from paragons—so novels that coached
readers were preferable to those that set up an ideal. But Lewes demonstrates that readers
could go too far in the other direction, trying to separate their emotional reactions from
their moral training. Without sympathy, a novelist could encourage self-satisfied
judgment rather than emotional and moral growth. These articles share the belief that
readers could be taught to manage their level of engagement if proper material was
provided.
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Patmore also uses complex moral sympathy to navigate differences between
readers. Because they are idealized, according to Patmore, Richardson’s characters
cannot provoke a complex moral and sympathetic response. Fielding’s characters, with
their “slight irregularities,” come closer to the moral position of Patmore’s audience. It
is, in Patmore’s account, only mature readers who can see past the “general laxness of
manners” that characterize Fielding’s era and can recognize the novelist’s “[sincere love]
of what is gracious in human life.”97 Although he recommends Fielding’s novels to this
mature audience, Patmore claims they are safe for any virtuous reader. Patience with
vice, corrected by virtue and good nature, should encourage appropriate moral judgment
of the flawed character. Fielding’s characters learn and improve, a process that inspires
sympathy and thought. Richardson’s characters are already perfect and, therefore, have
nothing to offer. Because anyone can pursue moral perfection, other differences
disappear, if only in Patmore’s article.
After Alison, critics of Richardson and Fielding seek out instances of likeness or
difference between the authors and their Victorian audiences that they hope will lead to
sympathy. This search is grounded on the assumption that sympathy with novels is a step
in the process of moral sympathy, which provides principles for social life. Additionally,
for many Victorian critics, this potential for sympathy implies the possibility of shared
ground between readers. In a society divided along numerous lines, concord between
groups must have seemed increasingly important, even if it was only found in responses
to fiction. It is not surprising, then, that the vice or virtue of fictional characters became
an arguing point in discussions of sympathetic reading.
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Once aroused sympathy allows readers to encounter vice and virtue and to find
common ground in their responses to novels. While many Victorian critics pair
Richardson and Fielding to blur or ignore divisions in the reading audience, though,
Leslie Stephen consistently critiques the novelists in order to distinguish educated or
professional readers from the mass reading public. In doing so, he underscores
differences between popular and literary reading practices. Although this distinction
between high and low literature was far from new, contrasting Stephen’s attempts to
divide readers with others’ attempts to unite them highlights literature’s role in imagining
a stable society as well as the uniqueness of the mid-Victorian reviewing voice.
Between 1868 and 1882, Stephen produced several articles for Cornhill offering
Richardson and Fielding as exemplars of sympathetic technique or of classic fiction.
Stephen addresses the language used by critics who represented the novelists as paragons
of English manliness and reduced the appearance of difference in their audiences by
focusing on difference in their subjects. Stephen stabilizes the discussion into a pair of
stereotypes—Richardson drinking tea surrounded by admiring ladies and Fielding in a
tavern accompanied by rough, honest men. Focusing on their gendered audiences,
Stephen shifts from sympathy itself to the narrative framework that creates sympathy. He
deftly changes the subject—avoiding the divisive issue of effect and addressing the
seemingly objective question of how effects might be produced.
Stephen claims that simple comparisons of Richardson and Fielding—“Fielding . .
. paints flesh and blood; whereas Richardson consciously constructs his puppets out of
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His own essays,

however, are filled with such comparisons. The most obvious is the concurrence of
gender and modes for creating sympathy. In Stephen’s work, Richardson represents
femininity. He is a “milksop,”99 whose best characters are female because he
sympathizes with women.100 Stephen claims that Richardson’s sentimental discourse
plays to women’s “inarticulate longing” for inclusion.101 Richardson’s morality makes
him attractive, Stephen claims, because Victorian culture is obsessed with “the emotions
of young ladies.”102 In stressing the “inarticulate” nature of women’s emotions, Stephen
implies that women’s needs are best met by an articulate male novelist rather than by
another emotional woman.
Stephen demonstrates the advantages and disadvantages of speaking for a female
readership, claiming Richardson’s “most obvious merits and defects resulted from his
feminine characteristics.”103 These characteristics included his sense of moral
responsibility and writing in the moment, which allowed readers to learn of hardships
“from the sufferer’s own mouth.”104 But allowing access to characters could backfire.
According to Stephen, characters can make readers feel “forced into familiarity.”105
Similarly, Richardson’s characters could seem like projections of his desires: “[readers]
are aware that the soul . . . has transmigrated into another shape; that the author is
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projected into his character, and is really giving us one phase of his own sentiments.”

The novelist’s needs and fears cloud his presentation, biasing the reader or distracting her
from the lesson through which her sympathy ought to lead her. As a result, Richardson
can paint only a narrow, claustrophobic slice of the world. Richardson’s footnotes and
interruptions, which he reads as crude attempts to verify the story, also irritate Stephen.107
When presented to an irrational, sentimental audience, Stephen claims, Richardson’s
tactics simply fuel readers’ distrust.
Clearly, Stephen believes Richardson desired sentimental, female attention.
However, his initial success ensured long-term failure. An early proponent of literary
professionalization, Stephen dismisses both the novel’s traditional audience—long
presumed to be female—and the sentimental novel, with its showy emotionalism. The
appropriate audience is controlled and masculine. Stephen’s desire to elevate criticism
and the novel results in an imagined audience that diverges from other Victorian reviews.
For Stephen, the novel is not a ground for potential equality but a test of readers’
worthiness to enter the fellowship of elite literary scholars.
Stephen dismisses Richardson’s techniques, not because they’re vulgar or oldfashioned, but because they are directed to a female audience. Richardson depends on
transferring emotions between reader and characters. Stephen claims that this
relationship is “forced” on readers, through feminine desire for detail and repetition.
Richardson’s text asks for an unthinking, receptive reader—one who, in Stephen’s view,
will wade through the novel because of her sympathy and unquestioningly accept
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directives offered by a clumsy editor. In effect, his texts ask for a reader incapable of
perceptive moral sympathy. Stephen, assuming an educated, male reader, finds
Richardson’s didacticism “crude” and “priggish.”
On the other hand, masculine rigor excuses the “vulgarity” of Fielding’s world.
Stephen claims Fielding’s moral strength results from attacks on “affectation” and
“straightlaced morality.”108 Fielding’s words are the “remarks of a spectator instead of an
actor”—he writes “from observation rather than intuitive sympathy.”109 This distance
clarifies the role of Fielding’s masculine narrator, who keeps readers “inflexibly in the
regions of commonsense and every-day experience.”110 Where Richardson’s editor
attempts to control, Fielding’s narrator models appropriate reactions. So, for example,
Stephen claims, “Fielding’s portrait of an ideal character is all the better for his masculine
grasp of fact.”111 Adams’s virtues are bearable because Fielding ridicules him—making
him sympathetic by bringing him to the reader’s level.
Such leveling allows Fielding to be a “mouthpiece” for his society.112
Richardson, Stephen implies, produces perfect characters who model an ideal world.
Fielding “[lays] bare the real working forces of society and [makes] us know better the
actual men and women of our own day.”113 Fielding’s “masculine insight into living
realities” requires emotional detachment but allows his narrator to reveal the characters of
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“actual men and women.”

Stephen doesn’t describe this process, but he implies that

the narrator teaches readers how to be “impartial spectators” as envisioned by Smith. By
examining motives in a detached way, readers learn to judge without depending on biases
of similarity or familiarity. Stephen limits audiences to those who are already able to
encounter the challenge of impartial, unemotionally sympathetic reading.
Where Stephen’s contemporaries posit ways to overcome divisions between
Victorian readers, Stephen highlights differences as support for his claim that critical
reading—real appreciation—is only within reach of a few. That Stephen can use the
same values to deny non-professional readers the ability to judge these novels as his
contemporaries used to make novels a site for overcoming differences should make us
question earlier gestures towards a unified reading audience. What is really being
accomplished by claims that readers are more alike than different?
Claims about a unified reading public often rest on an assumption that fiction,
properly read, can teach moral sympathy, yet none of the reviews that assumes fiction
should instruct shows readers how to access that instruction. No reviewer offers
guidelines for sympathetic moral reading. None points to moral philosophies as guides.
None even offers a close reading of a novel to demonstrate how readers could transition
from sympathy to moral judgment. If they hope sympathy will create a more likeminded
audience, why do reviewers neglect their own roles as translators of this process?
Richardson and Fielding’s practices, and the Victorian responses above, offer one
explanation for this absence. As Keymer suggests, “Only the most short-sighted reader
could deny that Clarissa is too complex and too fiercely contested in its meanings to
114
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make possible the communication of simple didactic messages; while only the most
short-sighted scholar could deny the strength of Richardson’s commitment to instruction
as a final goal.”115 Indeed, Richardson recognized this problem himself and struggled to
force his audience to read perceptively and recognize his characters’ moral principles on
their own. At the same time, he wanted to be read receptively so that he could channel
readers’ sympathies to his own ends.
Richardson’s correspondence about Clarissa is riddled with frustrated attempts to
convince friends to see the story his way. His letters to Aaron Hill, who offered
extensive advice on Clarissa, display one version of this struggle. Hill suggests, for
example, that Lovelace is too bad to be convincing. Richardson then shows why, despite
his great respect for Hill, he is going to ignore this advice. In this case, he insists,
“Lovelace’s Character I intend to be unamiable, as I hinted: I once read to a young Lady
Part of his Character and then his End; and upon her pitying him . . . I made him still
more and more odious . . . leaving only some Qualities in him, laudable enough to justify
her first liking.”116 Richardson not only asserts that he is right, and uses readers’
responses to prove his point (a tactic engaged frequently in his letters), he also “hints”
that Hill has misread both the novel and the letters by pointing out they have been over
this before, though less explicitly. Richardson’s letters to Hill continue in this manner,
first humble, then insistent that Hill is not quite smart enough to understand Richardson’s
work.
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This model is altered slightly in letters to female correspondents. Richardson
praises their virtue or sensibility rather than their intelligence, demonstrating the
importance of sympathy to his vision of perceptive reading. Again, though, he takes an
objection, disproves it, and hints that the reader has not paid proper attention to Clarissa.
So, when Lady Bradshaigh insists that she will not finish the novel if denied a happy
ending, he scolds her for avoiding knowledge of the distressing side of life. If the novel
pains Lady Bradshaigh, then Richardson has succeeded in showing an amiable and
virtuous woman dealing with trials. Indeed he sends his correspondent back to Clarissa’s
responses to her situation, quoting letters at length to demonstrate how readers should
respond to Clarissa and how a lady should respond to distress. Finally, before moving to
a new objection, Richardson insists, “the more irksome these Lessons are to the Young,
the Gay, and the Healthy, the more necessary are they to be inculcated.”117 So, if Lady
Bradshaigh insists on her objection, she may count herself young, gay, and healthy, but
not emotionally or morally mature.
Richardson moves between insider promptings—“it is easy to gather that
Lovelace has made his Advantages of this Observation, among such”—including his
correspondent and himself among the better informed—and outsider chiding—“Allow
me, Madam, to say that my Repetitions of Questions, are generally occasioned by your
Repetition of Pleas, which I thought I had before answered, and which I believe on
Reperusal you will find to be fully taken notice of”—which puts his correspondent in the
wrong.118 Indeed, as early as 1748, Richardson is so frustrated by his friends’ inability to
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see Clarissa as he wants them to that he prefaces the late volumes in his letters,
informing Astraea and Minerva Hill, for example, that they “will see that I have made
[Miss Howe] punishably Faulty.”119 Such insistence is scattered throughout Richardson’s
letters as he awaits reactions to the final volumes. The letters attempt for friends what he
hoped his preface and table of contents would do for other readers—to “obviate . . . tho’
covertly, such Objections as I had heard” and to operate “as a Help to their Recollection,
and to their Understanding of it, in the Way I chose to have it understood in.”120
Even these efforts did not satisfy Richardson that his “dear Girl” was receiving
the attention she deserved. As Mullan points out, “The irony is that Richardson’s
attempts to govern, for the sake of virtue, the interpretation of his narratives reveal
exactly their capacity to generate ambiguities, to proliferate the most untoward of
readings.”121 Even with friends, Richardson seems to have caused more problems the
harder he tried to stabilize his novel’s meaning. To Susannah Highmore, he complains of
the “poor ineffectual History of Clarissa”—insinuating that it has been read but not
understood or really attended to by anyone.122 By his 1749-50 letters to Frances
Grainger, Richardson has clearly lost patience. “No! No! No!,” he exclaims in response
to one objection, “The very worst Sentence you ever wrote. If the Point be such, that she
can comply with it, she ought to comply with it! It is her Duty to comply with it!”123
Hints haven’t worked, pointing to his text and letters hasn’t worked, stating the message
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hasn’t worked. Richardson is finally left with “zealousness” as the only strategy for
getting through to recalcitrant readers. They cannot be coaxed, so they must be scolded.
As he finally mourns to the unrepentant Lady Bradshaigh, “Has not the world
shewn me, that it is much better pleased to receive and applaud the character that shews
us what we are (little of novelty as one would think there is in that) than what we ought to
be? Are there not who think Clarissa’s an unnatural character?”124 Richardson
disparages Fielding’s Shamela and Joseph Andrews, whose success he sees as an unfair
siphoning off of attention from his own novels. Richardson despairs of readers who “can
be gratified by a Tom Jones . . . I am not to expect that the World will bestow Two
Readings, or One indeed, attentive one, on such a grave story as Clarissa.”125 If attentive
reading is denied, even, as he hints, by his friends, though, Richardson is also guilty of
offhanded judgments. In several letters, he admits to judging Tom Jones by report, never
having read any part of it.
Richardson’s letters demonstrate the impossibility of training readers to
“correctly” interpret so complex a text as Clarissa. Richardson tries a variety of
corrections and demonstrations to guide his readers to a proper understanding. At best,
he convinces them not to send more objections. Lady Bradshaigh seems to have given up
criticizing Clarissa’s conclusion, instead praising her morals and encouraging Sir
Charles Grandison. In the course of publication, Hill became so frustrated that he
destroyed a number of papers related to the early volumes without sending them to
Richardson, who panicked, apologized profusely and then went back to telling Hill how
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not to criticize Clarissa. Keymer reminds readers that, as late as Sir Charles Grandison,
“When Richardson talks . . . of having ‘play’d the Rogue with my Readers; intending to
make them think now one way, now another, of the very same Characters’, he is not
authorizing them to judge at a whim, but asking them to participate in a determinate,
though complex and variable, sequence of prestructured responses.”126 Richardson learns
to joke about his attempts to control meaning, but continues to make them. In
encouraging readers to sort through the facts and interpret the novel, Richardson
inadvertently gives up control of his message.
This slipperiness of meaning can be found in Fielding’s novels as well. Scott
Black claims that complication and ambiguity of message were precisely Fielding’s
point. “It is,” he claims, “by showing a dense web of discourses and references, instead
of disclosing what they hide, that Fielding represents a contemporary world defined by a
particular network of figures and idioms and not by its ability to generate a new,
definitive one.”127 Black insists that form follows meaning and that the only clear
meaning to be derived from Fielding’s novels is that novels cannot transmit a singular
message. In fact, Black connects this interpretation of Joseph Andrews to Richardson’s
work, asserting that “Fielding’s response to Richardson’s earnest project of reformation
suggests the problem isn’t that books may have bad or even good effects but rather the
assumption that they can or should have any particular effects.”128 While we may not
want to go as far as Black, it is clear that Fielding recognized the novel’s tendency to
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proliferate its meanings beyond the author’s intentions—something that Richardson
continued to fight throughout his career. If we consider a scene from Joseph Andrews,
we are less likely to see no meanings than to see a multiplicity of meanings that accounts
for the variety of perspectives from which readers might encounter the novel.
This familiar scene, where Parson Adams lectures Joseph against impatience with
Providence only to show his own impatience when faced (immediately) with a personal
crisis, occurs near the end of the novel. Readers are asked to sympathize with Joseph’s
“impatience” about his marriage even while they must see the general truth (in terms of
Christian doctrine) of Adams’s counsel concerning the “will of Providence.” Given the
length of Adams’s disquisition, the reader might begin to consider her own ability to live
up to this ideal, or might become bored with Adams’s moralizing and frustrated with his
advice, or might skim ahead. A patient reader might wonder, from Adams’s reference to
Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, what Adams himself would do if asked to sacrifice.
Certainly, only a very patient reader could, like Joseph, bear this lecture as “peaceably,
quietly, and contentedly” as Adams claims the bitterest sorrows ought to be bourn.
Likewise, when, “one came hastily in, and acquainted Mr. Adams, that his
youngest son was drowned,” readers’ reactions depend on their attention to earlier
sections, their senses of humor and their backgrounds. The reader who caught Fielding’s
reference to Abraham now sees this second Abraham being asked to sacrifice his son
without question or passion. Such readers are treated to the irony of Adams’s inability to
fulfill his own ideals. On one hand, the reader laughs at Adams’s shortcomings
compared to his earlier complacency. On the other, most readers must feel that this
natural reaction is more sympathetic than the stoic ideal. The comic effect is further
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enhanced by the narrator’s report that when Joseph repeats the parson’s arguments as an
approach to the situation, Adams “was not at leisure now to harken to his advice” beyond
the claim that he could have been calm in any instance except for this specific one.
Readers also sympathize with Joseph’s sincere but ineffectual effort to comfort Adams.
Even the promise of heaven cannot gain Adams’s attention (another irony in a Christian
preacher). He rushes off to find the body only to meet his (wet) son at the door. And so
characters, narrator and readers are all plunged into comic, happy sympathy with this
unexpected turn of events (though the narrator offers an explicit warning against
spreading bad news rather than trying to prevent tragedy).
This short scene offers several obvious morals as well as numerous other lessons
that could be drawn by readers. The narrator reminds us not to gossip. Additionally, he
implies the danger of setting moral standards we cannot meet. Other readers might find
messages about the greater value of true feeling than of consistency to principles, about
the difficulty and importance of sincere sympathy, or about the shortcomings of even
good characters. Readers might learn to laugh at themselves, to value their friends
(ridiculous or not), or to expect hypocrisy and faults in others.
These and other messages might be drawn from the passage, and, besides one
explicit moral and his use of irony concerning unexpected turns of fate, Fielding gives his
readers little guidance in negotiating the possibilities. Many readers will notice only the
most obvious, others will look for nothing beyond the chance for a laugh and still others
might take whatever message best fits their current circumstances. Fielding does little or
nothing in the passage to control such responses. Or, if we are to believe J. Paul Hunter,
Fielding does not intend his readers to easily interpret his novels. Hunter claims the
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“’flawed omniscience’ of Tom Jones” presents “an authoritative voice and view that often
turn out to be facetious or misleading so that readers, as a crucial step in their reading
experience, have to sort matters for themselves, being sure not to fall too quickly for what
appears to be true.”129 Indeed, we might say of Joseph Andrews what Hudson claims of
Tom Jones, that “Given the artificial nature of all moral and social boundaries met in the
novel, as well as the complexities of intention that motivate all but the major characters
(and indeed even the major characters, though in more subtle ways), any reading that
reduces Tom Jones to simple messages of any kind has not done the novel justice.”130
Richardson tried to control the interpretation of his novels and was finally forced
to admit defeat. Fielding, on the other hand, left it to his readers to navigate his many
possible messages, providing clues only to those with the capacity to recognize those
clues on their own. What both recognized, though, was the complexity of reading and
response. When the authors themselves couldn’t or wouldn’t control readings of their
novels, it is not surprising that Victorian reviewers, whose debates helped establish the
novels’ slipperiness, chose to avoid the task.
Still, considering their consistent gestures to the possibility of erasing differences
through moral sympathy, reviewers seem surprisingly uninterested in developing unified
audiences. In fact, if we consider the periodicals in which these articles appear, we will
see that many readers who reviewers suggest would need instruction would be unlikely to
encounter such articles. Of the seven periodicals that examine Richardson or Fielding,
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Cornhill and Macmillan’s attracted the widest audiences, at times near one hundred
thousand, but when the articles appeared both were losing readership.131 Specialized
journals, like The North British Review might never reach a circulation of more than three
or four thousand copies. Although many reviews and magazines were available through
circulating libraries, reading clubs or working men’s libraries, their reach would also
have been more limited than the reviewers’ language sometimes implies.
Even periodicals that were available in large numbers or through shared copies
might reach too limited an audience to produce the sort of universal readership imagined
by reviewers. The silly women who could benefit from morally instructive novels might
not attempt the more intellectual fare to be found in the reviews, although better educated
women, who presumably didn’t need such instruction, might read those journals. Class
could also play a role in who had access to ideals of readerly unity and perfectibility.
More prestigious journals might be available in working men’s libraries, but those who
sought them out were likely, like the women above, to be those least in need of the
instruction reviews purported to offer. Even magazines like The Cornhill, with high
circulation numbers, might be too expensive for lower-class homes or might be read for
their fiction rather than their serious articles.
The potential limits to readership may give us a key to reviewers’ lack of interest
in telling readers how to gain moral instruction from novels or even where find such
instruction. Even if their goal is active—to bring to light commonalities in the English
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public through novel reading—reviewers must have been aware that many of the readers
they wanted to reach weren’t reading reviews. Reviews of Richardson and Fielding may
reveal such discouragement by simply not instructing their readers. It is also possible
that many reviewers also hope that readers will achieve this level of sympathetic reading
even without guidance from reviewers. However, the absence of intervention might
reveal that the implied desire for a less divided audience is rhetorical rather than active.
Instead of erasing divisions, reviewers may simply want readers to imagine that
something as simple as the right reading list of classic English novels might unite readers
through shared sympathetic experiences.
In this case, reviewers’ implied claims that novels could overcome difference look
more sinister. Instead of an idealistic social project—equality through reading—these
reviews may provide a salve for the consciences of concerned readers. By positing
difference as something minor that could be overcome by reading sympathetically and
learning sound moral principles, reviewers may allow their readers to ignore or minimize
real issues of inequality. If women can become men’s moral equals through novel
reading, for example, what is the use of women’s suffrage? Or, if English readers can
agree on a standard of civility and morality based on novels, why be concerned with class
conflict or the rights of the lower classes?
The answer, of course, is that the distance between men and women, privileged
and impoverished or educated and uneducated can’t be bridged by an idealized vision of
sympathetic novel reading. The reviewers know this, as we can tell because even when
they seem invested in overcoming difference, basic differences continue to appear in their
discussions. One example is Patmore’s discussion of Fielding. As we have seen,
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Patmore claims anyone can safely read Fielding and learn a “vigorous” moral lesson
through sympathy—anyone, that is, but those who are already corrupt. He seems, at
first, to gesture toward an inclusive readership—everyone can read Fielding and as a
result everyone can use moral sympathy to learn from Fielding’s novels. Except that not
everyone can. The gesture toward universal response cannot cover the difference that
remains. It tries to mask the underlying problem—that sympathy with novels may not
rehabilitate, or more simply that there is a divide between morality and immorality. In
the end, no reviewer is able to escape the real differences he identifies.
We might imagine another effect, though. If sympathy with novels cannot really
overcome difference, the moral sympathy developed by readers of novels and reviews
might still have a limited effect. Readers of periodicals like The North British Review or
The Fortnightly Review, which took specific social stands, or even like the Contemporary
Review, which discussed a wide variety of issues, might move from an article that
debated the merits of Richardson and Fielding as teachers of moral sympathy to one that
tested the reader’s newly awakened sympathy with a case of injustice. This simple
juxtaposition might offer readers a chance to understand the differences that articles or
novels on their own are unable to overcome. Perhaps a review that downplays difference
makes sympathy with an other seem more possible, even if it can’t overcome the
difference.
In the end, contrasting discussions of Richardson and Fielding don’t reveal a
consistent Victorian reception of either but do help illuminate a new way of imagining
the relationship between periodicals and their audiences. Despite the widespread
anonymity of reviewers before the 1860s, the relationship reviewers construct between
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novelists and novel readers mirrors the relationship they hope to cultivate with their own
readers. Identifying their own tasks—to instruct and entertain—with the tasks of the
novelists they review allows reviewers to argue for a kind of professional status.
Reviewers challenge contemporary standards of periodical writing despite the
authoritative voice of the periodical by evoking readers’ sympathy for the reviewer’s take
on a novel, thus building relationships with readers. As Liddle argues, the authoritative
“we” was only part of a genre template on which most reviews were constructed from
early in the century through the 1870s, a template that included other tactics for insisting
on the reviewer’s authority.132 If they truly want to engage in debate about novels’
effects, particularly their sympathetic influence, though, reviewers cannot just report;
they must touch readers’ emotions and influence their decisions. Still, reviewers clearly
cannot simply flout the conventions of their genre and give up authority altogether.
For most critics, then, discussions of novels and their effects requires careful
balance of the demands of genre with duties of their emerging role as moral and social
guides. A few reviewers, like Alison, choose to attempt to talk about novels’ sympathetic
influence without demonstrating that influence. Likewise, most of Forman’s article is
delivered in an authoritative tone, but his second paragraph opens like a fairy tale: “Now
in the history of our literature there came a point . . .”133 This “once upon a time” can be
read as a cue that readers should approach Forman’s review with the same emotional and
critical attention that Forman demonstrates in literary critique. Others, like Juliet
Pollock, avoid placing themselves in their readers’ shoes but still try to attract sympathy
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by using humor. So, when Pollock quips that Fielding’s novels reveal a time “when in
England stays were tight and morals were loose, she places herself and her readers on the
same side of a moral divide.”134 Most reviewers go one step further. While they retain
the authoritative “we” for most of their articles, they occasionally allow it to become
inclusive—the “we” that joins audience and reviewers as readers and appreciators of
novels rather than the “we” that represents the power of periodicals over readers.
This “we” can creep up on readers; it occurs only momentarily within the reviews
and is juxtaposed with authoritative statements of value, author biography and extensive
plot summary. Still, the “we” in these instances has a very different effect than the “we”
of the rest of the articles. Oliphant’s use of this inclusive stance is both comprehensive
and illusive. Although “we” only develop late in her article in relation to the “they” of
Pamela’s early, benighted readers, the article implicitly constructs this “we” from the
beginning by implying that the readers, like the reviewer, can stand above the historical
fray and both pity the relentlessly commonplace Richardson and triumph at the
unexpected triumph of this “old fogey” over the handsome young Fielding in the race to
create the novel. Oliphant uses her own narrative skill to deftly influence readers’
reactions to the characters of this biography and to make her readers’ emotional and
moral judgments about her two main characters match her own.
Others use the “we” less extensively but more explicitly. W.F. Pollock gives a
lengthy description of readers’ sympathy with Clarissa, claiming
After reading Clarissa we look back at its events as on things which have
occurred within our own knowledge, and which might and ought to have
been prevented. We are full of flaming anger at the stupid tyranny of the
134
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Harlow family. We rave at the resistless concatenation of circumstances
which gradually enclosed the noblest woman that ever lived in their fatal
net. We ask in despair, Why did she not resort to some likely means of
extrications from their destructive entanglement?135
This “we” is clearly Pollock and his readers, not of the staff of Frasier’s. “We,”
the feeling readers, rave and weep. Pollock continues in this vein to the end of the
page, allowing readers to judge his critique by his reactions. The reader who has
been similarly affected by Clarissa will presumably be more willing to agree with
the rest of what Pollock has to say in his review than he would have been
otherwise. Those who have not felt with him will be skeptical of his other claims.
The Westminster Review’s “The Progress of Fiction as an Art” combines
these strategies to connect to readers even as it lays down tenets about the proper
manner of telling stories. The reviewer begins his discussion of Richardson by
joking that Richardson’s novels are “lighter productions” than most stories that
came before. Then, as he continues to develop an earlier discussion of fiction’s
sympathy and influence, the reviewer juxtaposes his readers’ essential difference
from Richardson’s characters with readers’ ability to find humanity in these
characters. Richardson’s characters may not be like Victorian men and women,
but, the reviewer muses, “they are men and women notwithstanding . . . and,
however stiff and stately they may appear, we still feel, that beneath shirt-frill and
square coats, hoops and ruffles, the heart beat with the same emotions, the brain
teemed with the same busy thoughts as our own.”136 The review pushes readers
to align themselves with the reviewer as good Victorian readers and with readers
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throughout the ages in their disappointment in bad art, but also with the characters
of a variety of novels as humans despite different outward circumstances.
Many of these reviewers, then, bend or break earlier conventions of reviewing to
establish momentary sympathy with their readers. This sympathy may simply act as a
sop to keep readers in line with reviewers’ claims, but many reviews offer sympathy as a
test by which readers can gauge their ability to make claims about novels or challenge
reviewers’ claims. We should also note, though, that many reviewers emphasize the
progress made by fiction by using this “we” to unite modern readers against eighteenthcentury novelists, claiming that, however sympathetic their characters, neither
Richardson nor Fielding wrote novels that meet Victorian moral expectations. Sympathy
allows these reviewers to keep their authority while also challenging their readers to
examine novels more perceptively and to develop standards for judgment. As a bid for
professional recognition this differs from Stephen’s later tactics but reminds us that,
however much we may disagree with their use of biography and plot summary and their
impulse toward moral criticism, these reviewers consciously positioned themselves as
professional, educated voices with the aim of informing and affecting specific reader
groups. The outlines of this reviewer figure will emerge more fully in later chapters.
About Richardson and Fielding we find, primarily, an insistence on their
canonical status—these are great novelists, or at least one of the two is great. What
makes them more or less great, and more or less attractive to Victorian reviewers, is their
relative and contested ability to attract sympathy. These reviewers imply that sympathy
will yield a greater understanding of people that can be transformed into principled action
in the world. Their insistence on moral sympathy as an eraser of differences is less a goal
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that readers must reach than a signal of continued hope in the potential of sympathetic
reading. Readers are not likely to become more alike through reading, but they might
become more tolerant, more understanding of other people’s situations and motives, and
more open to the possibility of other ways of living and being.
If, however, reviewers are trying to salve the consciences of their readers, then
arguments for a national tradition of the novel and for sympathetic reading serve as a
mask for larger social problems and for divisions between readers and ways of reading.
Understanding and belonging to a culture are framed as accomplishments that must be
acquired. While such acquisition is presented as a possibility, real inequities in society
diminished the possibility that persons from subordinate groups could attain the levels of
education, leisure and understanding that would assimilate them to the right-minded,
morally sympathetic reading public imagined by reviewers. In this case, the semblance
of openness is actually a symptom of an enclosed and carefully guarded social elite, not a
real opportunity for inclusiveness.
In either case, the conclusion reached in these articles—that great, highlighted
differences represent the single cause of the breakdown of sympathy in the works of
either Richardson or Fielding—rests on the assumption that in other respects audiences
respond in relatively uniform ways. Because greater differences might be overcome by
dedicated, active reading, reviewers were able to imagine the reading public as an
essentially uniform entity in a world that was, otherwise, increasingly fragmented.
Indeed, as reviews of Gothic novels will show more clearly, reviewers often used this
sense of fragmentation to encourage readers to become part of a larger “we” who stood
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together in their relation to classic literature (and thus presumably to a set of values that
could be summed up by classic novels).
The adoption of eighteenth-century concepts of sympathy in these reviews reveals
a desire to recreate a version of English propriety, through literary experience. Their
focus on differences in manners and morals, which in Smith’s and Hume’s theories can
be acquired by any person who is able to proceed from the impulse toward sympathy
with others to principled action, presumes a society in which people can advance by
assimilating that society’s values. Educated, rational sympathy provides the possibility
that readers—at least those who read the right things perceptively in terms of moral
sympathy—can overcome limitations of class, education and even, perhaps, gender to
become part of a more civilized, principled society. In some cases, this focus allowed
readers to imagine crossing social lines, while in others the gesture toward unity hid a
desire for exclusivity. In either case, readers of these reviews are confronted over and
over again with mixed signals from reviewers, as uncovering differences reveals
underlying similarities and exploring likenesses exposes deep divisions on all levels in
the reviews—among reviewers, among subjects and among readers.
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CHAPTER 3
“WELL-NIGH UNREADABLE”: THE GOTHIC NOVEL,
THE PROBLEM OF SYMPATHY, AND THE BENEFITS OF DISTANCE

As debates about Richardson and Fielding highlight, Victorian reviewers adopted
many eighteenth-century ideas about the role of fiction in moral education and about the
ongoing debate concerning the novel’s relative dangers and benefits for naïve or
unsupervised readers. For some Victorian reviewers, sympathetic reading as a jumping
off point for moral judgment seemed both to allow spectators to indulge, if only briefly,
in emotional responses and then to funnel those responses toward socially responsible
action. This action, could, of course, take different forms ranging from simple
underscoring of moral principles to a more complex form or social or political action. In
any case, as Suzanne Keen claims, “some Victorians especially prized the novel as a
popular narrative form well suited to cultivate the feelings of readers and instruct them in
political and social issues.”137
Despite these possible benefits, like their predecessors, many Victorians
considered fiction that raised strong feelings, whether of sympathy or fascination,
potentially dangerous. This was true at least for those growing groups of readers who
were not considered sophisticated enough to separate themselves from such responses
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and to process their feelings into moral and social assessments of the fictional situation.
These feelings could be related to violent emotion—often romantic or sexual—or, as in
Elizabeth Rigby’s famous review of Jane Eyre, to radical political and social movements.
Both types of violent emotion shared the potential to disrupt society, though the degree of
this disruption might vary. As a result, in the eyes of the politically or socially powerful
classes, much fiction available during the Victorian period could pose a risk of at least
limited upheaval. This risk would also have been posed by the many eighteenth-century
and Romantic fictions, which could be found in cheap editions and well-worn used copies
throughout the nineteenth century.138 Given their content and original popular reception,
gothic novels would have been one of the more troubling novelistic subgenres.
Despite its positive possibilities, then, Victorian reviewers who championed
sympathetic reading as a foundation for moral and social judgment also recognized a
number of potential problems and dangers raised by this practice. Although these
problems were not unique to Victorian novels and audiences, mid-century reviewers dealt
with the challenges of sympathetic reading in ways that reveal the advantage of
chronological and social distance from the works they consider. For these reviewers,
eighteenth-century gothic novels raised many of the same problems as contemporary
sensation fiction or as the Newgate novels of the 1840s. When we look at how reviewers
deal with sensation and the gothic, however, it becomes clear that the reviewers retain
more hope of influencing readers’ responses to gothic novels than to sensation fiction.
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Despite their special status as shocking subgenres, the specific problems raised by
gothic and sensation fiction are symptomatic of the potential ill-effects of any
sympathetic reading and of the entire project of moral sympathy. Victorian critiques of
the gothic concentrate on two concerns, both tied to sympathy. First, many reviewers
worry that readers will be so distracted by the entertaining aspects of these novels—
violent crime, mystery and passionate emotion—that they will fail to turn sympathetic
impulses into rational moral judgments. That is, physical and emotive sympathy with
gothic subject matter may prevent the process of moral sympathy that the novel is meant
to encourage. Second, and more frightening, reviewers worry that readers may find
themselves sympathizing with precisely those characters whom readers ought to identify
as criminal and despicable. In this case, rather than gaining maturity and moral acuity
through sympathy with fictional characters, readers could diminish the sharpness of
moral judgments and perhaps blunt their consciences.
Studies of Victorian reading show that the reader populations that grew most
quickly during the nineteenth century were women and the lower classes.139 In both
cases, reviewers, often educated upper and middle-class men, worried that these new
readers lacked the experience, sophistication, and, perhaps, desire, to detach themselves
from their immediate sympathies with the characters and situations presented in fiction.
In “The Unknown Public” (Household Words 1858), Wilkie Collins uses penny journals
to deduce the tastes and size of the new and growing population of lower class readers.
This public, he claims, is interested in quantity and conventionality rather than in literary
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quality. Faced with the work of “an eminent novelist” who Collins does not name, this
unknown public turned up its collective nose. The problem, Collins decides, is that “the
Unkown Public is, in a literary sense, hardly beginning, as yet, to learn to read. The
members of it are evidently, in the mass, from no fault of theirs, still ignorant of almost
everything which is generally known and understood among readers whom circumstances
have placed, socially and intellectually, in the rank above them.”140 This group is unable
and, Collins implies, unwilling to seek out quality reading material. As a result, any
moral lessons they take from their reading will be of the most basic sort, not the kind
learned through perceptive sympathetic reading and reason.
This was a lower, less prepared, public than most reviewers were prepared to face.
As Collins points out, this is also a public unlikely to be reading even inexpensive and
popular publications like Household Words. While Collins credits his own readers with a
higher social and intellectual rank than the Unknown Public, it is this middling class,
which reads mainstream journals and magazines, about whom reviewers seem most
worried. These readers may not be at such a loss to understand novels as the readers
Collins describes, but reviewers still worry that many middle class readers, who were
probably reading more than their ancestors even if their families weren’t new readers,
read for the wrong reasons and were attuned to the wrong qualities in literature.
Faced with readers who might not recognize a role for fiction beyond pure
entertainment, and who they presumed were unlikely to read non-fiction, Victorian
reviewers could choose from several options for addressing the problems posed by
receptive and emotive reading—discouraging readers from considering these novels,
140
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damning gothic novels with faint praise, pointing out a novel’s lack of realism and failure
to elicit sympathy, and downplaying the gothic novel’s interest by labeling it an historical
curiosity. They could attempt to discourage fiction altogether, as many critics had before
them. However, numerous examples—from the craze for Newgate novels to the latecentury popularity of The Picture of Dorian Gray and the decadent school—would show
that warnings about fiction’s negative effects often increased reading rates in the very
populations such warnings were meant to protect. The inherent danger was that, while
such warnings did not allow reviewers to intervene positively in the reading process, they
did act as advertisements for novels that developed the taste for sensation, violence and
criminality. Such warnings could also help reviewers to reinforce distinctions between
naïve and experienced readers. These seemingly innocuous distinctions could then be
extended to bolster more politically and socially influential distinctions between men and
women or between rich and poor.
One essay that demonstrates the potential for such pitfalls is H.L. Mansel’s
“Sensation Novels” (1863).141 At first, Mansel’s article appears to be simply a warning
for naïve readers. Mansel carefully demonstrates how even the best sensation novels
decrease readers’ ability to recognize and repudiate criminal behavior. He claims that
novels produce this effect by making villains attractive and by moving the focus from
perceptive reading and judgment to receptive enjoyment of narrative thrills. So far,
Mansel seems to be interested in the possibility of reforming tastes, by making good
attractive and evil repulsive, and in the possibility of teaching naïve readers how to
develop moral principles through perceptive, sympathetic reading. The article, however,
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appeared in the relatively elite, Tory Quarterly Review, and Mansel assumes his readers
will approach the article ready to agree with his assessments of the genre and the
problem. In the end, his article describes a problem, rather than teaching readers how to
avoid it. As a result, Mansel need not worry that his warnings will encourage anyone to
read sensation novels. His joking, incredulous tone implies that those who read and
understand the Quarterly are in no danger from the unconvincing characters, low morals
and “prejudiced teaching by caricature” that Mansel claims are characteristic of sensation
novels.142
The problem for reviewers remains, however. Mansel can only warn against
sensation without driving his readers toward dangerous novels because his readers were
never in danger to begin with. Not only is Mansel’s warning ineffective, he has also
reinforced the boundary between experienced, educated readers (in his article, those too
sophisticated to be duped by sensation fiction, though they may still read it) and the naïve
readers who become targets of the article’s ridicule. The ridicule could tell readers that
Mansel doesn’t intend to speak to the populations he believes are endangered by
sensation fiction, but Mansel also explicitly repudiates any intention of changing reading
patterns. He states that “a taste for the best class of fictions” should be “cultivated in the
minds of the rising generation.”143 However, Mansel offers little hope that his advice will
be useful to readers. “Even if no remedy can be found,” he claims resignedly, “it is
something to know the disease.” But, he adds “we cannot flatter ourselves with the hope
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that our protest will have the disenchanting influence of [a cure].”

Mansel’s

exploration of what is attractive and ridiculous in sensation fiction is protective, not
curative. His persuasions fail to cure in part (though he doesn’t recognize this) because
readers who need Mansel’s cure won’t read his review. A real solution to the reading
problems that sensation novels and other thrilling narratives bring to the attention of the
educated public could not be reached by stating the problem or issuing warnings against
corruption. Certainly a reviewer who was unwilling to seriously engage the novels’
readers would not discover a solution.
Rather than derogating popular novels outright or preaching to the converted,
reviewers might attempt to sway authors by offering principles for novel writing.
Repeatedly, though, we see reviewers grumbling that novelists are more interested in
sales and popularity than in the art of novel writing, let alone their novels’ moral effects.
Mansel, for example, claims the sensation craze is a result of the “cravings of a diseased
appetite” in the reading public but is sustained by greedy authors and circulating libraries
that cater to this appetite.145 This phenomenon is made worse when talented authors
write down to public tastes, and so encourage the talentless to follow. Margaret Oliphant
makes a similar point when she shows the effect of a popular and “beguiling” villain,
Count Fosco of Collins’s The Woman in White, on the novels produced by a “clever”
disciple, Ellen Wood.146 East Lynne’s heroine, Oliphant claims, “is only moderately
interesting while she is good” but “becomes, as soon as she is a Magdalen, doubly a
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heroine. It is evident that nohow, except by her wickedness and sufferings, could she
have gained so strong a hold upon our sympathies.”147 Because of his skill, Collins is
able to keep Fosco’s attractiveness in check and to prevent imitative sympathy, though he
does not prevent readers from finding themselves uncomfortably attracted to his villain.
Ellen Wood, however, loses control because the whole interest of her story depends on
the heroine’s fall. Like Mansel, Oliphant worries that the few unobjectionable sensation
novels will whet desires that will be filled by less skilled or less scrupulous authors.
With warnings useless and authors seduced by the profits that follow popularity,
reviewers were left with the option of addressing arguments to the reading public itself.
Finally, then, concerned reviewers could consider educating naïve readers. This could be
accomplished through reviews that encouraged readers to find novels that might develop
sympathy, or even, in the most attentive readers, demonstrate how sympathy could be
used as a basis for developing a principled vantage from which to assess society as a
whole. Clearly, however, such goals depended on the possibility that educative reviews
were available to and read by the groups who might benefit by such education.148 Despite
this hurdle, many Victorian reviewers chose to employ various types of coaching and
persuasion in an attempt to influence and educate their readers.
One way of persuading readers to pursue appropriate sympathetic reading was to
praise novels that opened possibilities for perceptive reading as the most interesting or
informative, as well as the safest or most moral. Alternatively, reviewers could attempt
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to discourage whole subgenres not on the basis of their dangerous content but because
they were uninteresting. Victorian reviewers of gothic novels, particularly those who
also discuss sensation novels, frequently attempt this by claiming an author has not
invoked readers’ sympathy. Such arguments assume that, next to the thrills of popular
literature, readers are most attracted to novels that allow them to revel in sympathetic
attachment to realistic characters. Certainly, Oliphant supposes this in her Blackwood’s
article, where the majority of her criticisms rest on a conjunction of morality and
character that could be problematic in the sensation novel. 149 As we have seen, like
Mansel, Oliphant disagreed with the tendency to make wickedness interesting or
attractive. She goes so far as to state that such work, especially when it brings about
complete redemption from vice, “is dangerous and foolish work, as well as false, both to
Art and Nature.”150 The novels encourage readers to approach sin as controllable and
redemption as easy. By emphasizing the possibility of repentance and recovery, by
limiting sin’s effects to the short-term, Oliphant implies that the authors of some
sensation novels make wickedness appear less harmful than it really is.
Oliphant praises novels that thrill readers without resorting to “occult agency,”
those that avoid offering excessive justification for or recovery from evil-doing, and
those that offer realistic and sympathetic characters for their readers to thrill with as the
best examples of this school.151 These, she implies, help satisfy the needs of an audience
living “ in an age which has turned to be one of events” for literature and art that offer the
same “stimulant effects” as the world around them. Importantly, Oliphant claims that
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novels must balance their presentation of that stimulus by offering carefully crafted
portraits of everyday human nature.152
For praise and cajoling to work, however, reviewers would still need to reach the
audience most likely to read for story and excitement. These readers were also not likely
to look into the more serious periodicals. It is not surprising, then, that we find reviewers
employing persuasive tactics against the gothic in popular publications like Fraser’s,
Temple Bar or The Ladies’ Edinburgh Magazine that might draw the attention of leisure
readers. We might also assume that when leisure readers looked at reviews they did so to
discover what novels were most exciting or scandalous—not for lectures on style. Thus,
literary reviews in popular periodicals could be a perfect place for reviewers to try a
reversed form of persuasion that told readers how to avoid novels that were not
interesting or exciting. This tactic worked particularly well in reviews of gothic
novelists, whose popular or scandalous reputations, along with used copies of their
novels, remained available to voracious and undisciplined Victorian readers. The
conjunction of popular periodical and famous, or infamous, novels of an earlier
generation offers a perfect opportunity for reviewers to steer emotive readers from less
profitable to more profitable reading material.
In Romanticism and the Gothic (2000), Michael Gamer claims, “gothic’s stigma
is still among the first issues to which current critical studies of gothic must attend.”153
Gamer goes on to explain that the reception of gothic fiction can be read “as a regulatory
discourse—carried out under the fiction of paternalistic advice to a given gothic writer,
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but functioning as an implicit threat to other readers and writers attracted to the
gothic.”154 In light of this view of criticism’s role in genre formation, it is not surprising
that eighteenth-century reviews of gothic novels use the same dictatorial and derisive
techniques used by Victorian reviewers of sensation fiction. Like Oliphant, for instance,
these reviewers have a tendency to divide the genre into two sections—a smaller one
made up of the “great” gothic novelists (Radcliffe, Lewis, Walpole and a few others
whose presence in the list varies from review to review) and a much larger list of
imitators whose work is considered derivative and unlikely to last. In his article “Gothic
Threats” (2006), L. Andrew Cooper describes the qualities that were likely to provoke
bad reviews, even for an author like Lewis who was admitted by the same reviewers to be
a “genius.” Cooper’s categories all include a transgressed boundary between privileged
and less privileged groups—between knowledge appropriate for the old versus the young,
between appropriate female roles and male roles, between the naïve and superstitious and
the educated, and between traditional and revolutionary sentiments.155 Like many printed
Victorian reactions to sensation fiction, contemporaries’ responses to gothic novels
criticized how those novels treated divisions in society—including distinctions between
the literary novel and the popular novel.
Also like their Victorian successors, the original critics of the gothic are forced
(or, often, quite willing) to admit the attractiveness of these novels. David Rivers (1798)
claims, Radcliffe’s “powers of pleasing, in this line of composition, are very singularly
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great; and the happy combination of various talents which her pieces display, entitles
their author to rank among the first novel-writers of her age.”156 The Scientific Magazine
and Freemason’s Repository similarly credits Radcliffe, the “elegant authoress,” “with a
genius peculiarly calculated to work on our imagination and our fears.”157 Likewise, the
Analytical Review of 1796 calls Matthew Lewis an author of “no common powers” while
an article in the Critical Review the following year (attributed to Coleridge) criticizes the
book’s morals but claims, “cheaply as we estimate romances in general, we acknowledge,
in the work before us, the offspring of no common genius.”158 Other reviewers who
disliked the moral or political standards set by gothic novels found themselves in
similarly complicated situations. The reviewer for the European Magazine grudgingly
admits that though The Monk “has neither originality, morals, nor probability to
recommend it, [it] has excited and will continue to excite the curiosity of the public.
Such is the irresistible energy of genius.”159 Likewise, Philander, of “On the Uncertainty
of Literary Fame” precedes Mansel’s lament about the “decay of public taste” and is
forced to admit that Radcliffe’s “overcharged and gaudy pictures” have outstripped the
popularity of Charlotte Smith’s “natural and truly picturesque drawing.”160
Despite this final reviewer’s stance, which, as we will see, offers a foretaste of
Victorian narrative values, early reviewers clearly believed that at least some gothic
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novelists were more than popular scribblers. These reviewers questioned the morality,
the politics and the social propriety of gothic novels. They readily admitted that many
gothic novels were derivative, predictable and forgettable. What they didn’t question was
the “irresistible” interest created by the best examples of the school. For eighteenthcentury readers there was no question of the gothic being “unreadable”.
Instead of warning against the dangers of gothic novels, Victorian reviewers
largely encouraging readers to find “safer” novels because they claim those options are
actually more interesting than their scandalous counterparts. As a result, Victorian
reviewers of the gothic tend to downplay the potential danger of these volumes and focus
on their situatedness in their own era and on their resulting lack of appeal for Victorian
readers. Rather than putting up roadblocks, reviewers damp interest in the gothic by
agreeing that these relics of an earlier age are “worthless” and “well-nigh unreadable.”161
Indeed, based on the small amount of periodical space that addresses gothic
novelists and their works, it might be supposed that many Victorian reviewers thought it
safer to ignore their existence altogether. Gothic novels are recognized in two ways in
Victorian reviews. The first is the posthumous consideration of the author’s life, of
which four appeared in mainstream periodicals during the period under consideration.
The two earliest are notices of the life of Horace Walpole. These include historian and
reviewer Hannah Lawrance’s “Horace Walpole,” which appeared in the British Quarterly
Review in 1858, and reviewer and biographer Leslie Stephen’s “Hours in a Library (No.
V): Horace Walpole” printed in Cornhill Magazine in 1872. Both mention Walpole’s
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actual works only briefly in the larger context of their attempts to fix his historical
importance as a writer and social figure. Next to appear was E.J.O.’s column on Ann
Radcliffe, part of the “Our Female Novelists” series that appeared in The Ladies
Edinburgh Magazine in 1877. Although the periodical itself was short-lived, its editors
imagined an audience of women interested in work by and issues affecting other women,
in fact aiming their magazine at one segment of the reading public that many presumed
was most at risk from novel reading. As a result of their assumptions about women’s
interests, they gave more sustained attention to pre-Victorian woman writers than can be
found in the better-known periodicals. Like many other reviews of pre-Victorian
novelists (men and women), however, “Our Female Novelists” focuses primarily on lives
rather than works. As a result, the review gives the impression of redeeming Radcliffe’s
character from the suspicion that her profession and popularity might cast on it. The last
of the biographical notices is “Matthew Gregory Lewis” written for Temple Bar in 1880
by Mowbray Morris. Other notices of gothic literature, generally brief, appear in
overviews of English literature—Archibald Alison’s “The historical romance”
(Blackwood’s 1845); Hannah Lawrance’s “Novels and Novelists,” a review of David
Masson’s British Novelists and their Styles (British Quarterly Review 1859); W.F.
Pollock’s “British Novelists—Richardson, Miss Austen, Scott” (Fraser’s Magazine
1860); and Juliet Pollock’s “Novels and Their Times” (Macmillan’s Magazine 1872).
Despite their different formats and a chronological span of forty years, these
articles are surprisingly similar in the ways that they deal with gothic literature,
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In almost every case,

they are briefly complimentary of non-story elements and then studiously bored by
novels that they characterize as peculiar fragments of an unenlightened past. Far from
dangerous and inflammatory, they seem to say, gothic novels are quaint and harmless. In
Stephen’s words, the gothic is a “charming plaything” and nothing more.163
A common tactic for distracting readers involves damning the subject with faint
praise. So, for example, Lawrance calls The Castle of Otranto the “little tale by which
[Walpole] is most popularly known,” diminishing Walpole’s reputation by focusing on
his limited popularity and output.164 Morris in turn claims that “Hayley in poetry, and
Mrs. Radcliffe in prose were the twin stars in [the] murky firmament” of late eighteenthcentury literature, distinguishing Radcliffe as the best of a mediocre literary society.165 In
a similar manner, Stephen calls Walpole a “mincing dandy” and a “trifler” whose
discovery of the Gothic is interesting only because it influenced Ann Radcliffe and, more
importantly, Walter Scott.166 Stephen’s language feminizes and infantilizes Walpole and
his work in ways that reduce the effect of his more limited praise.
Likewise, Lawrance’s “Novels and Novelists” ranks the gothic and its writers as
the exception to the rule of their times, claiming, “from henceforth—with the exception
of those extravagant pseudo-romances which the undoubted talent of Mrs. Radclyffe
brought into a temporary popularity—life, just as he saw it around him, became the sole
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Here Radcliffe’s talent is presented as exceptional only in her

school of outsiders. A few pages later, Lawrance calls Radcliffe “the best writer of this
school,” but distinguishes her for her superior landscapes descriptions. Lawrance limits
her praise further by observing that these landscapes “are spoilt by the unwelcome
presence of the Emily’s and Valancourt’s; the Isabel’s and Montaldo’s, those
melodramatic phantoms with which she peoples her strangely constructed stories.”168
Radcliffe’s writing misses the central focus of the novel as Lawrance (summarizing
Masson) describes it in the earlier passage—the study of life “just as he saw it around
him.” As other claims about the purpose of the novel show, this study of life assumes the
novel can act as a secondary set of experiences, which could help readers become more
sympathetic observers and, it was hoped, more sophisticated judges of character and
situation. As a result, if Radcliffe’s characters are an interruption to what is best in her
narratives, rather than being best themselves, readers can immediately tell that her novels
are flawed. The additional claim that her people are “melodramatic phantoms” erases
any doubt the reader may have had. As “phantoms,” Radcliffe’s characters literally lack
the substance and humanity that provide a foundation for sympathetic interest. Without
this quality, her novels are clearly failures in Victorian terms, despite the elegance and
accuracy of her scenic descriptions.
W. F. Pollock echoes Lawrance with his own focus on Radcliffe’s presentation of
the natural world. In his very brief description of the gothic school, Pollock notes, “in
addition to her claims as a mistress of the romantic, the mysterious, and the terrible, [Mrs.
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Radcliffe] was the first novelist who largely introduced descriptions of scenery” into the
novel.169 Again, the focus is on the visual not the social elements of Radcliffe’s fiction.
Pollock omits any comment on Radcliffe’s characters and situation beyond labeling them
“mysterious” and “romantic,” implying Radcliffe misses some quality that would allow
readers to discuss the novels in terms of sympathy or character.170 Pollock’s brief
discussion of The Mysteries of Udolpho treats Radcliffe’s novel as a guide to the aesthetic
landscape with a botched ghost story thrown in for entertainment.
As these examples show, praise of gothic novels often encases an assumption of
the novel’s failure, most notably with regards to realism and sympathy. Once they have
established some level of quality, on however limited a plane, Victorian reviewers of the
gothic typically proceed to more extensive criticism of the genre and of particular novels.
At best, readers find, these novels are only out of date. At worst they are exercises in the
ridiculous, complete with silly characters and unbelievable plots—in bad taste and
demonstrating even worse principles.
In his review of the “historical romance” Archibald Alison dismisses Radcliffe as
one of the least noteworthy of the mass of inconspicuous and incompetent novelists who
preceded Scott. Of this diverse group, Alison claims,
It seems hardly possible to conceive how their authors could have
acquired the reputation which they so long enjoyed. They are
distinguished by a mawkish sensibility, a perpetual sentimentality, as
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different from bursts of genuine passion as their laboured descriptions of
imaginary scenes are from the graphic sketches which, in later years, have
brought reality before the mind’s eye. The novels of Charlotte Smith,
Miss Radcliffe, and Miss Burney belong to this school; they are now wellnigh unreadable.171
The end of Alison’s statement begs the question whether he assumes that the lack of
reality he identifies with these novels result from their sentimentality or their authors’
gender. More importantly, however, Alison’s claims represent one of the major ways
that reviewers seek to reduce the impact of the gothic on Victorian audiences. Here and
elsewhere, reviewers treat gothic novels and their creators as historical curiosities either
too dry or too unsophisticated for Victorian readers. To this end, Alison focuses on the
“sensibility” and “sentimentality” of late eighteenth-century novelists. This may seem a
strange criticism in a literary period that is often charged with these same faults. For
Alison, however, a difference exists between these novels and the novels by his
contemporaries that also made use of sentimental material—their relation to the real
world and real people. Radcliffe and her contemporaries are at fault not because their
characters are emotional, but because they aren’t believably emotional. These novelists’
very attempts to make their characters seem real reveal the work that went into the
production of the scenes and, as a result, make both characters and emotions less
convincing. The novels are “laboured,” unconvincing and unpleasant to read because
their authors can’t make the characters easy and natural. Worse, Alison claims, the
emotions that the authors choose to present are “mawkish,” a weak and sickly imitation
of lived experience. According to Alison, they cannot succeed beyond their own time,
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even for naïve readers, because they do not tap into human emotions and sympathies that
would spark more than historical interest.
In her life of Radcliffe for the Ladies Edinburgh Magazine, E.J.O. echoes this
sense that the Gothic novel is unappealing for Victorian readers. She claims that
Radcliffe’s books have been forgotten because they, and she, are so situated in their own
time.172 According to E.J.O., Radcliffe’s tendency to “follow the rules of her day” led to
major flaws in her writing, including her habit of debunking the supernatural in her
fiction. This complaint emerges repeatedly with regards to Radcliffe’s novels. For
E.J.O. and other critics, Radcliffe’s “provoking” “forced” and “abominable deception” in
allowing her readers a taste of the supernatural only to take it away is upsetting for two
reasons.173 First, it breaks any sympathy the reader might have developed for the
characters as a result of her trust or belief in the authorial narrator. In large part,
however, this practice upsets Victorian critics because it prevents rereading. The spell
cast by her stories “is broken forever” when the narrator presents her humdrum
explanations of ghostly noises, black curtains, and spectral appearance. Readers cannot
come back to the novels with the same interest or sympathy for the struggles and fears of
Radcliffe’s characters, if they had such interest to begin with.174 Although this might
seem a minor complaint, for Victorian reviewers a novel’s openness to multiple readings
could be essential. Rereading allows for increased familiarity with the characters and
their situations, and, as a result, for more carefully considered sympathetic judgments of
those situations. Rereading also proves that the interest of the novel is founded on more
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than the simple excitement generated by plot.

In a context that values extended,

contemplative reading, novels that don’t hold up beyond a single reading could appear
very dangerous indeed, especially if that reading privileges emotional responses like fear
and horror over rational consideration of character and situation.
If danger was perceived to exist, though, it was only of a limited kind. According
to these critics, even a first reading of a gothic novel might reveal flaws. For instance,
Stephen credits Walpole with seeking “to make real men and women out of mediaeval
knights and ladies or, in other words, . . . a first experimental trip into the province
afterwards occupied by Scott.”176 He also claims, however, that Walpole overdoes his
effects, even charging that many of Walpole’s people are simply caricatures of characters
created by contemporaries like the dramatist Richard Steele—a form of exaggeration that
readers might notice even if they were not familiar with Steele.177 Lawrance takes this
criticism further, asserting, “the heroes and heroines of The Castle of Otranto are as
unlike the men and women of feudal times, as the Dresden shepherdesses on [Walpole’s]
mantelpiece were unlike the genuine ones.”178 The comparison shows Lawrance’s
readers that not only does Walpole fail to create historically accurate portraits but he is
also unable to create accurately human portraits. Likewise, E.J.O claims, “what of
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human interest there is in [Radcliffe’s The Romance of the Forest] belongs to the villains,
who are drawn with some vigour.”179 She later augments this statement, declaring, “the
want of development of character, indeed of human nature at all, in her books, causes
them to depend for their interest wholly on her fine descriptions, and the mysterious plots
she knew so well how to weave.”180 The gothic novel is truly unsuited for a Victorian
readership that values sympathy and a degree of realism if even the school’s paragon is
unable to bring a hint of “human nature” into her books.
As with the criticisms of gothic character mentioned above, these claims reveal
the importance of appropriate figures of interest and sympathy in Victorian models of
reading. “Our heroine” and “our hero,” as Juliet Pollock mockingly dubs the central
figures of gothic novels, are both too perfect and too incapable of functioning in the
everyday world to attract interest or sympathy from readers. They are presentation
pieces, not people. This is true, of course, of any character in a novel. In a literal sense,
each is nothing more than text, certainly not the flesh and blood persons that are the most
obvious objects of sympathy. The problem with the characters written by gothic
novelists, though, is that they do not even encourage a belief in their reality through the
course of their own stories. This absence leaves only two options for readers of gothic
novels—to sympathize with no one, or, worse, to sympathize with villains. As we see in
Oliphant’s review of sensation novels and in Adam Smith’s description of historical
tyrants, sympathy with villains offered no moral benefits. Even E.J.O, who comes
closest to finding the villains of the gothic school interesting, however, identifies only a
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limited measure of “human nature” in the villains. Some danger might exist from these
characters, but it is limited by their lack of realism.
Despite the unrealistic forms of characterization that seemed typical of gothic
novels, though, Victorian reviewers claim find little potential danger in these stories.
Indeed, they seem to agree with Alison’s statement of the problem: “In the school we
have mentioned, there is nothing immoral or improper; but is there any thing elevating or
improving?”181 Alison’s question corresponds to Smith’s statements on punishment.
When discussing justice and beneficence, Smith points out that society punishes lack of
justice because it is “of a hurtful tendency” but does not punish “the mere want of
beneficence” because it “tends to do no real positive evil.”182 Still, Smith assumes that
beneficence and other virtues should be encouraged even if their absence will hurt no
one. The absence of evil or impropriety in gothic novels is not enough to justify their
existence. To be of value even as entertainment, Alison and many of his contemporaries
assumed that a novel would have to enrich readers’ lives in some way. Absence of good
amounts to an evil, although, as Smith shows, not a punishable one.
With the exception of Lewis’s The Monk this is the real problem that underlies
discussions of the gothic. As we have seen, most Victorian reviewers recognize some
degree of talent, or even genius, in the major gothic writers, despite the novelists’
apparent embeddedness in their own culture and era. The reviewers’ emphasis on
problems with the display of human nature in these novels helps us to see that the real
danger is not the problem of the Victorian sensation novel—that they lead readers to
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focus on emotions of the worst and most extreme kind—but a problem of absence. The
best gothic novels focus on horrors and thrills that have, finally, a logical explanation. As
such, they are able to protect readers against the danger of succumbing to violent (and
vulgar) emotionalism. However, according to their Victorian reviewers, these authors do
not proceed to create novels that teach those same readers to read more fruitfully, through
the sympathetic presentation of human nature. Because they don’t offer realistic or
“interesting” characters, gothic novels cannot train readers to be better members of
society. Their characters don’t present readers with the potential problem of
sympathizing accidentally or inappropriately with evil, but are equally unable to allow
Smith’s imagined unity with greatness, virtue or benevolence. Gothic novels represent a
negative answer to Alison’s test of good novel-writing: “Are they fitted to elevate and
purify the minds of their readers? Will the persons who peruse, and are amused, perhaps
fascinated, by them, become more noble, more exalted, more spiritual beings, than they
were before?”183 Though unlikely to cause lasting damage, they are equally unlikely to
result in any good beyond creating a taste for scenic description.
The best response that can be offered is justification of the little harm that gothic
novels cause and of the authors themselves as virtuous (or at least harmless) individuals.
Of Walpole, nothing better or worse can be said than that he was a ‘mincing dandy”—not
good, but not dangerous.184 Likewise, Juliet Pollock claims of Radcliffe’s novels, “these
books did no harm beyond inducing in a few sentimentally minded young women an
ideal that ‘our hero’ was a necessity of life, and that a pursuer of unscrupulous passion
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If this seems risky,

in light of how many silly readers Victorian reviewers—and their predecessors—are apt
to imagine, Pollock implies that the risk is balanced by the “lofty sentiments” that
Radcliffe held and that her novels consistently present to her readers.
Morris is equally eager to defend Radcliffe although his defense is couched in
terms that imply an underlying potential for danger in her genre if not in her self. Morris
expresses this potential in his biographical account of Matthew “Monk” Lewis. Morris
begins by referring to Radcliffe as “the Robespierre of that age of literary terror.”186 This
label, at first glance, seems to be merely a play on words that connects very different
historical circumstances by means of the broad possibilities offered by the concept of
terror. However, the allusion also implies the power of Radcliffe’s influence and image
by matching it against one of the best-known, indeed infamous, figures of the early
French Revolution. This further connection raises a sort of “slippery slope” argument in
which literary ideas that initially seem harmless could, in fact, be the first step in the total
degeneration of the gothic (or Terrorist) genre or even of novelistic literature as a whole.
If the analogy to the Terror was carried to its logical conclusion, Radcliffe must be
interpreted as unintentionally influencing inexperienced readers, potentially encouraging
bad morality, overturning of boundaries or social upheaval. In the comments that follow,
however, Morris consciously pulls back from this interpretation. Despite his initial
impulse to place Radcliffe at the head of her school, Morris finds that defending
Radcliffe’s character and work requires that he retrench. After presenting Radcliffe as a
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leader of the Gothic school, then, Morris retracts his claim, maintaining that she “never,
indeed, gave way to the prevailing taste, or, at least, to the worst side of it.”187 Suddenly
Radcliffe is shifted from being the inspiration for a whole movement in popular taste and
novel writing to being an exception to that very movement. She is an exception because
her principles were better than her successors’, who copied only the horrifying elements
of her writing. Morris admits that “there was mystery and gloom enough in her pages,
and even a fair proportion of horror” but claims, “she was never vicious even by
implication” and that posterity “cannot refuse her the praise of being, if not the best, the
purest of her school.”188 Morris assumes other gothic writers were vicious. The effect of
their bad behavior and negative influence was that they have been lost while Radcliffe,
with her “lofty sentiments” and good intentions survived.
In notices of the gothic or terrorist schools, Radcliffe’s name is mentioned most
frequently, with occasional gestures to Walpole. Despite his fame, or infamy, among his
contemporaries, Lewis generally meets with the same fate as the rest of the gothic school.
For Victorian reviewers, the gothic novelists are a faceless mass, sharing the faults of the
great Mrs. Radcliffe, but lacking her minor virtues to make them memorable. Radcliffe
remains in the literary memory specifically because of that “quaint primness that would
never venture to violate any rule, however arbitrary, whether social or literary.”189
Lewis, on the other hand, suffered from the absence of virtue. Morris claims that
it was Lewis’s fault if his literary reputation did not match his real character, which this
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According to Morris’s research, Lewis was a

dutiful son, capable of identifying and punishing the moral shortcomings of his own
father. Morris also discusses Lewis’s role as public benefactor through charitable giving
and his role in the abolition movement (though he only reformed his plantations, rather
than freeing his slaves).
Morris is unable to trace this character in Lewis’s writing, however. Morris
portrays Lewis as untalented, copying everything and copying badly—“he selected the
worst points of every model, and reproduced them with all the faults that an immature
judgment, an imperfect education, and a lively but perverted fancy could supply.”191
Lewis follows Radcliffe’s pattern with such bad judgment that he cannot see the harm in
his work. To demonstrate, Morris explains, “Lewis thought proper to expunge what he
conceived to be the objectionable passages, a process of purification which can only lead
a modern reader to wonder what may have been the author’s definition of the word
objectionable.”192 Even his attempts to reform demonstrated a lack of judgment and
inability to recognize his weaknesses. Lewis’s only excuse was his youth, and certainly
Morris traces these weaknesses to his age when The Monk was written and published.
Morris also suggests that some blame can be placed on the critical voices of the
day. In discussing the reception of The Monk, Morris points out that critics, “declared the
book to be indecent and profane, and they were right, but they did not declare it to be
silly and dull.”193 While reviewers have a responsibility to warn readers of “indecent”
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content, Morris suggests their obsession can blind them to their larger task—determining
overall worth. He implies reviewers actually raised the novel’s popularity by advertising
its questionable morality and scandalous qualities. If, Morris implies, reviewers had
instead focused on Lewis’s triteness, far fewer readers would have considered opening
the novel.
Morris’s treatment of Lewis brings us back to the Victorian tendency to downplay
the attractiveness of gothic novels, rather than warning readers away from their
potentially dangerous tendencies. This tactic emerges in a number of ways—as defenses
of the authors’ personal characters, as backhanded compliments of their writing, as notice
of the reviewers’ own lack of sympathy for the novels’ main characters (and the
assumption that readers will find these figures equally unsympathetic), and in the
purportedly “unreadable” nature of texts that were labeled quaint and outdated.
Reviewers used these cajoling techniques to create distance between their readers and the
novels of a previous generation. Victorian review readers are repeatedly told that they
are more moral, more intelligent and more perceptive than their eighteenth-century
counterparts. By praising gothic novels faintly rather than condemning them outright,
reviewers allow their readers to believe that they have recognized these novels’
shortcomings. These reviewers encourage their readers to see themselves as more able to
sympathize and to distinguish between the real and the false than their eighteenth-century
predecessors or even than the gothic novelists themselves. Damning gothic novels with
faint praise, then, allows reviewers to empower their readers as critics of a novel’s
realism and openness to sympathetic identification, if only insofar as readers follow the
guidelines set in a review. Looking at one famously thrilling passage from Radcliffe’s
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The Mysteries of Udolpho may help us understand the dramatic differences in what
eighteenth-century and Victorian readers expected from their novels.
The black veiled picture in the castle of Udolpho is one of the best-known
examples of Radcliffe’s explained supernatural—a habit Victorian reviewers found
irritating, although their irritation with Radcliffe’s explanations might cast doubt on their
insistence that gothic novels are uninteresting. The black veil and the mystery it hides are
most famous now for their role in Northanger Abbey, where Austen examines both the
attractions and dangers of gothic thrills. The veiled picture and its story appear first in
volume 2, chapters five and six. Readers of Udolpho are then left to wait for an
explanation of the mystery (and even of what the mystery is) for two more volumes.
In chapter five, when Radcliffe first mentions the veil, Emily, the heroine, has just
been carried to a gloomy Italian castle by her aunt’s new husband, Montoni. Trying to
locate her room, Emily and her maid have discussed the ghosts that are said to haunt the
castle. Emily dismisses Annette’s superstitions, but is affected by the castle’s cold, dark
rooms “covered with dust, and dropping to pieces with the damps, and with age.” The
atmosphere does not shake Emily’s rationality but its effect is heightened when she
notices a picture of a soldier whose “look of vengeance” reminds her of Montoni.
Finally, readers are rewarded with a reaction—Emily shudders. Where superstitious talk
and creepy surroundings have failed, the likeness of her persecutor sets Emily’s nerves on
edge. It is only at this point that Emily notices a picture “concealed by a veil of black
silk.” Here curiosity takes hold. Radcliffe reports, “The singularity of the circumstance
struck her, and she stopped before it, wishing to remove the veil, and examine what could
thus carefully be concealed, but somewhat wanting courage.” It is important to note that
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even at this point, Radcliffe does not let readers think that Emily is superstitious.
Annette’s fears of ghosts and fairies are dismissed with a joke because of her class but
Emily’s, if they existed, could not be. But, Radcliffe insists, Emily has no superstitions.
Throughout, Emily reacts to reminders of evil people and unusual circumstances not to a
fear of the supernatural.194 Her nervous reaction to the veiled picture seems, in
Radcliffe’s construction, to come from her fear of Montoni rather than from Annette’s
superstitious speculations.
Indeed, Emily’s immediate impulse is to bring the mystery to light—to face her
fear—an impulse that Radcliffe consistently asks readers to compare to the servant’s
superstitions. While Annette “exclaims” and “hesitates,” Emily asks questions meant to
deprive the veil and picture of their mystery. When Annette is unable to offer answers,
Emily orders her to remove the veil from the picture. Radcliffe does not offer any sense
of Emily’s emotional state, but Emily’s actions do not imply the fear or thrills that
readers of the novel relate. To find this reaction, readers would have to sympathize,
inappropriately, with Annette, who turns pale, refuses to obey her mistress, and leaves the
room taking the candle with her. Emily stays in the chamber, calling Annette, until, as
Radcliffe explains, Emily “not choosing to be left alone in the dark chamber, at length
followed her.” Again, Radcliffe distances Emily from the fears and superstitions that
motivate Annette. In the ensuing conversation, Emily is calm, almost laughing at
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Annette’s fear. Only a reader as silly as Annette herself could sympathize. More
attentive readers are invited to laugh with Emily and to be skeptical of the ghost stories.
When left alone, Emily finds herself,
inclined to go back to the apartment and examine the picture; but the
loneliness of the hour and of the place, with the melancholy silence that
reigned around her, conspired with a certain degree of awe, excited by the
mystery attending this picture, to prevent her. She determined, however,
when day-light should have re-animated her spirits, to go thither and
remove the veil.
Finally, Emily fears something, but even here Radcliffe juxtaposes Emily’s fear with her
realization that her “awe” is “excited” primarily by the combination of darkness and
mystery. Emily fully expects that daylight will offer a mundane end to the mystery. She
is attracted by the possibility of removing the veil’s hold on her curiosity rather than by
the terror of the thing itself.
Emily certainly is not perfect or perfectly rational. Later, as Annette describes the
tale of the missing lady of the castle, and Montoni’s suspected role in that disappearance,
Emily is “infected” by Annette’s fear enough to “tremble” at a noise in the corridor.
Again, though, this weakness is turned to a lesson in self-control:
Emily, whose mind was deeply impressed by the chief circumstance of
Annette's relation, was unwilling to be left alone, in the present state of her
spirits; but, to avoid offending Madame Montoni, and betraying her own
weakness, she struggled to overcome the illusions of fear, and dismissed
Annette for the night.
Radcliffe assures the reader that Emily’s fear is motivated by the actual disappearance of
the lady, not by the possibility of meeting her ghost. Additionally, readers see Emily
“struggle” against what she believes to be “the illusions of fear,” focusing instead on her
duty as a guest and a niece. Instead, she turns her mind to Montoni, whose actions have
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given her ample proof that she should fear him. Radcliffe’s extended description of
Emily’s thoughts about Montoni and his power sanctions readers’ sympathy with these
emotions.
The next day, Emily seeks out the picture. Although Radcliffe describes
heightened emotions, she is, again, careful to dispel any hint that Emily may be
frightened of the supernatural—
she found herself somewhat agitated; its connection with the late lady of
the castle, and the conversation of Annette, together with the circumstance
of the veil, throwing a mystery over the subject, that excited a faint degree
of terror. But a terror of this nature, as it occupies and expands the mind,
and elevates it to high expectation, is purely sublime, and leads us, by a
kind of fascination, to seek even the object, from which we appear to
shrink.
Radcliffe situates Emily’s terror—it is not the superstitious fear of the servant Annette or
some vague timidity. Radcliffe explicitly elevates Emily’s terror from mere timidity to a
reaction only to be experienced by the most sensitive and emotionally attuned observers.
Emily’s heightened emotional state represents a sort of ultimate aesthetic learning
experience. Readers, who will certainly never find themselves in an analogous situation,
are invited to share her “elevated” expectations and glimpse the sublime secondhand.
Still, readers are denied the actual experience. With Emily, they enter the room
“faltering,” “hastily” approach the large mysterious picture, and “with a timid hand” lift
the veil. Instead of an answer or even a fulfilling moment of terror, however, Radcliffe
reminds her readers that they are observers, not actors. Emily sees that the veil conceals
“no picture” and falls “senseless to the floor.” Readers are allowed to witness her
reaction, but not to share it. They cannot, at this point in the story, even be sure that she
has reacted proportionately to what she found. When Radcliffe reveals, two volumes
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later, that Emily had seen a memento mori, a wax corpse, but mistaken it for a real one
due to the dim light, readers can see that her reaction was appropriate, though their belief
in her observational skills may be diminished. Emily reacted to what she believed was
the body of one of Montoni’s victims. She may be shortsighted, but she does not, even in
this most mysterious scene, run away from ghosts.
While Emily’s adventures are unrealistic, in the terms of naturalness described by
many Victorian reviewers, Radcliffe carefully discourages superstition and irrationality.
Emily faints, trembles and flees at any number of times, but she always reacts to “real”
dangers—views of corpses, attacks, or threats by the villains. Only the lower status
characters, whose class and education apparently deny them the ability to see situations
clearly, react to ghost stories or imagine supernatural apparitions. Eighteenth-century
readers who responded with fear and horror to this scene, on the other hand, were
responding quite literally to nothing. Their sympathy with terror at the unknown caused
them to react to the scene with instinct rather than reason. Curiosity (and perhaps
discomfort) that echo Emily’s own responses to the unknown are all the reaction that the
novel’s promptings seem to merit.
Certainly, Radcliffe is something of an exception, as other gothic novelists,
including Walpole and Lewis, embraced the supernatural in their novels. Still, this
passage can show us two things about the expectations of eighteenth-century readers.
First, Radcliffe reveals the ways that class and education shape reactions to the gothic.
The perceptive reader of any gothic novel would, she implies, react to its supernatural
events much as Emily reacts to Annette’s ghost stories. Those who have, for whatever
reason, less training, can remedy this deficiency with a good dose of Radcliffe’s teaching
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through sympathy. If the reader sympathizes appropriately in Udolpho, she will embrace
Emily’s system of reactions, fearing people and their actions but not spirits. The
mysterious may still offer thrills, but they aren’t cheap superstitious scares. Radcliffe’s
contemporaries were likely, like her, to see “awe” in the face of mysteries (supernatural
or not) as a potentially sublime, elevating experience far removed from the uneducated
superstition that sees a ghost in every darkened passage.
Acting in these ways, Emily demonstrates a version of moral sympathy—of
reactions to the people and events around her—that is closely akin to Smith’s impartial
spectator. Although Emily is too caught up in the action to be impartial, she depends on
reason and evidence wherever possible, exhibiting for readers the careful ways that they
should distance themselves from situations if they are to respond appropriately. In terms
of Victorian ways of reading, then, the problem with Radcliffe’s explained supernatural is
not that she encourages superstition or vice, or even that she doesn’t offer moral
instruction. The problem with Radcliffe’s techniques is that her character demonstrates
coldly appropriate reactions without being presented in a way that encourages readers to
sympathize with those reactions. Readers must admire Emily, but Victorian reviewers
claim over and over again that they cannot love or identify with her. Thus, Emily can
teach her audience principles, but a perceptive reader will always know she is being
taught while a less perceptive reader might simply choose another, inappropriate but
more relaxed, object of sympathy.
Early in his “British Novelists”, W. F. Pollock claims that in the Victorian era the
novel holds “whatever of beneficial influence in matters of morals, manners, and taste”
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Pollock then credits that influence to two factors. He states,

first, that because the novelist can give access to his characters’ minds “a greater
impression of reality is possible than in the theatre.”196 This impression is even greater,
though, in those novels “in which there is the least direct description of the external
material objects.” Pollock claims that these gaps in the description of the world provide
the reader space to exercise “that imagination which is its surest way of obtaining
sympathy”—that too much description actually impedes sympathy.197 This may be
because, in narrative, description of physical circumstances draws the reader out of the
minds and motives of the characters with whom she is trying to sympathize. If such a
reader is, in Smith’s phrase, to “become the very person” about whom she reads,
extensive descriptions can only remind her of her separateness from the characters rather
than encourage sympathy. In the context of these standards for sympathetic moral
fiction, it becomes clear how very faint Pollock’s praise of Radcliffe is. She is a master
of description in a genre where description is a hindrance to eliciting sympathy. Her
greatest asset prevents her from developing into the sort of morally sound novelist that
her good personal character seems to fit her for becoming.
The drawbacks of description become even clearer in the context of Alison’s ideal
for the “lasting” novel. Alison claims the novel that survives beyond its own day, a
problem for the gothic, “is addressed to the universal feeling of our nature, and has
penetrated to the inmost chords, which are common to all ages and countries.”198 In this
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passage Alison appeals to an ideal of human nature that he believes is common to all
times and places because it partakes of the manners of none. It is not historical details
that attract readers’ sympathy, but human situations:
if the writer is worthy of his high vocation, he can so warm the
imagination by the interest of event, the delineation of character, the force
of passion, or the charms of the pathetic, that the strongest impression of
reality is conveyed to the reader’s mind. Add to this the material
appliances which are at his disposal; and which, through far inferior to
mental power in rousing interest or awakening sympathy have yet great
effect in giving life to the picture.199
Alison insists that historical details simply add to the effect produced by pictures of
emotion or human nature—they cannot create that interest by themselves. He implies
that historical detail is a crutch used by authors who are not mature, experienced or
observant enough to fill out their stories with human emotion. They use historical,
natural, or supernatural detail to raise the interest their characters cannot. These details
may “[give] life” to a novel, but Alison claims they cannot “[awaken] sympathy.”
Like Pollock’s assumption that detailed description won’t elicit reader sympathy,
Alison’s claims recall Smith’s descriptions of sympathetic reading. When we examine
Victorian reviews of gothic novels, we find problems related to the Victorian
appreciation for sympathetic moral reading. This is not the same as the problem raised
by sensation fiction, although both genres base their appeal on descriptions of terror,
violence and the supernatural. While the sensation novel puts naïve or unobservant
readers at risk of sympathizing with immoral characters, Victorian reviewers’ distance
from gothic novels’ popularity allows them to recognize that gothic novels raise a more
vexing problem—that readers might not find any outlet for their sympathy.
199
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Because they are not part of an eighteenth-century popular audience for gothic
novels, Victorian reviewers are able to move past the genre’s occasionally questionable
morality and its celebrity. This allows them to recognize flaws the original readers and
critics of these novels failed to see, one of the most important of which is their failure to
offer opportunities for sympathy. Readers cannot sympathize with characters, who, with
the possible exception of villains, are presented as exaggerations at best and phantoms at
worst. Even pity for the victims in these novels may be limited by the priggishness many
reviewers comment on. Gothic novels also fail to offer the sympathy with moral
judgment—as reviewers show, gothic novels do little harm but less good. With these
options closed, the reader is left to sympathize with other readers, through their shared
experience of the novels. Here too, however, the options are limited. Reviewers
recognize the frustration shared by readers when their thrills are explained away at the
end of Radcliffe’s novels but see no useful end—no potential for emotional or moral
growth—in this sympathy.
Finally, in a less positive version of this recognition, reviewers like Mansel model
how both gothic and sensation novels could be used to focus the snobbish responses of an
educated in-group. This sympathy, which ends in ridicule of other readers and further
barriers between readers of varied interests and education, is hardly the sort of response
that the emphasis on sympathy as a basis for moral judgment would value. In the end,
the gothic novel is “well-nigh unreadable” because it does not provoke morally
sympathetic readings, and, because it does not provoke those readings, reviewers can
only be glad readers are likely to find these novels unreadable.
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Snobbish or not, many reviewers use tactics that imply a desire to attract readers’
sympathy to the reviewers themselves. Their moves are seldom explicit, but Victorian
reviewers often implicitly include readers within a privileged circle—an in-group—in
order to justify their criticisms. These reviewers allow readers to assume, appropriately
or not, a position of authority as a means to convince readers to take up reviewers’
presumably sophisticated ways of reading. Success requires that reviewers ask their
readers for sympathy with their own characters and opinions rather than with gothic
novels or novelists. As we have seen, Mansel presumes that he and his readers are
superior to the temptation offered by sensation novels. His article is appealing because
of its implicit snobbery—because he sustains a sense of group superiority. Readers are in
on the joke. They can at once belong to the vast reading public that purchased and avidly
read sensation fiction and also, as readers of this article, feel exempt from sensation’s
allure and its dangerously vulgar tendencies. Like Mansel, Pollock opposes a clear ingroup—those of us who are educated and mature enough to find the hero and heroine of
the Gothic artificial and ridiculous—to those other readers—“sentimentally minded
young women”—who are too ignorant to see the novels’ superficiality. Of course “we”
the readers all fall into the first group. Although Pollock’s tone is more derisive than
many other critics of the Gothic, her intent is the same—she hopes to embarrass readers
who found these stick figures attractive. This embarrassment should, then, lead readers
to pay more attention to Pollock’s descriptions of appropriate sources of sympathy and
interest in novels. Once on this path, readers would be unlikely to be satisfied with
novels, like gothic or sensation fiction, that offered no appropriate figure for sympathy
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In other cases, reviewers discourage interest in these novels by damning the
subject with faint praise, assuming readers familiar with the works will concur in their
judgment. In these cases, reviewers emphasize their own sympathetic nature as readers
who can find fault but who look for the best in their subjects. Readers can assume they
would receive the same generous treatment. The reviews’ tacit claim that any sensible
reader will agree with their conclusions puts readers who don’t agree in a difficult
situation—they can stick to their own judgments and accept that someone “in the know”
will find them foolish or they can change their opinions. For readers who have not read
the novels, such comments make it prudent to demonstrate their superior taste by
avoiding gothic fiction.
Similarly, when reviewers like Stephen feminize gothic novels and novelists,
astute readers recognize that disagreeing will brand them as childish or feminine like the
works they defend. To be “in”—to be taken seriously—readers must demonstrate the
education, cultivation and masculine judgment that characterize valued intellectual
positions. This includes, as uninformed readers learn from these articles, ridiculing
works that have been labeled feminine, childish, small or vulgar. Here reviewers become
rescuers—guides to the treacherous pathways of culture who help their readers find and
stay on the road to social and intellectual authority. Readers are asked to feel gratitude to
the generous patron who helps them avoid ridicule and debasement.
In other cases, like Lawrance’s discussion of Radcliffe, reviewers offer readers
qualities to appreciate in a novel as well as those to reject. By describing the superiority
of Radcliffe’s landscapes, Lawrance offers her readers a legitimate aesthetic source for
their pleasure, allowing them to shift their opinions without overtly criticizing their past
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reading habits. Even as she attempts to wean readers from Gothic excitement by
uncovering the novels’ failures and suggesting the tenets of better novel writing,
Lawrance allows her readers to admit that they enjoy those novels, a move that makes
Lawrance’s critical character more sympathetic than it might have been had she chosen
simply to critique without praise.
What we see, then, is that reviewers use inclusive strategies to help their readers
develop a critical balance between enjoying the gothic and recognizing the superficial
nature of that enjoyment. By instructing without overt ridicule, Victorian reviewers
allow their readers to imagine themselves as a part of an intellectual group too
sophisticated to be affected by the cheap showiness of the Gothic. At the same time, they
construct a new critical character—the sympathetic authority—that allows them to carry
out this instruction as guides and friends rather than as rule makers or dictatorial experts.
Gothic novels are unreadable, then, not just because the reviewers say they must be but
because readers convince themselves that they have always found the novels to be so.
Unreadable or not, gothic novels and Victorian reviews of them complicate
several aspects of our reading in Victorian periodical reviews. Considering the paired
reception of Richardson and Fielding highlighted how strongly many Victorian reviewers
both desired and feared fiction’s influence on readers’ moral development and judgment.
The reactions to the gothic novel that this chapter has traced echo and add to this concern.
The conclusion that a book without sympathetic characters is unreadable depends upon a
critical and popular reading atmosphere in which sympathy and its effects (moral, social
or emotional) are a primary source of literary value. Although they recognize novels’
ability to record or question a culture and its values, for most Victorian reviewers novels
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exist to teach sympathy and, through it, good judgment. If gothic novels had offered
outlets for appropriate sympathy and moral education, then they would be reviewed
favorably. Novels that gained sympathy contained the best-written characters and
situations, and were realistically motivated and carefully constructed. Sympathy and
good writing were seen as inextricably linked.
What we find when we look carefully at reviews of Gothic novels, is that
Victorian preferences for sympathetic and didactic novels imply more than just a desire
for moral purity. Education from novels is merely the end result of a longer process of
construction and composition that creates a reading experience appropriate for sympathy.
Underlying such judgments, we can find detailed critiques of different styles of realistic
presentation, of characterization and, in gothic novels, of historical setting. Reviewers
use such critiques to argue for or against a given novel’s ability to garner sympathy from
its readers and they use sophisticated inclusive techniques to convince readers of the
accuracy of these points. They look for the key aspects that might constitute a system of
literary judgment—the hints that would allow them to identify, or write, a novel that
could reliably evoke sympathy both from its original audience and from later readers.
As my reading of The Mysteries of Udolpho demonstrates, Radcliffe’s novels
offer lessons in sympathy and judgment to attentive readers, despite her notoriously
flattened main characters. A number of recent scholars have made similar connections
between gothic fiction and moral philosophy. For example, Markman Ellis claims that
The Mysteries of Udolpho’s “rigid scheme of the explained supernatural and its brutal
assertion of closure, announces the vindication of sensibility by proposing that sensibility
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can control the passions as long as it is governed by stern moral principles.”
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Here, Ellis

clearly positions sensibility, like sympathy, as the arbiter of passionate emotion rather
than as the first step toward loss of control. Similarly, Peter Garret claims that for
nineteenth-century readers much of the appeal of the gothic was that the reader was
caught between a “Gothicized perspective” and a rational one and was forced to actively
determine which was most accurate at a given moment.201 Again, the splits in the
narrative between the eerie and the ordinary or the superstitious and the rational are a
source for perceptive reading and social judgment. Maggie Kilgour takes a different
perspective when she claims that gothic novels “allowed readers to exercise safely and so
educate their emotions.”202 This is true, according to Kilgour, because characters like
Udolpho’s Emily emerge from their trials essentially unchanged. Rather than showing
readers how to grow from their experiences, such characters demonstrate how to cling to
a foundation of sympathetic reason.203 Radcliffe, then, allows her presumably female
readers a brief escape from the domestic but returns them unchanged to their daily lives
at the conclusion of the novel.
Like Victorian reviewers, though, contemporary critics have typically found the
gothic’s interest not in its openness to emotion or in the thrills found and feared by its
original reviewers but in its lack of excitement. Marshall Brown’s three theses on gothic
fiction attempt to debunk what both eighteenth and nineteenth-century reviewers believed
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about the gothic novel. He starts by claiming that Romantic gothic fiction is not exciting
(a claim echoed by many twenty-first century readers). Brown then goes on to argue that
gothic novels are not ghost stories and that they are not specifically women’s writing. 204
Essentially, Brown claims that readers have been looking at and for the wrong things in
gothic fiction for the last two hundred years. In making these claims, Brown echoes
David Richter’s assertion that the gothic novel emerges as a result of eighteenth-century
attitudes toward history, toward suffering and toward power.205 That is, the gothic is only
ostensibly about thrills but beneath this is concerned with social structures and with the
power of language to change and express those structures.
Both Victorian reviews and contemporary articles are faced with the problem of
what to do with a text that cannot charm its current readers as it did its early enthusiasts.
While twentieth and twenty-first century criticism has preferred to focus on social,
psychological and historical elements of these novels in order to argue for their continued
value, as we have seen, Victorian reviewers focused almost exclusively on the textual
aspects of what they saw as failed experiments in sympathy. Rather than trying to
recover gothic novels as historical relics, Victorian reviewers examined them with an eye
to what was missing. What was it that successful, lasting novels did that gothic novels
couldn’t manage? The process of answering this question helped to focus and elucidate
some of the arguments for exhaustive detail in the description of characters and motives
rather than in settings and atmosphere. That is, examining the ways that the gothic fails
provided reviewers with an opportunity to warn readers away from unprofitable but
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potentially tempting reading material but it also helped to support specific types of
psychologically aware narration over other types of realism that focused on circumstance
rather than on character development. For these Victorian reviewers, understanding how
gothic novels fail might help both writers and readers understand what new books must
do and be if they are to succeed. For more recent readers, Victorian reviews that offer
this perspective provide a guide to one aspect of ongoing debates about realism and
sympathy as elements of the novel.
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CHAPTER 4
AUSTEN-LIKE: VICTORIAN PERIODICAL REVIEWS
AND THE FORMATION OF COMMUNITIES OF WOMEN

Victorian reviews of Richardson and Fielding or of gothic novels are generally
concerned with the problem of how to sympathize across boundaries, particularly across
time as society’s morals and mores shift. In these articles, reviewers distanced their
readers from their subjects because the values they hoped to inculcate in their readers
differed so sharply from the values and forms of sympathetic reading reviewers
themselves hoped readers would embrace. Rather than invoking sympathy with the
authors, in these cases reviewers attempt to garner sympathy for the reviewing voice and
its pronouncements. In articles on the major Romantic novelists, most notably Jane
Austen and Sir Walter Scott, on the other hand, reviewers create bonds between
themselves and their readers by presenting both groups as fans of a great novelist. They
add this layer of identification to promote the idea that readers can learn to form and act
in communities centered on the experience of great and moral literature but active in the
domestic and social worlds.
In an 1814 letter to her niece Anna, Austen claimed that “3 or 4 Families in a
Country Village is the very thing to work on” and that getting the story to such a spot was
the “delight of my life.”206 This comment has frequently been used to demonstrate
Austen’s literary historical role as community maker and guide for young women, from
her niece onward. Austen wrote small contented communities; she lived in small
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contented communities; and she provides an example that her readers can use to form
their own small contented communities—real or literary. Numerous scholars have
demonstrated that Victorian thinkers and periodicals were central to developing this
vision of Austen as a cheerful homebody—the spinster aunt who put others’ needs before
her own, gloried in domesticity, and wrote on the sly. Elaine Showalter, for example,
claims that Austen has become the “byword for feminine literary restraint.”207 Though
this has been noted repeatedly, few have explored the reasons for this presentation with
any subtlety. Austen’s family and gender take the blame for the phenomenon of “dear
Aunt Jane”—her family for trying to preserve her reputation from the effects of her ironic
tone and her gender for raising expectations that make such preservation necessary.
Emily Auerbach’s Searching for Jane Austen gives one of the better accounts of
this trend.208 Still, her chapter “Putting Her Down and Touching Her Up,” though
thorough in its attempts to explain how Austen and other woman writers were “softened”
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, offers no motivation for this beyond
the desire to mold women’s private and public faces as overtly feminine and domestic.
This is largely because Auerbach’s emphasis is on “finding” the real Jane Austen (or
something like a real Jane Austen) behind the accumulated critical debris of two
centuries. A key to understanding Austen’s significance, particularly as it was created by
Victorian periodical reviews, is recognizing that her works depend on ideals of
community and community involvement that developed in the late eighteenth century.
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Austen’s novels provide an ideal space for Victorian reviewers to reframe women’s
reading and writing in terms of community because the novels’ society is one based on
sympathetic ideals rather than legal or social tenets. This, with their repeated insistence
that Austen knew and respected her own limitations of ability and experience, allowed
reviewers to encourage readers to learn their own limits and to act in the world in
accordance with their abilities but without overstepping whatever bounds those abilities
necessitated. For women, this might mean binding themselves to the domestic and social
worlds, and the interests of those worlds, as many Victorian reviewers claimed Austen
had done. For others, it might mean finding ways to act in or influence their political or
intellectual communities, to whatever extent their talents and experience permitted. For
all readers, male and female, it meant recognizing their sympathetic and moral strengths
and weaknesses and the ways those talents might be used to influence and strengthen
community at all levels. Whatever else Austen represented for a given reviewer, she and
her novels were models for restrained, self-aware action.
In her recent Jane’s Fame: How Jane Austen Conquered the World, Claire
Harman argues that throughout the nineteenth century Austen was a critical rather than a
popular success.209 She claims Austen’s popularity with critics only gradually trickled
down to a popular audience after the publication of James Edward Austen-Leigh’s
memoir of his aunt and that through the early twentieth-century enjoyment of Austen was
seen as the sign of membership in an exclusive coterie of educated, cultured and
generally masculine appreciators (a far cry from the audience for the more recent Austen
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craze). While Harman makes a convincing argument, I would claim that reviewers
attempted to parlay critical acceptance into popular appeal. By asking readers, often
characterized as female, to sympathize with Jane Austen and with reviewers’ love of the
novelist and her works, reviewers attempt to translate Austen’s classic status into an
impetus for social coherence and adherence among middle-class girls and women to an
ideal of self-awareness and restraint. As the only classic novelist examined here who was
made canonical by her Victorian reviewers, Austen offers a particularly interesting case.
It is easy to see responses to Austen largely in terms of gender, but, while her femininity
certainly played a role in reviews of her life and works, it is her self-restraint and her
perceived self-awareness that are most characteristic and universal in the mid-century
reviews that made Austen’s reputation. As comparisons of Austen with other novelists
show, while these specific qualities are gendered feminine to a degree, they come into
play in Victorian responses to male novelists as well.
Victorian responses to Austen show that reviewers embrace her family’s account
largely because it accords with cultural ideals of femininity and domesticity. In the
context of reviews of other woman novelists, we can see that reviews deploy Austen’s
idealized femininity in an effort to build feminine community through the consumption of
novels and biography. Many reviewers make Austen more feminine and domestic not
simply so that she can fit a cultural ideal but so that she can help other women do so,
teaching young Victorian women to live cheerfully outside of history, as reviewers claim
she had. Victorian woman novelists can learn Austen’s trick of self-limiting and thereby
achieve fame among woman writers (though not among men). Even eighteenth-century
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and Romantic woman novelists could learn how to avoid their eras’ vulgarities, although
since they were already dead the lesson was unlikely to take effect.
While the expected beneficiaries of Austen’s example vary, reviewers employ
Austen’s novels to create a safe space in which principles can be learned and discussed.
For these Victorian reviewers, Austen’s legacy provides the perfect rallying point for a
community of woman readers, whose terms echo those of social intercourse. This is true,
first, because she is a women who wrote about the concerns of women in communities
and, second, because she managed to write without vulgarity. Although many reviews
use Enlightenment theories of moral sympathy to downplay boundaries between groups,
reviews of Austen frame community through exclusive sympathy with a friendly author.
While some use this frame to encourage women and young girls to adhere to an idealized
vision of feminine inaction, many encourage a more diverse though undefined move
toward creating sympathetic community at whatever levels a reader’s talents may fit her
for achieving.
These patterns in Austen’s Victorian reception require a shift in our understanding
of Austen and her contemporaries. Before considering how Victorian reviews reframe
Austen’s career, then, I will consider how Austen treats the possibility of creating
community out of shared reading. I will then trace the shift in Austen’s reception from
the Regency into the Victorian era. These contexts should offer a clearer picture of how
Victorian reviews borrow and ignore evidence from Austen’s novels and life to present
her as a founding example for communities of woman readers and writers and as an
example for women’s role in civil society.
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If nothing else, the feminine persona constructed by Victorian reviews kept
Austen in a canon that was “forgetting” many woman writers. Clifford Siskin points out
that “the almost immediate welcome accorded her by Scott and other male critics could
be construed as signaling a crucial moment in the Great Forgetting: the moment that
some of the fundamental links between women and the novel—links that we are only
now recovering—were first detached, or at least obscured.”210 Though they agree on
Austen’s canonicity, many critics have questioned the reality of the Victorian Austen and
Victorian criticism’s ability to explain her work. Claudia Johnson claims, “the
precondition of Austen’s posthumous admittance into the canon was an apparent
contentment to work artfully within carefully restricted boundaries which have been
termed ‘feminine’.”211 Johnson investigates that “apparent contentment”, showing that,
like other women before her, Austen found ways to challenge the values she ostensibly
encoded in her novels. More recently, Peter Knox-Shaw has remarked that Austen’s
“limitations of range have been ascribed with good reason to the constraints under which
middle-class women laboured in her period, but they are also a condition of the
‘experimental’ discourse to which she was pledged.”212 He consistently links Austen to
the Enlightenment ideas that fueled her “experimental” use of the novel to investigate
sympathy and social interaction.
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Knox-Shaw posits an Austen attracted to and influenced by “that skeptical
tradition within [the Enlightenment] that flourished in England and Scotland during the
second half of the eighteenth century.”213 He claims Austen plays out Enlightenment
theories, including Smith and Hume’s ideas about moral sympathy, in her novels. This
recognition that Austen was engaged in contemporary cultural debates has gained
currency in the last two decades. Gary Kelly, for example, poses Austen as
representative of “the role of women in creating and sustaining civil society in the
aftermath of a political, social, and cultural cataclysm.”214 For Kelly, Austen’s position
as a woman writer made her ideal in an arena where “civil society was represented as a
network of relations existing between subjectivity and domesticity on one hand and the
state on the other, and mediating between these spheres.” This overlap offered women a
way to influence the political and social worlds without explicitly addressing politics or
world events.
Both Knox-Shaw and Kelly see Austen’s novels as literary Petri dishes where
political and social theories could be tested and critiqued. Knox-Shaw constructs these
experiments as a form of reading that teaches characters to navigate and even influence
the reactions of others in their social and domestic spheres. Kelly has this tension in
mind when he claims, “Austen dramatizes the protagonist’s qualification to refound civil
society by subjecting her to a crucial exercise in what might be called social reading.”215
Kelly demonstrates that in Northanger Abbey “social reading” involves “observing,
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remembering, considering, having a sense of the probable, consulting the understanding,
entertaining, judging.” These are the same qualities needed for effective textual reading.
Kelly’s other claim, that “Nowhere in Austen’s ouvre, however, is the need for
reconstruction of civil society in a post-Revolutionary context, and the importance of
women to that reconstruction, more sharply presented than in Persuasion,” might surprise
many readers.216 Although Persuasion is Austen’s best recognized commentary on the
“real world” of the Regency,217 the centrality of textual and social reading to this novel’s
values has seldom been examined beyond Sir Walter’s Baronetage, which reveals his
shallowness, vanity and obsession with rank. In fact, Anne Eliot, as an ideal reader,
reveals textual reading’s limits as a force for change. Persuasion is full of references to
the textual reading habits of its characters and to various characters’ capacities to read
their social and domestic worlds. Despite claims about Austen as a translator of society,
the reading references in Persuasion weigh against reading as a foundation for sympathy
or shared experience. Rather than creating community, the act of reading often creates
false understanding or posturing and at worst protects characters from the demands of
social intercourse.
An examination of reading in Persuasion supports some elements of recent
understandings of Austen’s novels as spaces for social and ideological experiment.
Persuasion might also seem to support Victorian claims that Austen and her novels
espouse the idea of a community of readers. Both possibilities are at work in the novel
and even occasionally intersect in Austen’s discussions of readers and reading. Austen’s
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narrator offers reading habits as one signal of a character’s place in the moral and social
schema of the novel. So, for example, readers are given one more reason to dislike
Elizabeth Eliot when she tells Anne, “you may as well take back that tiresome book …
and pretend I have read it through . . . Lady Russell quite bores one with her new
publications.”218 If readers needed another sign that Elizabeth will never be part of
Anne’s “good company,” this absolute refusal to read (and insult to a family friend)
provides it. Likewise, at several points books and discussions of books seem to bring
people into understanding. So, the Navy List, “their own navy list, the first that had ever
been at Uppercross,” supplies the Musgroves with an opportunity to learn about the Navy
(something brother Dick’s begging letters never did) and form relationships with Captain
Wentworth and the Crofts. Similarly, Captain Benwick establishes relationships with
Anne and with Louisa Musgrove through conversations about Romantic poetry.
At first glance, then, reading habits and books seem to reinforce the novel’s
valuations of characters and communities, but the connections are more provisional than
they may appear. Wentworth’s stories provoke little discussion. For Louisa and
Henrietta, the point is not learning, or even interaction, but competition for Wentworth’s
attention. The next chapters show how this competition strains their relationship and
actually prevents them learning much about Wentworth. The more meaningful
conversations in this scene—those that reveal most about characters, their values and
shortcomings—are Wentworth’s debates with Admiral and Mrs. Croft. These, however,
are not community forming because the characters who interact are already acquainted.
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The Navy List is a dead end in the development of community, allowing the
sisters to set Wentworth up as a hero (with his help) but not encouraging significant
interaction between characters. Still, Anne and the reader can use the book to identify
other characters’ motivations, though this “reading” is solitary. Other characters are at
cross-purposes, unable to communicate and unable or unwilling to read the signals they
send one another. This is less a community built on shared experience of text than
anarchy rooted in each character’s attempt to plot the story to his or her own satisfaction.
As Anne recognizes, she does not have “the power of representing to them all what they
were about, and of pointing out some of the evils they were exposing themselves to”
because they are more interested in their desires than in awareness (105). Anne and the
narrator alone recognize all points of view and have the ability to “represent” the
situation accurately. Anne does not share her views, though, a choice that reinforces the
solitary nature of lessons learned from reading texts and society.
Likewise, in her interactions with Captain Benwick, Anne’s superior reading
skills allow her to recognize a moment when reading fails to create community.
Although their first conversation seems to signal a meeting of minds, this sympathy never
materializes. Anne discusses books with pleasure, but as the narrative points out she is
left with “the persuasion of having given him at least an evening’s indulgence” and “the
hope of being of real use to him in some suggestions as to the duty and benefit of
struggling against affliction” (121). Awareness and maturity are all on one side. Anne
indulges, suggests and recommends “a larger allowance of prose,” and Benwick responds
with a short-lived crush (122). Anne learns about him based on his reading, but Benwick
sees only Anne’s responses to his self-presentation. Even his potential for growth is
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quelled after Louisa’s fall. Benwick is attentive, reads to her and wins her, in short order,
with poetry (no “larger allowance of prose” here). Both are diminished—Louisa by her
willingness to be forceful or romantic as required by the nearest eligible man and
Benwick by his inability to give up reading habits that Anne and the narrator show are
self-indulgent.
Austen also undermines reading as a basis for community through the Harvilles—
who “had probably no concern in” subjects like poetry. Despite this shortcoming, they
are well informed, caring and social. Austen emphasizes this by insisting:
Captain Harville was no reader; but . . . a mind of usefulness and ingenuity
seemed to furnish him with constant employment within. He drew, he
varnished, he carpentered, he glued; he made toys for the children, he
fashioned new netting-needles and pins with improvements; and if
everything else was done, sat down to his large fishing-net at one corner of
the room. (120)
In a novel where virtue and intelligence are often linked with reading, Captain Harville
puts reading last. He cares for Benwick and his books, for the family comfort, for the
children, and for his wife. Without being a reader, Harville models responsible
community membership in a way the bookish Benwick will not.
The novel does link Harville to reading in its climactic moment—his debate with
Anne about love. Though “no reader,” he can assure Anne, “all histories are against you,
all stories, prose and verse . . . I do not think I ever opened a book in my life which had
not something to say upon woman’s inconstancy. Songs and proverbs, all talk of
woman’s fickleness. But perhaps you will say, these were all written by men” (237).
Austen draws on literary allusions to highlight a problematic rift in society, one that, as
Harville’s references imply, predates print culture. As Barbara Benedict points out,
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Persuasion takes up the argument against bias in order to help women find an historical
voice. Benedict claims, “women now have the opportunity to write and read the other
side of the story. By this intertextuality, Austen inscribes herself into history, usurping
Sir Walter Elliot’s social and literary lineage with a new print culture of female
fiction.”219 Despite Benedict’s recognition, though, in Persuasion’s plot this scene
attempts to reconcile the sexes, not to favor women. While, Harville and Anne both
recognize that—like their own claims—no book will be unbiased about romantic
relationships or men’s and women’s roles—they do listen and attempt to understand the
other’s perspective.
Anne and Harville escape the rift produced by their differences by telling rather
than quoting and come to understand one another’s views through debate. This implies
that reading community requires equal access to authorship for men and women,
readiness to listen and be convinced by other perspectives, and broad learning—no book
can settle every question and so no book can provide a foundation for a sympathetic
reading community. (This is one problem with both the Navy List and Sir Walter’s
“book of books,” the Baronetage: both privilege a worldview limited by gender and
class.) Anne and Harville reach such an understanding, as do Anne and Wentworth, but
elsewhere this possibility is ignored in favor of selfish and self-indulgent reading.
In fact, Persuasion goes to great lengths to reinforce reading’s antisocial
possibilities. Charles Hayter buries himself in a newspaper to avoid Wentworth (102).
Mary Musgrove expends more energy keeping track of how she “got books from the
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library and changed them so often” than reading them (144). This is not surprising from
a woman who complains that Benwick “will sit poring over his book, and not know when
a person speaks to him, or when one drops one’s scissors, or any thing that happens”
(147). Even Lady Russell, who supposedly discouraged Charles Musgrove’s proposal to
Anne because he didn’t read, is described as a person who “gets all of the new
publications” rather than one who reads them. Although Lady Russell seems to read, her
interest is in reading as a social symbol rather than as an avenue for self-awareness. In
the cancelled chapters, even Anne and Wentworth, the novel’s most effective readers, use
newspapers to escape embarrassing conversations with one another (256, 258).
Only Anne embodies Kelly’s list of readerly qualities—those necessary to
“refound” civil society. Indeed others have noted that Anne’s tendency to “fall into
quotation” links her to her era’s literary and philosophical debates (107). Deresiewicz
catalogues Anne’s references to the Romantic poets and the ways those references
comment on women’s relationship to Romantic ideals.220 Likewise, Galperin claims this
“fall” marks a moment when Anne disappears from the text—becomes bodiless or simply
a function of the thoughts and opinions of others.221 While both readings offer insight
into Austen’s relationship with her contemporaries, they miss a crucial tension between
Anne’s ability to “read” and her ability to relate to her society. This habit of “falling into
quotation” allows Anne to supplement an internal community—her thoughts and the
ideas from literature—for the external community that ignores or undervalues her. The
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moments when Austen notes Anne’s quotations are moments when Anne feels strongly
but has no outlet for communication. In the absence of sympathy, Anne translates her
feelings through literature.
This happens most clearly in the autumn walk, when Anne enters a reverie on
poetry to avoid thinking of Wentworth only to be distracted by his centrality to the group.
She cannot again fall into quotation, but with observation she translates past reading into
effective social meaning. Anne recognizes that their trip to Winthrop means Louisa has
won the battle for Wentworth. She sees and hears enough to apprehend “how her own
character was considered by Captain Wentworth” and to recognize the shallowness of
Louisa’s “decided” character—which Johnson notes is simply “persuadability to
[Wentworth] in disguise.”222 As usual, though, Anne has no audience.
Later moments of quotation bear this out. When Anne is asked to stay in Lyme to
nurse Louisa—presumably on the point of being engaged to Wentworth—Anne claims,
“Without emulating the feelings of an Emma towards her Henry, she would have
attended on Louisa with a zeal above the common claims of regard, for his sake” (135).
Austen refers to Prior’s poem “Henry and Emma,” based on the ballad “The Nut-Brown
Maid”. In the poem, Henry tests Emma by telling her a variety of stories about himself
including that he is in love with someone else. As Henry makes each argument, Emma
proves her love by replying that she will follow him regardless because she loves only
him. In referencing the poem, Anne translates her feelings—which she cannot share—to
herself. Through Prior’s story, Anne tests her reaction and finds her situation less
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humiliating than Emma’s—Wentworth, at least, is unaware of Anne’s feelings. Unlike
Henry, he is not consciously testing her.
Similarly, when circumstances prevent Anne from revealing her cousin William
Eliot’s true character, she notes that it “like the Sultaness Scheherazade’s head, must live
another day” (233). Again, Anne uses a literary allusion to diffuse a stressful situation,
although this reference is more complicated. The storyteller must save not her own life
but her cousin’s reputation, if only temporarily. Additionally, in Anne’s case it is not
telling that will save Mr. Eliot. The storyteller must be silent to accomplish the task—
must be other than herself. The reference also reveals Anne’s conflicted feelings about
her cousin—the Sultaness, after all, was to be executed unfairly. Using Scheherazade’s
story to translate her predicament places Anne as the storyteller whose words are
powerful whether spoken or not but also as the prince who orders execution (or as the
executioner himself), whose desire, in the Tales of the Arabian Nights, is in conflict with
everyone in his kingdom. Anne realizes that though Mr. Eliot deserves to be unmasked
revealing his machinations will put her at odds with everyone around her.
Although Anne’s allusions allow her an imagined community in place of the
society that ignores her and her contributions, Austen does present Anne as a reader and
translator of society. When she visits Mrs. Smith, Anne’s experience of textual reading
allows her to value a working class woman because Nurse Rook can read “the worth of
volumes” by observing her patients (168). By this point, readers will have recognized a
similar tendency in Anne, who notices everyone’s reactions and uses her observations to
understand others’ motives. Anne is not a perfect reader—she doesn’t recognize signs
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that Mrs. Smith is using her —but the novel presents her as an effective reader. Mr.
Eliot tries to flatter Anne by joking, “You have only enough knowledge of the language
[Italian], to translate at sight these inverted, transposed, curtailed Italian lines, into clear,
comprehensible, elegant English” (196). While Eliot is villainized, Persuasion supports a
similar assumption about Anne’s reading of the world. Anne may not be able to use
literature to create community, but she knows enough about literature and the world to
translate between them, at least for herself and a few sympathetic individuals.
In Persuasion, then, Austen undermines the idea that sympathetic reading can
create community. Although she allows for an overlap between Anne’s ability to read
literature and her ability to read society, Austen makes Anne exceptional—other notable
readers of books are less competent readers of society. Indeed, even Anne is occasionally
unable navigate a social world where skilled actors keep their motives hidden. Despite
this evidence, though, Victorian reviewers chose Austen as the perfect example of how
novel reading might provide a supportive social community if such reading, like Anne’s
reading of her society, was both self-aware and perceptively observant of the text. To
manage this, reviewers part ways with the tactics employed by earlier reviewers. Rather
than present themselves as magisterial authorities, reviewers of Austen, more than
reviewers of any other novelist, resort to gushing fandom to win the sympathy of their
readers to the moral cause of creating sympathetic communities.
This difference in tone is clearer if we consider a few of Austen’s early reviews.
Unlike their Victorian successors, Austen’s contemporaries identify morals in her novels
but focus primarily on the story and characters. So, The British Critic (1812) chooses to
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“assure [our female friends], that they may peruse these volumes not only with
satisfaction but with real benefit, for they may learn from them, if they please, many
sober and salutary maxims for the conduct of life” but is most enthusiastic about her story
and characters.224 Likewise, in 1813, the periodical notes that Pride and Prejudice has a
“very unexceptionable tendency” but spends its column space describing characters and
events.225 The Critical Review (1813) comments at length on Austen’s skilled
characterization and only points out as an afterthought the elements that would be “useful
to our fair readers.”226 Less positively, the Augustan Review (1816) claims readers don’t
mind Austen’s “remarkable sameness” because they enjoy “a certain elegance of mind,
and acquaintance with the usages of polite society . . . a just sense of duty which makes
her show the performance of it in all its bearings, to be its own reward, and . . . that
rational view of happiness which enables her to teach her readers to look for it where it is
certain to be found.” 227 Even when moral tendencies redeem the novels’ lack of
originality, didactic aims are secondary.
We begin to see changes in Walter Scott’s longer and more recognizably critical
Quarterly Review article, which credits Austen with a new form of novel writing
primarily because she is “neat” and won’t “turn” any heads with romantic notions.228
Scott harps on the “commonness” of Austen’s novels. Even “the kind of moral, also,
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which these novels inculcate, applies equally to the paths of common life.”

Scott

praises Austen but undercuts this praise by reminding readers how small her subjects are
and how limited her achievements seem beside truly great writing. In the end, he claims
her lack of ambition is fitting because she is a “lady.” Even without biography, Scott
presumes that the anonymous “lady” should primarily offer guidance, introducing what
would become a major tenet of Victorian reviews.
Austen’s brother Henry embraced this ladylike vision in the “Biographical
Notice” that accompanied the posthumous Persuasion and Northanger Abbey. Henry
emphasized his sister’s religiosity and domesticity, downplaying her humor, sarcasm and
censoriousness. He also characterized his sister’s life as unhistorical. These tendencies
survived in family tradition, and thus in other accounts, throughout the nineteenth
century. Certainly her nephews and nieces, grandnephews and grandnieces took pains to
present an Austen who fit this traditional persona, by bowdlerizing biographies and
letters and by writing numerous defenses and articles.
Although many have since presented Austen as an active participant in
ideological and generic debates, for Victorian reviewers Austen’s character and life story
were her most important assets. Although many discussed the educative potential of
fiction during this period, the reviews show that when the reader is imagined as a woman
this education was limited to moral skills. Although larger questions of philosophy,
politics or social change were generally ignored by these reviews, a few hint that readers
with the capacity to understand these questions could pursue them. Artistic endeavor, as
we would guess from Scott’s claims, is expected to conform to a small, feminine scale
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unless a woman writer can prove her ability to move beyond these limited bounds.
Unlike Scott, though, most Victorian reviewers see Austen’s limitations as the result of
her self-awareness rather than as a result of her gender. These qualities carry weight
because many reviews judge Austen as an acquaintance, as an exemplary hub for a social
circle, not just as a novelist.
Victorian critics explicitly adopt authors and characters as members of a literary
community, often in ways that now seem naïve. For example, Anne Thackeray Ritchie
offers “pen and ink friends” as congenial role models and dependable, entertaining
friends. Ritchie wonders,
Are not such friends as these, and others unnamed here, but who will
come unannounced, to join the goodly company, creations that, like some
people, do actually make part of our existence, and make us the better for
theirs? . . . They live for us even though they may have never lived. They
are, and do actually make part of our lives, one of the best and noblest
parts. To love them is like a direct communication with the great and
generous minds that conceived them.230
Pen and ink friends are as real to Ritchie, and presumably her readers, as the people she
meets every day. They provide a stable outlet for sympathy that requires only an initial
emotional impulse rather than ongoing observation of their characters. Because of the
intimacy of reading, pen and ink friends can raise higher feelings than everyday
acquaintances and can model courageous action. This gushing makes Ritchie sound
more like a fan than a professional critic. Her link between fiction and morality via the
influence of “great and generous minds” and her claim to “know” characters also speak to
a Victorian popular audience rather than a modern, academic readership. Reviewers like
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Ritchie were alive to the potential benefits and problems of envisioning reading as an
exercise in friendship, but they engaged emotional reading to help their audience
recognize a novel’s moral lessons and, perhaps, its artistic elements. One irony of this
voice becomes particularly clear when we consider reviews of Austen. As we have seen,
although all authors are held to such standards to some degree, these reviews offer
Austen as an exemplar of self-awareness and appropriate restraint. At the same time as
they praise these qualities in Austen, though, reviewers are loosening the restraints of the
reviewing voice so that they can communicate sympathetically with their readers and
encourage those readers to approach novels with a balance of sympathetic enthusiasm
and rational restraint.
Today such emphases have largely been discredited, but this popular agenda is
branded on the form and content of Victorian reviews. Victorian reviewers police
readerly “society” by presenting authors as friends and role models as well as
entertainers. Creating friendly authors allows reviewers to portray themselves as
chaperones or masters of ceremonies in a readerly community constructed in social rather
than intellectual terms. This results in “review” articles that focus on novelists’ family
and social circles, on their actions, their religious beliefs, and their moral characters as
revealed in novels and letters, rather than on their works as examples of art or of writing
processes. Although they also include brief critiques, until the late 1870s most Victorian
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reviewers were more concerned with the overlapping personalities of an author and her
works than their twenty-first century counterparts tend to be.231
Recognizing a social dimension in Victorian reviews highlights several ideals of
Victorian novel writing. Most simply, it explains the abundance of biography in reviews
and reviewers’ desire to find novels’ “sources.” Both elements testify to the novelist’s
character and her ability to lead a circle of readers. Additionally, identifying the social
ties reviewers create between novelists and audiences underscores ongoing debates about
the status of novels and novelists. This is particularly true of conversations about gender
and novel writing. Framing a woman’s career as an intervention in a social circle rather
than a professional venture could allow critics to consider women as amateurs, thus
skirting the presumed distinction between the humble, domestic female and the educated,
professional author. The woman novelist as socialite is limited to domestic life and
social interaction—her ability to engage the public sphere is curtailed by expectations
about propriety and her ability to address issues of class is bounded by the risk that she
will be labeled as vulgar (and therefore an unfit example). In limiting the woman
novelist in these ways, reviewers could also attempt to constrain the women who they try
to join in communities around exemplary authoresses.
Clearly, even in the most divided of Victorian lives, though, the social, domestic
and political spheres overlapped. While many critics aim for a separation of spheres in
the literary world they cannot achieve in the real world, others went beyond these simple
gendered ways of viewing reading and writing. So, while Austen’s career was often
231
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presented as a way to constrain women within the ladylike options offered in the
domestic and social spheres, other reviews make a more complex case by invoking
qualities that Austen herself associated with both reading and community—selfawareness and careful observation of the world. While self-awareness, or restraint, was
often gendered feminine, a number of critics use the idea of self-limiting to constrain
women, but only to the extent that their talents and experience necessitate. That is, the
type of self-limiting so often praised in Austen could actually free a particularly talented,
passionate or experienced woman to argue that she had a right to act in or influence the
world.
In Writing Women’s Literary History, Margaret Ezell demonstrates that during the
eighteenth century, women were encouraged to strive for “androgyny.”232 In keeping
with this view, reference books did not “overtly connect the women’s private lives with
their public writings, either in the matter of ‘modesty’ or in defining a feminine voice.”233
By the Victorian era, however, Ezell notes a “greater emphasis on the woman writer’s
personal life and how well she serves as a female role model.” Further, Ezell shows that
“the critical term ‘delicacy’ . . . evolved . . . to the primary standard of literary merit for
women writers” by the mid-nineteenth century.234
While Ezell rightly notes that this scrutiny was disproportionately applied to
woman writers, she misses the social implications of this move. As the discussion of
self-awareness and self-limiting above implies, all novelists, male and female, were
subjected to intense biographical scrutiny during this period because they were all being
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judged as people, not as artists. Woman writers, as constructed in Victorian reviews, will
be of interest—can be objects of sympathy—primarily for other women. Unless women
are exceptionally good writers, reviewers assume woman writers’ experiences, and thus
their novels, are too limited to attract men’s sympathy. Women were judged more
strictly in reading communities because they were seen as examples for other women.
Men, whose work was always supposed to have wider effects because they were
supposed to have wider experience, were judged as social individuals but had a public
role to play as well.
Victorian reviewers use these frameworks to argue, implicitly and explicitly, for a
separate tradition of women’s literature shaped by experience. This experience can take a
number of forms, but in each case it confirms both the fiction’s reality and the novelist’s
claim to emotional and social authority. For male novelists, the question ends here.
Biography establishes his authority, tests his morality, and then, as we will see with Scott,
allows him to be judged on literary or political grounds. The juxtaposition of writer and
woman is more vexed as critics recommend women’s works on their social rather than
their literary merits. Although a few exceptional woman novelists could expect to be
judged within the men’s tradition, most were encouraged to see the development of a
separate tradition as an advantage, allowing women to play to their emotional and moral
strengths and to avoid social and political questions for which their educations might not
have prepared them.
Reviewers offer many arguments for experience as a fundamental factor in
measuring the social and moral value of an author or work. Among them, George Henry
Lewes argues most explicitly for the importance of experience in women’s novels. In
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“The Lady Novelists” (1852), Lewes claims, “science is the expression of the forms and
order of Nature” while “literature is the expression of the forms and order of human
life.”235 By juxtaposing these pursuits, Lewes can see that both require careful and
extensive observation. Thus, a novelist must be capable of perceiving human society in
the same minute detail that the scientist would expend on the natural world. The result,
Lewes shows, is that “all fiction . . . [is] but the expression of experiences and emotion;
and these expressions are the avenues through which we reach the sacred adytum of
Humanity, and learn better to understand our fellows and ourselves.” The pairing is
important; the author must do more than simply observe and record. Fiction, as Lewes
describes it, combines experience—education and observation—with emotion. This
makes women talented novelists within whatever bounds their educations necessitate.
Still, Lewes does not explain how experience and emotion should interact. In
“Religious Novels” (1856), W.Y. Sellar offers one possibility by reframing the
relationship itself. Instead of emphasizing experience and emotion, Sellar underscores
selection, claiming, “the purpose of a novel is not to imitate life exactly, but to present, in
an artistic shape, and yet in one which is felt in the main to be true to nature and
experience, those aspects of life and phases of character that lay hold on the general
sympathies of men.”236 For reviewers throughout the period, the author’s selective
faculty, as described by Sellar, separated artists from copyists—an artist chose elements
from her experience to create a coherent picture of society, the copyist simply reproduced
what was before her eyes. Discussing the problem of the didactic novel, Sellar notes that
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“a really good and interesting novel, drawing attention to social questions, [originates]
not in a theory, but in living sympathy.”237 Sellar offers sympathy and emotion as
selective faculties that allow novelists to avoid sermonizing and rote representation. This
helps him to delineate a specific role for women’s writing:
Gifted women, with their keen sympathies, quick observation, and
dramatic power of representation, may in this way initiate measures of
social amelioration, while in general they are unfitted for close,
considerate, and systematic reasoning on such questions, for the labour of
investigating facts, collecting details, weighing evidence, balancing
opposite statements, and the like; processes all necessary as preliminary
measures to any practical reform.238
Women can and do channel sympathy to raise the reading community’s awareness, but,
as readers and writers, their role is only to provide sympathetic motivation for solutions.
Sellar explains how to combine the qualities that Lewes identified, although Lewes
would almost certainly have argued that truly “Gifted women” could do far more than
Sellar allows.
Other reviewers certainly agree that fiction has special attractions for women.
E.J.O., of The Ladies Edinburgh Magazine, claims “women are the first, and often the
best tellers of stories” and therefore natural novelists.239 Storytelling is linked to
domesticity, particularly to motherhood. According to E.J.O., women have an affinity for
fiction because they are innately sympathetic and nurturing. Fiction can’t teach
sympathy, but through it women can use their natural emotiveness to build relationships
with one another. Despite implicit gendering of novels and novel writing as feminine,
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Victorian critics continued to assume male authorship and create a separate category for
judging the works of those “lady novelists” who did not in some way insist on being
considered alongside their male counterparts.
When reading community was seen as an extension of the domestic world, Austen
quickly attracted critical attention because her biography and “limited” ambitions seemed
to some reviewers to make her an ideal focus for sympathy. In a review of Austen’s life
and work, Lewes states that “We may picture her as something like her own sprightly,
natural, but by no means perfect Elizabeth Bennet, in Pride and Prejudice, one of the few
heroines one would seriously like to marry.”240 In a period when the pure, virginal bride
gained popularity as a symbol for womanhood, this desire positions Austen as the ideal
woman because she like her heroine is kind, moral and unattached. Lewes’s comment
also encourages readers to sympathize widely—with the character “one would seriously
like to marry,” with the novelist perceptive enough to create her and with the reviewer
sympathetic enough to admit to this desire. Lewes asks his readers to see him as an
authority on emotion and sympathy as well as an authority on literature.
Austen’s novels inspired many readers with a desire to befriend this “graceful and
kindly figure,” while her perceived loveableness allowed reviewers to express that desire
in ways that would otherwise have earned them derision rather than respect.241 As late as
1870, Richard Simpson of the North British Review desires to “recognise her officially as
‘dear aunt Jane’,” as her biographer-nephew had done. Simpson also notes a “ great
analogy between the character of Miss Austen and the characteristics of her novels”
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assuming that he could know Austen through her books when her biography was
incomplete.242 Simpson’s word choices—“graceful” and “kindly”—and his
characterization of Austen as a family figure tie her to the domestic realm. In the same
year, Frances Cashel Hoey, Austen’s grand-niece, calls her “one of those fortunate
women who have no history, whose quiet place is in the hearts of a few who love them,
who use their talents, of whatever order they be, with diligence and humility, untouched
by the disease of vanity, and the unhealthy craving for publicity.”243 For these reviewers,
Austen is a friend and gentlewoman first, an author second.
As we have seen in previous chapters, many reviewers use inclusive language,
including a revised “we,” to attract readers’ sympathy to reviews and reviewers instead of
novels. Reviews of Austen demonstrate what they hope is a shared attraction to their
“dear”, “quiet” and “kindly” subject for a dual purpose. First, they deploy these and
similar adjectives (with their opposites) to demonstrate how and when readers should
sympathize with authors and characters. If readers trust their reviewer/guides, they
should pick up continual cues as to where and when their enthusiasm will lead to
appropriate and fruitful reading. This inclusiveness also encourages readers to recognize
their own common tastes—they are pushed to consider the others (besides themselves
and the reviewer) who may be included in the “we” who recognize Austen’s congenial
qualities. This wider sphere of shared appreciation could then provide a foundation for
real-world sympathies and relationships based on this self-awareness and sympathetic
observation. In terms of the sympathetic reading we saw in Persuasion, this means that
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reviewers attempt to take the roles of both Anne and the narrator, demonstrating and
commenting on appropriate sympathetic responses to the novels they review.
As the exemplar of middle-class (or gentry) womanhood, Victorian reviewers can
hold Austen up as an example for young ladies who wish to emulate such qualities. In an
1882 article that oscillates between the formal “Miss Austen” and the friendly “Jane,”
Evelyn Abbot posits, “we might demand . . . that among a young lady’s accomplishments
should be included the power of distinguishing a good novel from a bad one. From this
point of view a course of Miss Austen would be most salutary.”244 Here, “Miss Austen”
represents both Austen’s novels and the novelist herself. This implies that while
Austen’s novels teach taste, “Miss Austen,” whose character Abbot locates in the novels,
is equally important as an example of social and domestic graces. The references to
“Jane” make this pill easier to swallow by allowing Austen to be both friend and example
for her girlish readers. Similarly, in 1883 Fanny Lefroy (another grand-niece) relates:
But if a happier end had been granted to her love, perhaps in the wife and
the mother the genius would have disappeared altogether. It is impossible
not to grieve over the destruction of the letter which would have given us a
better insight into so true and lovely a spirit as hers. We are the richer for
her genius, but we might have been enriched also by the posthumous
companionship with a heart of such rare sweetness and strength that it
would have exalted our standard, not only of the capacity of feeling in
feminine nature, but in all humanity.245
Lefroy shifts herself and her reader from sympathy with Persuasion’s romantic story,
representing Austen’s fitness for romance and domesticity, to the loss of Austen’s letters,
which could have offered access to the woman behind the novels. Although Austen is
embodied in her letters rather than her novels, the effect echoes Abbot. Austen’s
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example, as implied in her writing, would “[exalt] our standard” for feeling, and, through
it, our standards for friendship, authorship, and domestic comfort, all of which are
included in Lefroy’s sense of Austen’s lost potential. This loss may not be so great as
Lefroy imagines, though. As Deborah Kaplan (1992) points out, living in a “community
of women” (her mother, sister and friend), allowed Austen to escape the social and
domestic duties that would have devolved upon her had she married and had a family.246
Although Lefroy mentions the possible loss of genius, she is more concerned by the
possibility of lost romance. These reviewers tell readers that Austen is ideal but not
perfect. She presents an example that her young readers can learn from and live up to but
also love—an older sister or best friend who can guide them through the processes of
growing up, learning taste, entering society and falling in love. Her “posthumous
companionship” also provides the basis for a community of sister/fans who share her
lessons with one another.
If Austen’s imagined character offers a good domestic example for young ladies,
in other moments she is presented as an equally effective model for the ideal
gentlewoman. To create this perception, critics point to her clergyman father as well as
her time in the fashionable resort city of Bath. Reviewers use these circumstances, with
evidence from the novels, to portray Austen as the perfect lady of a strictly mannered
society. Simpson claims, “Miss Austen must always have been a woman as charming in
mind as she was elegant in person,” though many surviving accounts were less than
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In The Ladies Edinburgh Magazine (1877), Dundas

describes the “peaceful and refined family circle of the Steventon Rectory” and muses,
“it is pleasant to think that she is in many respects a fair specimen of a very numerous
class, a refined cultivated gentlewoman, with talents and virtues fitted to adorn any
station, qualities which endeared her to all around her, and which would have been the
brightness of any man’s home.”248 Austen represents a “gentle” class that seemed to
many Victorians to be slipping away, blurred by newcomers from the commercial
classes. She is refined enough for “any station,” but references to her family insist she
was a gentlewoman. Austen is at once elegantly entertaining and capable of fading into a
fire-lit domestic background with ease and grace. Again, reviewers present Austen as an
example for sympathetic learning—by imitating her womanly qualities, middle-class
Victorian ladies can hope to revive the spirit, if not the substance, of gentry society.
Occasionally, a reviewer identifies other, less simplistically ladylike qualities. In
her 1870 review of Austen-Leigh’s memoir, Margaret Oliphant claims Austen’s “is not
the simple character it appears at the first glance, but one full of subtle power, keenness,
finesse, and self-restraint—a type not at all unusual among women of high cultivation,
especially in the retirement of the country, where such qualities are likely enough to be
unappreciated or misunderstood.”249 Oliphant pushes her readers to recognize the
“feminine cynicism” behind Austen-Leigh’s “dear Aunt Jane” (something Austen-Leigh
couldn’t manage). Throughout her review, Oliphant encourages her readers to adopt this
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sort of cynicism with her—to question the ways women’s lives and ideas are limited by
their culture—in part by reiterating that such qualities are “not at all unusual.” While
Oliphant also recognizes the benefits and drawbacks of Austen’s more ideally ladylike
qualities, moments such as these allow her to present an alternative vision of who the
woman and the writer could be.
A similar moment occurs when Oliphant, discussing Austen’s education, notes
that Austen was
well educated, according to the requirements of [her] day, though the
chances are that [she] could not have passed her examination for entrance
into any lady’s college, or had the remotest chance with the University
Inspectors; and it is not unconsolatory to find, by the illumination which a
little lamp of genius here and there thus throws upon the face of the
country, that women full of cultivation and refinement have existed for
generations before ladies’ colleges were thought of, notwithstanding the
universal condemnation bestowed upon our old-fashioned canons of
feminine instruction.250
Austen’s experience is invoked in favor of “old-fashioned” femininity that criticizes the
overtly public space of women’s colleges. “Genius,” Oliphant insists, can flourish
without institutional education and the woman may even, like Austen (and, one suspects,
Oliphant herself), become a byword for “cultivation and refinement.” Girls are
encouraged to become intelligent ladies rather than intellectuals—what was good enough
for Jane Austen should be good enough for the rest of us. In making these claims,
Oliphant reworks the types of experience that count. A woman, she implies, can know
quite enough about the world to write a great novel even without the college education
routinely afforded to men of Austen’s and Oliphant’s class. Still, Oliphant claims
Austen’s novels do not “belong to that highest class of all which takes every variety of
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Like Scott’s 1814

review, this moderate estimation of Austen’s literary status implies that Austen’s novels
lack something that could have been supplied by wider experience.
Such judgments remind us that most woman writers are expected to be amateurs.
When Lefroy claims that Austen “had written, as all true genius does, as the bird sings,
because she must, neither for fame nor for money” or Hoey comments that she “wrote
with ease, and never adopted any of the affectations of authorship, but pursued her
occupation freely in the family circle” these grand-nieces join a chorus of Victorians who
stress Austen’s ladylike motives.252 Such claims ignore letters that revealed both
Austen’s delight in her profits and her desire to remain anonymous. Reviewers carefully
keep this information quiet because of Victorian assumptions about the bad effects of
profit seeking.253 If authorship comes naturally, for personal pleasure, if it avoids fame
and emphasizes duty, then the woman behind the author can be introduced as a lady—
someone concerned with home and family but not with money. Woman readers, then,
are encouraged to emulate Austen by using their intellectual and creative gifts, but only
for their own enjoyment.
However helpful to the task of developing communities of good women (and
good woman writers) around an idealized Austen, none of these qualities defines Austen
as a “true artist.” In fact, reviewers go out of their way to show that Austen is great, but
only in a limited way. For example, “The Progress of Fiction as Art” (Westminster
Review 1853) explains, “There is an instinct in every unwarped mind which prefers truth
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to extravagance, and a photographic picture, if it be only of a kitten or a hay-stack, is a
pleasanter subject in the eyes of most persons . . . than many a glaring piece of
mythology.”254 This fidelity makes Austen a “true artist,” but it can’t raise her rank
matches from the low level that results from her perceived lack of ambition, a quality this
and other reviewers claim to approve. As a painter of “a kitten or a hay-stack” she will
always be a minor artist. The Westminster reviewer critiques Austen’s failure to “raise
the passions into sympathy with heroic troubles, and to admit the soul into that serener
atmosphere from which it rarely returns without some memory or association which
ought to enlarge the domain of thought, and exalt the motives of action.”255 Novels
should raise sympathy through great passions, ideas or actions, something Austen fails to
do presumably because she had not had the experiences that would allow her to imitate
such passions.
Austen was considered the perfect example of self-limiting. Opening “The
Novels of Jane Austen,” Lewes calls Austen “an artist of the highest rank,” but by his
conclusion, “Her place is among great artists, but it is not high among them. She sits in
the House of Peers, but it is as a simple Baron.”256 She cannot rise be higher because
she never stirs the deeper emotions, . . . never fills the soul with a noble
aspiration, or brightens it with a fine idea, but, at the utmost, only teaches
us charity for the ordinary failings of ordinary people, and sympathy with
their goodness, . . . an objection which lowers her claims to rank among
the great benefactors of the race.
Lewes elaborates the claims raised in “The Progress of Fiction as an Art.” Like
Oliphant’s complaint that Austen does not take the “imagination by storm,” Lewes’s
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comment reflects the value placed on imagination and emotion in realistic fiction. Both
value the womanly Austen for her simplicity, but each paradoxically implies that her
greatness results from her weaknesses. Austen is the great artist of the ordinary but does
not even hint at the deepest layer of daily life—the strong emotions. She retains her
womanly propriety but loses literary stature. Ironically, though, both critiques also
insinuate that women could be expected to achieve these greater ends, although not every
woman writer had the talent or experience to do so. Austen’s talent entitles her to
recognition, but her own sense of inexperience (so these articles assume) leads her to
limit herself in order to avoid the charge of having overreached her abilities.
Later comments bear this out. Lewes tells readers, “we acknowledge the great
attractions which a novel may receive from the general vigour and culture of the author;
and acknowledge that such attractions form but a very small element in Miss Austen’s
success.”257 Austen either failed to acquire such sources of interest or failed to use them.
Her decision to limit the social and geographic scope of her novels allows Victorian
reviewers to present her as an exemplary woman. However, next to male novelists,
Austen looks like a detail-obsessed amateur.
This judgment can also be traced to Scott, who hedged his claim that Austen was
a minor figure by stating that she aimed for a low sort of greatness and earned it.
Likewise, Simpson is careful to note that Austen “never aspired higher than to paint a
system of four or five families revolving round a centre of attraction in a country
mansion, or a lodging at Bath, or a house in a country town.”258 Adding that, “this was
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the only society she knew,” Simpson makes this limiting factor both necessary—if
Austen’s work was to have the photographic realism that he praises—and chosen. If
Austen knew nothing else, Simpson implies, she knew how to recognize the limits of her
education and experience and how not to stray beyond them. Unlike Lewes or Oliphant,
though, these reviews do not imply that other women might be able to achieve what
Austen could not.
In defending this characterization, these reviewers refer to Austen’s most famous
comments about her own writing. Her “3 or 4 Families in a country village,” which
Simpson paraphrases above, we have already seen. The second refers to her work as “the
little bit (two Inches wide) of Ivory on which I work with so fine a Brush, as produces
little effect after much labour.”259 What reviewers fail to recognize is that both come
from letters to a novel-writing nephew or niece. As such, they take on a teasing and
patronizing tone. In their hurry to present Austen as self-perceptively modest, most
Victorian reviewers miss or ignore these passages’ potential irony. Reading at face
value, they show an Austen who knows not to aim too high. This makes Austen “an
example for the aspiring artist. She shows what patience, perseverance, modest study, and
a willingness to keep her compositions for the test of time, could do for a genius not very
commanding in its own nature.”260 For such reviewers, Austen’s self-limiting is the
source of her greatness. She avoids failure by choosing a limited range.
Lewes takes an extreme stance on self-limiting, stating that Austen “has risked no
failures.” He gloats, “Never does she transcend her own actual experience, never does
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her pen trace a line that does not touch the experience of others.”

Lewes credits

Austen with an essentially unconscious restraint, which keeps her art within the limits of
her observation while somehow still attaining universality. He claims,
We recognize the second and more special quality of womanliness in the
tone and point of view; they are novels written by a woman, an English
woman, a gentlewoman; no signature could disguise the fact; and because
she has so faithfully (although unconsciously) kept to her own womanly
point of view, her works are durable.
Austen’s skill is nothing more than her consciousness of her own identity. Equating the
woman with the narrator and with an unconscious emanation of delicacy, Lewes uses
social structures to limit “durable” women’s writing to the individual experiences of an
“English woman, a gentlewoman.” The true test of this quality is its “naturalness,”
emphasized by Lewes’s descriptions of unconscious action. Lewes emphasizes this by
placing Austen among “great dramatists” but claiming, “her dramas are of homely
common quality.”262 He proposes, “In every estimate of an artist’s rank we necessarily
take into account the nature of the subject and the excellence of the execution. It is
twenty times more difficult to write a fine tragedy than a fine lyric; but it is more difficult
to write a perfect lyric than a tolerable tragedy.”263
When Lewes invokes traditional rankings, he simultaneously raises Austen to the
status of artists and diminishes her potential contribution. If she limits her ambition in
acceptable ways, Lewes’s scale allows her only the perfection of a lyric, no mean feat,
but not success by traditional standards. She is recognized for hard work, attention to
detail and a grasp of the minute but denied creative genius and excellence in its highest
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forms. Austen does not attempt the epic or the tragic, so, for some Victorians, she
represents the truly feminine but falls short of real artistry. Again, unlike some reviews
that seek to limit women’s contributions specifically, Lewes’s terms allow each artist the
chance to recognize his or her own limits rather than prescribing limits onto women or
men. Novelists are simply warned that they will be judged by “the nature of the subject
and the excellence of the execution” both qualities that can be balanced if the artist
practices self-restraint based on her knowledge of her own character, abilities, and
experience.
One instance of women’s resistance to boundaries applied only to women’s
writing, and exemplified through Austen’s career, appears in Abbot’s 1882 review. Here,
Abbot comments repeatedly on Austen’s scanty education and reading. Austen, she
claims, “is not the prophet of a superior culture or the slave of general ideas. She does not
weary us with art or anatomy.”264 For a moment, Austen’s domestic plots demonstrate
the strength of her fiction. Just as quickly, though, the limitations of observational
writing emerge. Although Austen’s work offers a detailed and faithful picture of English
life, “her range is limited” because she doesn’t offer convincing views of emotion. Abbot
implies that Austen ought to do more—that woman writers can and should exceed the
project set out by many reviewers. Even in the feminine realm of emotion, Abbot
challenges writers to aim for greatness.
To reinforce Austen’s place at the center of a community of woman writers and
her personal amiability, Victorian reviewers compare her to other novelists. Burney’s
reputation in particular provides an important contrast. In “The Lady Novelists,” Lewes
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comments that Burney had “a quick Observation, notably of ridiculous details, and with a
certain broad vulgar gauge of human nature, contrived to write one or two novels that
admirably reflected the passing manners of her age.”265 Lewes echoes complaints that
Burney’s minor characters make her readers and her delicate heroines blush and
juxtaposes this criticism with a glowing description of Austen as “the most truthful,
charming, humorous, pure-minded, quick-witted, and unexaggerated of writers, female
literature has reason to be proud of her.”266 Austen represents everything honest and selfaware; Burney displays the results of vanity and unrestrained or unselective writing.
For Victorian reviewers, Burney fails in a number of ways, including a tendency
to enjoy celebrity—a motive reviewers were careful not to attribute to Austen. Hoey
claims, Austen could have received the “fussy flattery which made the ‘little Burney’ a
lamentable spectacle” but chose not to seek praise from the celebrities of her day.267
Such comments succinctly reveal the damage that desire for, or obvious delight in, fame
could do to a literary woman’s reputation. Similarly, Enna of the Ladies Edinburgh
Magazine deplores Burney’s “great self-consciousness, and the little vanities and
affectations with which she tells her tale.”268 Burney’s consciousness of her fame
deprives her of Austen’s “delicacy.” Like Aphra Behn or Lady Morgan, criticized for
their interest in profit and professional status, Burney is presented as a woman writer who
seeks, inappropriately and unsympathetically, to professionalize—to market herself and
her work. Where Austen was self-aware and so restrained, Burney was self-conscious
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but not observant and so, according to many Victorian reviewers, she oversold herself.
Even when not contrasted with Austen, Burney does not fare well in Victorian reviews.
Hannah Lawrance claims Evelina’s success resulted from “les beaux yeux of little Fanny,
the petted, almost spoilt child of Streatham.”269 In effect, Lawrance claims that Burney,
whose writing was as puerile as her character, only succeeded because, blinded by her
charms, her father’s friends praised a bad novel. Despite Burney’s original success, by
the Victorian period both she and her work were perceived as “vulgar” and less “healthy”
than Austen’s carefully limited domestic stories.270
Comparing Austen with her female contemporaries also clarifies the pressure
Victorian reviewers exerted to limit the scope and direction of novels. In “The Progress
of Fiction as an Art,” the reviewer complains that “Ratcliffe” (sic) constructed “stories
out of strange and unnatural circumstances” while Victorian writers do so out of “morbid
feelings and overwrought sensibilities.” 271 In both cases, the review implies, the novels
are woven from imaginary experience rather than from real life or feelings. The reviewer
then insists, “to secure an enduring name, something more than this is needed, and the
high reputation which Miss Austin’s (sic) novels gained, and still retain, is a proof of the
ready appreciation which is always felt when an author dares to be natural.” Austen’s
novels succeeded because they were more natural than her contemporaries’. Still, the
reviewer quickly deflates this praise, claiming,
Without brilliancy of any kind—without imagination, depth of thought, or
wide experience, Miss Austin, by simply describing what she knew and
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had seen, and making accurate portraits of very tiresome and uninteresting
people, is recognised as a true artist, and will continue to be admired,
when many authors more ambitious, and believing themselves filled with
a much higher inspiration, will be neglected and forgotten.272
The reviewer identifies typical positive qualifications but questions their value. Austen is
not simply limited, she is “without brilliancy . . . imagination, depth of thought, or wide
experience.” The repetition of the word “without” rates Austen’s style much less
enthusiastically than the reviewer’s original claim that Austen has a “high reputation.”
This recantation is reinforced by the comments that follow. Austen is “simply
describing” and her characters are “tiresome and uninteresting.” According to the
reviewer, Burney’s “long histories of amiable and persecuted heroines,” like Austen’s
“accurate scenes from dull life” belong to the “lower rank” of novels because both lack
“the broader foundation, the firm granite substratum, which the great masters who have
followed them have taught us to expect.”273 That is, whether they are limited consciously
or unconsciously, both women wrote novels that reach only the shallowest levels of
human experience.
Maria Edgeworth comes closer than any other pre-Victorian woman to equaling
Austen’s reputation. Reviewers compare her to a “humble violet of the hedgerow” and
praise her as “a bright example . . . of what a woman ought to be and is capable of
being.”274 Her writing, like Austen’s, is overtly feminized. She is praised for “the finest
powers of observation; the most penetrating good sense; a high moral tone consistently
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maintained; inexhaustible fertility of invention; firmness and delicacy of touch;
undeviating rectitude of purpose, varied and accurate knowledge; a clear flexible style;
exquisite humour, and extraordinary pathos.”275 Like Austen, unmarried, Edgeworth
pours all of her delicacy, morality and fertility into her fictional children. For the most
part, though, reviews of Edgeworth come from minor women’s journals, while many
Austen articles appear in mainstream periodicals with a broader readership. Additionally,
reviewers note a difference in the novelists’ subjects. Reviews repeatedly insist that
Edgeworth “never belonged” to the romantic school—her novels focus intentionally on
morals rather than marriages.276 To her own apparently ideal domestic femininity,
Austen adds, as Edgeworth does not, a body of fiction that is equally readable as
feminine and domestic.
This assessment of Austen’s self-awareness and restraint offers a template for
understanding the choices faced by Victorian woman novelists. Austen is praised in
comparison to Victorian novelists in two ways. First, she is presented as almost living up
to the popularity and influence of male novelists. For example, Hoey claims Austen’s
work “inspired” feelings like those “which Mr. Charles Dickens’s earlier works inspired
in the present generation.”277 She qualifies this with an extended comparison to Anthony
Trollope. Hoey argues,
Mr. Anthony Trollope is the only modern novelist whose young ladies
may be justly compared with Miss Austen’s . . . Mr. Trollope has not so
much humour, nor is that which he has so fine and incisive of its kind, as
hers, but he possesses many characteristics similar to Miss Austen’s, and
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he employs them similarly. He works by choice within a small space; she
did so of necessity, in obedience to the law of realism, which controlled
her mind; and he, too, makes his best effects both serious and ludicrous by
small touches.278
Trollope does not have Austen’s “humour” but he is more in control of his material.
Where Austen is “controlled” by her “obedience to the law of realism,” Trollope chooses
the small scale consciously. Due to his larger experience, he can choose breadth without
loosing command of those “small touches” which make a novel effective. In Hoey’s
argument, Austen represents the impossibility of choice for a woman writer, when
experience is believed to underpin realism and social knowledge. Such presentations
teach woman writers that they can echo the emotional effect of men’s work but they
should tread carefully if the choose to present a world beyond the domestic and social.
Hoey emphasizes this by comparing Austen to Elizabeth Gaskell. She claims Gaskell’s
“canvas is larger [than Austen’s], but there are shades and touches like those of the
master-hand.”279 Gaskell’s larger scope was chosen in an attempt to influence society,
but was still based in her experiences as a minister’s wife in an industrial city. Still, this
larger canvas is harder to control, and Gaskell only manages moments of greatness rather
than Austen’s full mastery of her material.
Like Hoey, many reviewers explicitly compare Austen to Victorian woman
novelists, generally showing Austen as the more sympathetic, though less powerful
author. So, Lewes emphasizes the importance of gentility by comparing Austen with
Charlotte Brontë, whose passion and emotion he condemns, despite the power of her
writing. Brontë is chastised as one of “those who have little sense of humour, or whose
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passionate and insurgent activities demand in art a reflection of their own emotions and
struggles,” implying that Brontë is not only less humorous but is also less in control of
her art than Austen is.280 On the other hand, comparing Austen to Eliot and Brontë,
Abbot claims that though “what [Austen] gives us, she gives without exaggeration, or
deficiency, or adulteration,” her characters lack the depth and passion of mid-Victorian
women’s novels. 281 Like Lewes, Abbot implies that realistic presentations of women’s
worlds require emotional depth Austen doesn’t offer but that other women are capable of
providing without exceeding the bounds of their own education and experiences.
Although not every review concludes with unadulterated praise of Austen’s work,
all praise her personal character and hold her up as an example for English women and
for woman novelists. Reviewers also offer the possibility that their readers might find a
friend in “dear Aunt Jane”. Austen demonstrates how to be a good woman and shows
what to look for in a good friend and a good novelist—friendliness, humor, selfawareness and a matching restraint. As we have seen, some presentations of Austen as
an ideal woman writer are made at the expense of a number of other woman writers.
Although they claim to align themselves with their readers’ enthusiasm—to be fans—this
reframing of character and convenient forgetting of alternative fictional strategies allows
reviewers to shape a separate canon of women’s novels and to insist that this women’s
tradition differs from men’s writing in its kind, its extent, and its goals.
The use of social language allows for a dual judgment of writers to be carried out,
and acceded to by readers, even though it is seldom discussed explicitly. First, it allows
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readers of reviews to assess the character and biography of the author and, by
implication, the character of the novel being discussed. These could, presumably, offer
readers a key to the values and example in the novel and to their potential effects on other
women, the inferred readers of novels. By judging authors as they would potential
acquaintances, Victorian readers could attempt to insure security in their social circles
and their intellectual lives (or in private entertainment, depending on how novels were
viewed). Alternatively, such judgment could also make an author’s notoriety as an
unacceptable acquaintance a signal of enjoyable scandal reading.
Second, social language diverts the reader’s attention from larger questions of
literary history, which can then be treated when and how the reviewer chooses.
Presenting woman writers as social beings, rather than as artists, allows reviewers to
condemn them on moral instead of aesthetic grounds. Reviewers judge male novelists in
these terms as well, but allow that less than perfect masculine characters can still be
acceptable acquaintances for male readers, as long as their shortcomings are kept in view.
Women and men are both allowed the chance for greatness, as long as each writes novels
that demonstrate self-awareness and restraint in the face of what they don’t know. As
Burney’s career demonstrates, though, the personal consequences of overreaching are
more severe for woman writers than they generally were for men. Presenting woman
writers as social beings also allows reviewers to invoke literary tradition and rank only
when they want a woman writer to be remembered. Reviewers never need to argue, as
they must with less than perfect male novelists, in literary terms, about why
“unacceptable” women should be ignored. Instead, they can simply discount them as
unwelcome entrants in a feminized social circle.
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This mode of discussing literary works reveals a quiet canonizing effort even in
the ostensibly unprofessional world of early and mid-Victorian reviewing. The Victorian
effort to bring Austen’s name into a canon in which she had been largely unrecognized is
itself a sign of the importance of self-awareness and self-restraint in Victorian literary
reviewing, and thus in the assigning of classic status. Even by the 1870’s, when we
might expect some opening in this area, most reviews of Austen insist that her greatness,
as well as her historical and literary importance, stem from her femininity, her
domesticity and the limitations those qualities imply. Looking at literary reception as a
social matter also explains the attention Victorian reviewers give to their subjects’
biographies as well as their desire to find the narrative persona of the novel, the “great
and generous minds that conceived” the novels, in the biography of the novelist. If
Victorian reviews in general reveal extensive use of Enlightenment moral sympathy as a
framework for discussing the social and political dimensions of novels, its specific role in
conversations about most woman novelists is to limit their presence and their effects to an
already feminized social and domestic sphere. Here, sympathy does not open doors, or
increase understanding; instead, it closes off possibilities—limiting expression, limiting
models, and limiting the very growth that these reviewers claim woman readers can
expect from “good” novels.
Recent criticism brings this into focus as it juxtaposes the feminized world of
novel reading with the masculinized public world where people and situations had to be
read. As Kaplan shows, communities of women were important to Austen’s writing and
provided a space in which women could push back against the social expectations of their
society. Others point out that Austen’s work connects to early nineteenth-century
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intellectual culture in equally subversive ways. For many Victorian reviewers, though,
this intellectual potential is less important than the sympathy that the novels evoke and
that they can employ to influence their readers. Unlike in Persuasion, in these articles
reading carries the possibility of sympathetic community achieved by encouraging
readers to become simultaneously more observant of the world and more self-aware
about their individual ability to move in and influence that world. While this community
might have many positive results, including the possibility of working together to change
women’s opportunities, some reviewers also use it as a panacea for women’s feelings of
isolation and constraint. Such arguments imply that the community of other woman
readers, created out of sympathy with sweet domestic authors and characters, can replace
action or endeavor as the basis for satisfaction in life. What women need, they claim
repeatedly, is not more education or more choices but rather more sympathy more
awareness of what the little is that they can do.
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CHAPTER 5
RETHINKING ACTION IN SCOTT: VICTORIAN REVIEWS
AND THE PROBLEM OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

As reviews of Richardson and Fielding, Gothic novelists, and Jane Austen reveal,
Victorian reviewers often use theories of sympathetic reading to reform public
perceptions of gender and class, of readers’ relationships to authors and novels, and of
readers’ relationships to one another. For conservative writers, sympathy could link
moral fiction and traditional religious values as templates for human relationships. For
others, sympathy, with its roots in interactions, provided a basis for moral or principled
interactions that stood outside of religious dogmas. Similarly, sympathy could bridge
political positions—offering either a call to action based on recognized likeness or a
buffer that allowed each side to see the other’s point of view and, hopefully, prevented
revolution by presenting the dangers of sudden change.
In light of the divisions in Victorian society, the common space opened by
“classic” English literature provided one arena in which groups might come to understand
one another. For some Victorian critics, Walter Scott’s Waverley Novels represent the
culmination of the classic novel’s sympathetic possibilities. In periodical reviews,
Scott’s work is frequently offered as a solution to the problems posed by pre-Victorian
uses of sympathy, from fear that too much sympathy might unbalance individuals
(particularly women) to the concern that readers would misidentify, offering sympathy to
the unworthy. Scott’s historical panoramas were believed to create a sense of unity or
shared culture among Scottish and English readers. Behind gestures toward national
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consciousness, though, reviewers attempted to deal with what many saw as necessary
divisions within British society.
Scott’s enormous public popularity only began to wane at the close of the
nineteenth century,282 and even then as his novels became less widely popular he
continued to influence many novelists. Judith Wilt shows how Scott’s “truth-telling”
affected writers, claiming that for Victorian readers
The comfort seems to come rather from participating, with a great many
others, while reading Scott, in a world where truth was true . . . the
community of the Waverley Novels and the community of their readers
created each other, in their unprecedented abundance and pervasiveness,
as a place where great and simple truths should be true.283
Wilt identifies two central aspects of Scott’s Victorian reception—his reputation for truth
and the assumption that his novels create communities of readers.
Victorian reviewing practices valued the communal relationships, both social and
political and local and national, formed by reading novels. Jason Camlot points out that
an integral element of Victorian novel theory is the claim “that writing made available to
the English public should work to unite all of its readers and thus consolidate the English
as a people.”284 Certainly, reviewers seem interested in the potential for political stability
promised by shared reading materials and practices. Although Scott was Scottish, not
English, his historical fictions allowed reviewers to imagine how national community
could be created from a fiction-reading public.
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Reading Scott’s novels with recent criticism offers new perspectives on Victorian
concerns about Scott and his works. Victorian reviews of Scott fall into a number of
patterns that line up with discussions in recent criticism. These parallels reveal the subtle
ways Victorian reviewers adopt Scott’s inheritance from the Scottish Enlightenment
without making explicit reference to the movement’s ideas. Read in relation to these
theories, Victorian attempts to police sympathetic reading remain reactionary but appear
less malicious than they otherwise might. This chapter will demonstrate the benefits of
reading periodical reviews against Enlightenment theories of sympathy and civil society
by considering ideas from both periods about the tasks Scott sets for readers. In
conjunction with today’s criticism on the Scottish Enlightenment, my reading of
Waverley will show how treatments of Scott’s work today overlap with Victorian
receptions. I will then return to the Victorian criticism to demonstrate how some
reviewers quietly adopt Enlightenment ideas. Read in this light, their conservatism is
revealed as a reaction to contemporary events and ideas of individual action, rather than
as a simple throwback to class antagonisms and anti-reform ideologies.
Although they seldom reference specific thinkers, Victorian reviewers use
eighteenth-century theories to explain how sympathy might reconcile readers to social
responsibilities and maintain stable communities. For some, sympathy necessitates a
theory of social interaction based on self-interest but requiring understanding of others.
This is only a small leap from a belief that sympathy could be a spur to action. Sympathy
might induce fear of revolution and thus encourage compromise, offering privileges to
the “mob” in return for stability. It might lead to improved conditions for the poor,
whose anger, frustration, and despair could be more clearly realized.
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Because Scott’s novels were historical, they could offer templates for sympathy
and reconciliation without ruffling contemporary political feathers. Additionally, Scott’s
novels include persons of a variety of classes and circumstances, who Victorian
reviewers could use (or abuse) in attempts to evoke sympathy. Finally, Scott’s midcentury position as a “classic” novelist gave his works the cachet to justify repeated and
lengthy consideration, allowing his Victorian cheerleaders to position and reposition him
as they formulated conventions for reading and attempted to codify and control the
relationship between novel reading and social change.
Early in the Victorian period, Scott’s classic status depended on popular appeal
and positive critical reception. Scott remained in print, in libraries and in public
discourse throughout the century. As St. Clair notes, Scott’s novels became available in
inexpensive used copies and reached working-class readers through collective libraries,
despite the scarcity of novels in these institutions. In fact, Scott “led the way in being
accepted into the masculine libraries, establishing his form of novels as serious reading
and raising the status of this type of literature across all classes of the reading public.”285
Victorian critics also recognized Scott’s contribution. “Walter Scott: Has History
Gained from his Writings?” (1847) shows that prior to Scott novels were considered
frivolous.286 The Fraser’s reviewer notes that Scott’s contemporaries “sneered
magnificently at fiction, as unworthy to occupy the time which a man of intellect must
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spend in reading, much more in writing it.”
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As Archibald Alison had already claimed,

Scott raised literature’s value, arriving as he did “at the very time when literature to all
appearance was effete, and invention, for above a century, had run in the cramped and
worn-out channels of imitation.”288 Scott is a “great mind” and therefore a “man of
intellect”—yet he and his works are “worthy” because they repudiate the “effete” work of
previous novelists. The novel was popular already; Scott masculinized and legitimized it.
Many Victorian reviews recognize that Scott’s novels “made a new epoch in the
literature of fiction, and before his light, when it shone out in its first intensity, all others
paled.”289 They tend to claim this discovery as their own, however. The Fraser’s
reviewer is quick to note that Scott’s contemporaries did not recognize his break with
existing ways of writing and thinking about the novel.290 This might have been because,
as Victorian critics realized, Scott was influenced by predecessors as varied as Horace
Walpole and Maria Edgeworth.291
Victorian readers were equally blind, but to the excitement Waverley caused
rather than Scott’s importance. Even in 1871, Margaret Oliphant could claim readers
can comprehend but dimly at this distance—we who have been brought up
upon the Waverley novels, and scarcely can remember when we first made
acquaintance with that wonderful Highland court, and more than we can
remember when it was that we first set childish foot within Prospero’s
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enchanted isle—it is with difficulty that we can realise the first magical
effect produced by them. They had no rivals in the field.292
Oliphant speaks to Scott’s pervasive impact on Victorian reading and writing—memory
of Scott, like memory of Shakespeare, is part of every child’s cultural capital. Similarly,
Juliet Pollock claims, “At the present epoch, when the quality is so borne down by the
quantity of literary production, no work, however paramount its excellence, can excite so
passionate an enthusiasm as that which greeted the first appearance of ‘Waverly’.”293
Like other reviewers, Pollock emphasizes the uniqueness of Scott’s initial reception by
exaggerating the distance between Victorian popular fiction and Scott. Scott was the
“new magician” who could work fictional wonders unimaginable before his advent.294
He offered the joy of story and the shine of quality to an audience unused to encountering
them in the same work.
Regardless of his initial popularity and innovation, Scott’s reputation as a classic
novelist depends on continued popularity and relevance. Though a few disagreed, most
Victorian reviews presented Scott as a good influence on an over-excitable reading
public.295 “The Progress of Fiction as an Art” (1853) claims, the Waverley novels
have long since taken their honoured place in all English hearts and
bookcases, and even the grand discovery made some few years back by a
certain class of reformers that the tendency of some of them is so
pernicious and dangerous, that they cannot safely be put in the hands of
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the young, has, we trust and believe, not effected much towards dislodging
them.296
The reviewer claims Scott deserves his popularity because his work is “healthy and
pure.”297 He raves that “moral conclusions are never thrust upon us . . . any more than
they are in the world, but our sympathies are always on the side of right and goodness;
honesty is never sacrificed for dramatic effect, nor is vice ever made fascinating.”298
For Fraser’s reviewer, Scott helps to create a community of likeminded English
readers. Anyone who cannot see his merits is implicitly an outsider—not English or not
capable. The very element that some might find dangerous for the young—that “moral
conclusions are never thrust upon us”—is what allows those novels to teach sympathy
and the development of moral codes. As Tilottama Rajan shows, by the late Romantic
period, critics had moved away from didacticism, giving readers more authority. This is
a move away from the moral—“the authorial intention, whether original or final”—to the
tendency—“an intersubjective and historically developing significance.”299 The Fraser’s
reviewer is one of many who encourage readers work out moral lessons for themselves.
While the separation could allow for purposeful misreading, the focus on reader authority
is key to the sympathetic reading encouraged in Victorian reviews. Scott forces his
readers to think and to judge as they would in the real world. Similarly, in “Religious
Novels” (1856), W.Y. Sellars posits that the best, most “interesting” novels “originated
not in a theory, but in living sympathy,” while “theoretical” novels fail and “fall into
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Sellars, like many

reviewers, links Scott to the truthful, the sympathetic and the interesting.
Likewise, Juliet Pollock sees Scott’s novels as spaces where readers learn to judge
and improve the world. This is possible because Scott “[stirs] a noble ambition and a
sense of beauty in his readers.”301 In “British Novelists: Richardson, Miss Austen, and
Scott” (1860), her husband, W.F. Pollock similarly asserts,
Of the thousands who have read the Waverley Novels, not one can
connect with them the excitement of any but the best emotions. A noble
and lofty spirit pervades them; there is a fine scorn of all that is mean and
base in thought and action . . . it is always a summons to generous
sentiments, and never falls below an elevated tone.302
Pollock characterizes Scott’s work as a “summons” rather than a lesson. Even Leslie
Stephen, who typically ignores fiction’s instructive aspects, notes in 1871 that Scott “may
still have a lesson or two to preach to this generation” about the difference between true
manliness and “affected” animalism.303 Although Stephen uses the word “preach,” it is
Scott’s characters who demonstrate “the difference between the sham and the reality” of
Christian masculinity.304 For many Victorians, Scott’s greatest strength was what H.
Buxton Forman called his “sanity”—the rationality that elicited sympathy through simple
morality rather than prescriptive codes.305 According to these reviewers, didacticism has
no place in a well-written novel. This is, perhaps, because didactic narratives create two
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groups—the informed and the uninformed—rather than allowing readers to observe and
judge, to become informed. Scott’s ability to teach without being didactic provided a
positive focus for critiques.
Despite his morals, reviewers are troubled by a lack of depth in Scott’s fiction.
One symptom can be found in disagreements about Scott’s character writing. Oliphant
claims, “Every one of his figures is an individual study. They are not divided into classes
as is so usual even with novelists of genius, who have one stock old man whom they vary
at their will.”306 On the other hand, Fraser’s reviewer claims Scott was “more attuned to
characteristics” than to the “deeper springs and sources of character.”307 Scott’s old men
are not differentiated, as Oliphant insists. Rather, they look different while their
underlying traits remain constant.
Reviewers are even less eager to believe in Scott as a great thinker. Thus, while
many use Scott to gesture towards national feeling and readerly community, few expect
the Waverley Novels to influence readers’ ideas. Sellar sums up mid-Victorian distrust
of Scott’s intellect when he claims, “The great creators have, in general, been like Sir
Walter Scott, men deficient in reflective power.”308 Scott can create a believable world,
only, as Juliet Pollock points out in 1872, from his reading and experience.309 Even here,
Scott’s knowledge is not deep. Carlyle claims that his novels
are altogether addressed to the every-day mind; that for any other mind,
there is next to no nourishment in them. Opinions, emotions, principles,
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doubts, beliefs, beyond what the intelligent country gentleman can carry
along with him, are not to be found.310
Scott offers nothing most readers could not get from their neighbors. Scott’s ideas aren’t
bad; they are simply neither new nor deep. This 1837 statement provoked many Victorian
defenses of Scott’s novels and their possible effects.
“Walter Scott: Has History gained” offers an early defense, pointing out that
though his reflective powers were, comparatively speaking, weak, his
perceptions and sympathies were preeminently strong; and when to this is
added the charm of his style, we need not wonder at the witchery he
exercises over us, and indeed over the age.311
Although many reviewers are concerned by Scott’s lack of abstract ideas, for most, other
qualities carry more weight. Scott helps readers sympathize by means of his own great
sympathy. Emotion and charm take Scott further than earth-shattering ideas—a lesson
that echoes reviewers’ distrust of overtly instructive novels.
Still, instructing readers is a concern for reviewers who hope the Waverley
Novels will provide a gateway to historical studies. Scott’s defenders, like historian and
reviewer Hannah Lawrance, highlight the Waverley Novels as a path to deeper historical
studies. In 1859, Lawrance claims, Scott “awakened an interest in history—English and
Scottish especially—the importance of which it is difficult to estimate.”312 Lawrance
also states that the Waverley novels could interest readers because, despite their errors,
Scott’s characterizations “are true to the times, if chronicles and trouvere have handed
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them down truly.”
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Such reviews claim Scott interests readers because he balances the

lowbrow novel with highbrow history. In this sense, the historical novel offered a
potential bridge between two reading populations.
Certainly, Wilkie Collins’s 1858 “The Unknown Public” saw Scott this way.
Examining the recent upsurge of penny papers, Collins notes a major problem in the
unpreparedness of the vast new reading population. Penny journals, he claims, must do
more than simply entertain new readers; they must also, “in a literary sense, [teach] that
public how to read.”314 Collins notes that at least one is doing so by including Scott’s
Kenilworth alongside less accomplished fiction. Here, Collins claims, “is the great
master of modern fiction appealing, at this time of day, to a new public,” one that “must
learn to discriminate” between good fiction and bad. If the master novelist can “be
appreciated by the Unknown Public, then the very best men among living English writers
will one of these days be called on, as a matter of necessity, to make their appearance in
the pages of the penny journals.” Collins echoes Lawrance’s claim that Scott’s novels
can bridge different reading audiences but adds that Scott’s readers may amount to an
“everyone” as inclusive as it was possible to be in 1858. If the penny paper’s experiment
works, Scott will be accessible to, and, Collins believes, loved by, all English readers.
Lower class readers will share a common experience with others of higher classes, learn
to distinguish the good from the bad in literature, and acquire historical knowledge.
Others were less sanguine about links between historical novels and serious
reading. Stephen goes so far as to claim that historical novels
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are mortal enemies to fiction. There may be an exception or two, but as a
rule the task is simply impracticable. The novelist is bound to come so
near to the facts that we feel the unreality of his portraits. Either the novel
becomes pure cram, a dictionary of antiquities dissolved in a thin solution
of romance, or, which is generally more refreshing, it takes leave of
accuracy altogether and simply takes the plot and costume from history,
but allows us to feel that genuine moderns are masquerading in the dress
of a by gone century.315
The more accurate a novel is, the more likely it is to make both novels and serious history
appear dull. Stephen’s charge that historical fiction sets “moderns . . . masquerading”
reinforces claims that Scott was incapable of abstract thinking. The Waverley novels
don’t help readers understand history; they remake it for the purposes of the present.
Despite Stephen’s distrust, other critics see benefits in genre crossing. Alison had
claimed fifteen years earlier that Scott gave “the truth of history without its monotony—
the interest of romance without its unreality” because he sticks to simple stories and wellknown events.316 Within a year of Stephen, Oliphant praises Scott for melding idealism
with historical fact. Comparing Scott with Richardson, she states that “Here was no
astonishing Grandison ideal, no work of mere imagination created out of nothing, but a
revelation of a whole broad country, varied as nature is, and as true.”317 Positing realism
based on human nature rather than historical verity, Oliphant labels Scott’s fictional
world a “revelation”. Similarly, Juliet Pollock argues that Scott “knew how to combine
the ideal and the actual as no man had done before.”318 Both credit Scott with revising
standards of realism, envisioning the historical novel as a transitional form that moves
readers from the low to the high, or from the sentimental to the sympathetic.
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Others echo Stephen and call the novels’ accuracy into question. Fraser’s “The
Progress of Fiction as an Art” claims, “To restore the image of times long past, and to
give it its natural tone—to be, as it were, the interpreter between far distant ages—is
perhaps the highest, as it is unquestionably the most difficult achievement of Fiction, and
here, with one exception, Scott is still unrivalled.”319 Scott restores an “image” of the
past rather than its reality. Even his “natural tone” is questionable. As an “interpreter
between far distant ages,” it isn’t clear whether Scott’s naturalness reflects the time
described or the society the one for which he interprets. Despite his praise, the
reviewer’s ambiguous claims could lead readers to question novels’ adequacy as
historical accounts.
Oliphant offers, unintentionally, a more explicit validation of Stephen’s concern.
Her 1871 article traces the career of Fergus McIvor, a worldly, self-interested Stuart
supporter. During the emotional journey she outlines, Waverley’s reader takes on
multiple perspectives. Oliphant states excitedly that
In that wonderful flow of narrative the reader was carried along from
admiration, to disapproval, to blame, to enthusiasm, to regret, and finally
to that scaffold and conclusion which he came to with a pang of the
‘histerico passio’ in his throat, and at the same time that sense of
inevitable and necessary fate which ennobles and saddens the Greek
drama—all without time to breathe or pause, or escape from the spell that
had seized him.320
Oliphant shows how Waverley’s historical character could disguise its political and
ideological content, especially from those who read Scott in childhood. Simplest is the
tendency to think of Scott as a magician rather than an historian. As Oliphant’s infinitive
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phrases show, his novels teach by casting a “spell” of sympathy on readers. This spell
blinds readers to the possibility that they may only sympathize because the characters are
not historical. By leaving no “time to breathe or pause,” it also uses emotions to prevent
consideration of the political and social ramifications of changing sympathies, thus
forestalling questions and altering opinions through sympathy rather than judgment.
As politics enters the picture, reviewers express concern with Scott’s magic more
explicitly. For W.F. Pollock, Scott’s appeal lies in his ability to be both partisan and
objective observer. He claims, “truth is never sacrificed to art, nor has the existence of a
strong political feeling, chiefly derived from the traditions of the past, been allowed to
interfere with a just delineation of character.”321 Pollock recognizes that Scott is political
but fails to see any effect this could have on Pollock’s mid-Victorian readers. For
Pollock, Scott’s politics are in the past and, therefore, irrelevant.
Pollock’s sense that political feeling is ephemeral is typical of Scott’s Victorian
reviewers. The reviews reveal their writers’ fear that Scott’s works might influence (or
fail to influence) readers. In “Sensation Novels” (1863), H. L Mansel frets,
It is difficult to believe that the habitual devourers of sensation novels
have ever read Scott; indeed, we have known young persons, familiar with
the latest products of the circulating libraries who not only had never read
Scott, but who had no idea that he was worth reading. It is as easy to
imagine that the blessed sun of heaven should prove a micher and eat
blackberries, as that one capable of appreciating the creations of the great
magician should relish the sort of stuff of which three-fourths of the books
on our present list are made.322
Mansel insists that the best readers have education and carefully developed taste. The
rest—readers who don’t even know (imagine!) that Scott is worth reading—are
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demonstrably vulgar. Like Oliphant’s ensorcelled readers, they are “habitual” rather than
conscious. They “devour” rather than reading thoughtfully and mistake “stuff” for
substance and worth. These readers are all body and no brain—not surprising since
they’re also “young people,” a euphemism for young women that Dickens would parody
in Our Mutual Friend. Mansel’s implied reader groups are explicitly class and gender
based. Thus, despite Scott’s ability to make both “monarchs and peasants” real, Mansel’s
representation masks his use of Scott to divide readers by class and education.323
This simultaneous opening and restricting of the Waverley Novels’ social
character appears in many commentaries. Oliphant praises Scott’s presentation of the
poor, but also implies that he cleans up reality:
Scott draws them as if he had been studying fishermen and their ways all
his life. His sympathy enters into everything. The rustic dalliance on one
hand, and that sorrow of the poor which has come to be put aside for all
the necessities of ordinary life, are all open to his sympathetic eyes; and,
with the touch as of a magician’s wand, he conjures all coarseness out of
the one, and teaches us to feel for the petulance of grief restrained—the
passion of sorrow which takes the form of irritation—in the other.324
Oliphant assumes that she and Blackwood’s readers are so different from Scott’s
characters that they must be taught to sympathize and that the magician sanitizes the poor
and “conjures” away coarseness to make them recognizable to middle-class readers.
Similarly, Julia Wedgewood claims that Rebecca, Ivanhoe’s dark, Jewish heroine,
demonstrates “the current of [Scott’s] sympathies toward the weak and the oppressed.”325
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Many reviewers make similar use of Scott’s universalizing sympathy to underscore
existing distinctions, building understanding while also policing existing hierarchies.
This assumes, of course, that Scott desired to teach readers how to navigate their
social and political worlds. Like Victorian reviews, much recent critical work supports
this conclusion. Particularly as they assess Scott’s adoption of Scottish Enlightenment
theories of sympathy and civil society, contemporary critics have agreed that Scott aimed
not just to present a version of history but also to create readers who could perform social
and political roles similar to those of his main characters. The crucial difference between
these two groups is their sense of outcomes—for many Victorian reviewers, Scott’s
potential to influence readers’ actions and sympathies was an immediate issue; for most
recent critics this influence is simply an object of study.
Mark Salber Phillips connects Scottish Enlightenment ideas of sympathy and
community with new ways of thinking about and writing history. Salber Phillips claims,
what most fully characterizes the historical understanding of this period is
its reliance on the reciprocities linking the social and the sentimental as
two complementary kinds of knowledge—the belief that human beings are
naturally led by their passions to form communities, and conversely that
the way to understand society is to picture it as a place shaped by the
meeting of experiencing and sociable minds.326
According to Salber Phillips, recognizing the interplay between the social and the
sentimental allows readers of eighteenth-century histories to identify changes in the
content of history writing—like a move away from explicitly partisan points of view—
and in its form—including narratives that balance individual concerns with national
political or economic events. He argues, “new frameworks of social discourse demanded
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that [the experiences of men in private life] somehow be included” in historical narrative
despite their lack of “capacity to act” in usual Historical ways (20).
Salber Phillips does not explore how Scott applied these ideas, but he does
recognize Scott as the “great legatee” of the Scottish Enlightenment’s historical and
moral theories. Likewise, in Feeling British, Gottlieb claims that Scott “like Adam
Smith’s self-divided, self-observing subject, . . . has learned not only to separate his
feelings and his judgment, but also to make the later police the former.”327 Thus (as
Wedgewood posited in the 1870s), Scott sympathizes with the Jacobite cause even while
he must rationally side with the stability offered by Hanoverian government.328
Waverley, like Salber Phillips’s private man, must negotiate between sympathy and
rationality to read the history that occurs around him effectively. Waverley’s role, then,
is not to do but to interpret and, eventually, to purchase.
Waverley’s passivity—his inability to act Historically—has troubled many critics.
For example, Katie Trumpener claims that in Waverley “Scott narrates a hapless journey
into civil war” (140). By labeling Waverley and his history “hapless,” Trumpener can
construct him as a political innocent created by Scott to offer sympathy for and access to
both sides of the rebellion without, if Waverley is convincing, seeming opportunist,
traitorous or hypocritical. Some readers find it hard, though, to sympathize with a hero
who decides so little. His family chooses a career to remove him from the only young
woman in the district (deemed an inappropriate match). Letters of introduction from his
aunt and uncle, both (inactive) Jacobite sympathizers, direct his journey. A random
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acquaintance leads our hero into the highlands, where his inability to read others leads to
the theft of his seal—the symbol of his “authority.” Treason is carried on in Waverley’s
name, but without his knowledge, and leads to his dismissal from the army, which comes
before he can resign. Flora MacIvor instructs him to return home rather than impulsively
join the Stuart cause. An accident leads to Waverley’s arrest, rescue and eventual default
decision to join the Pretender. Even in battle, his only real choice is to save Colonel
Talbot, who, fortuitously, will later save him. Finally, Waverley marries Rose
Bradwardine, his only option after Flora’s refusal.
Even such a brief summary reminds us how little Waverley chooses, in part
because few choices are available. Scott leads his hero “haplessly” through a plot whose
speedy twists give it a savor of the inevitable. One of the few choices Waverley has, over
and over again, is whether to try to understand people and events or to assume that what
he doesn’t know isn’t worth finding out. In fact, this seemingly mundane choice is
central to understanding Scott’s relationship to history and to his readers. Showing
Waverley choosing not to evaluate or understand, even as he pays lip service to ideals of
rationality and heroic action allows Scott’s narrator to undermine both the hero and the
novel’s various causes. This supports Yoon Sun Lee’s claim that in conservative writing,
“irony often manifests itself through a disturbingly conspicuous social deference—a selfserving, self-conscious deference possessed of an indeterminate political meaning.”329
Lee points out that Scott’s narrators, antiquarians and storytellers, “even more than his
passive and law-abiding heroes, drive Scott’s plots.” So, fictional irony “formed
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Britain’s national self-consciousness in the crucial decades of instability after the French
wars.”330 As a result, Waverley’s narrator and his description of the hero’s inability to be
heroic shape our understanding of history and culture. Waverley simply provides an
example of faulty reading by which to instruct readers against deferring to the status quo.
Similarly, Trumpener positions the historical novel’s emergence as an outgrowth
of Enlightenment comparative political analysis.331 Scott’s specific historiographical
narrative choices allow him to present the “violent struggle between different possible
future worlds derivable from the same past.” Trumpener focuses on the narrator’s role in
explaining history but does not mention Waverley’s own connection. As we will see,
Waverley’s action and inaction have no effect on which potential history comes into
being—he only watches that history unfold. So while Stefan Thomas Hall is right to
connect Waverley’s passivity to Scott’s politics and to the act of reading, readers can
only understand his inaction by considering a historical theory that balances sentiment
with social interaction—as Salber Phillips suggests Scottish Enlightenment histories
did.332 The hero’s inability to choose anything but understanding teaches Scott’s readers
how to read and relate to history as private individuals.
From the opening of the novel, Scott links Waverley’s passivity to his reading of
texts and of the world. While this link has been recognized before, the centrality of
Waverley’s choices to read or not, and thus to understand or not, has been overlooked in
favor of explicitly political readings of his inaction. In fact, Scott shows that Waverley
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can be an active and effective reader. Five-year-old Edward sees the family crest on his
uncle’s carriage, interprets its as a mark of ownership, and insists on a ride (claiming it as
his own). The narrator claims to “know not” how his hero gained his heraldic
knowledge, but records the boy’s interpretation and active response (10). Scott does
intimate, as Christensen explains, that Edward’s father urged the nurse to introduce
Edward to his wealthy, childless and estranged uncle.333 Parental machinations aside,
though Waverley acts in his own interest—he identifies the coach as his own and claims
it for his amusement (an idea Scott reinforces by emphasizing the coach’s grandeur).
Such self-interest decides Waverley’s conduct throughout the novel. Waverley
chooses to learn, understand and act (as much as he does act) according to how much he
expects to be entertained. Scott prepares readers for this by describing Waverley’s
education. Caught between the differing politics of his father and his uncle, Waverley is
left to direct his own education. He follows his impulses without a tutor to fight that
“indolence, namely, of disposition, which can only be stirred by some strong motive of
gratification, and which renounces study so soon as curiosity is gratified, the pleasure of
conquering the first difficulties exhausted, and the novelty of pursuit at an end” (12). The
narrator describes Waverley’s preference for poetry, romances or heroic histories and
their ability to pique his imagination—to make him dream rather than act.
As the narrator points out, “desultory” reading encourages a lack of discipline.
Waverley is widely read and clever without being generally knowledgeable or
methodical. His reading does not prepare him for a career or for a well-rounded
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gentleman’s life. He reads entirely for amusement and so leaves for Scotland and the
military with no understanding of contemporary politics and his family’s complex role in
them. This is particularly dangerous as his uncle is a lapsed Jacobite and his father a
career politician (and a schemer ready to play both sides in English politics).
Waverley’s experience as an officer reinforces this. Unused to discipline, he finds
army life confining. Unprepared by his studies to lead, he is frustrated to find that others
are abler than he. Scott explains that “The duty of an officer . . . is in its essence a very
dry and abstract study, depending chiefly upon arithmetical combinations, requiring
much attention, and a cool and reasoning head to bring them into action” (31). Although
he is frustrated by not living up to this ideal, Waverley never gets beyond “[asking]
himself in vain” why he is less competent than his brother officers. Scott ensures that his
reader does not ask in vain, reasoning, “The truth was that the vague and unsatisfactory
course of reading which he had pursued, working upon a temper naturally retired and
abstracted, had given him that wavering and unsettled habit of mind which is most averse
to study and riveted attention” (31). Scott underscores how unsuited Waverley is for
active public life. He is “naturally retired” and tends more to the “abstracted” than to the
“abstract” work of public life. The narrator suggests that better training might have
overcome these weaknesses to a degree, but Waverley, like most of Scott’s readers, was
never intended for a statesman.
But this is the point. Although Waverley brushes up against history as it is being
made, at best he learns how to contain its effects on him. Like Salber Phillips’s new
readers of history, Waverley is a man of private life without the “capacity to act” in
historically significant ways. As such, he may understand how history has affected him
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after the fact but won’t, like real actors (Fergus MacIvor or the Pretender), make
decisions and carry out actions whose ultimate effects ripple outward. This distinction is
reinforced by a shift late in the novel in the narrator’s descriptions of how Waverley
understands personal and historical events.
Early on, Waverley is satisfied with understanding little that happens around him.
The true actors in the novel recognize this. Fergus tells his sister that Waverley “ is a true
worshipper of the Celtic muse, not the less so perhaps that he does not understand a word
of her language” then repeats that Waverley admires the verses “because he does not
comprehend them” (102). Like the Highland feast whose economy the narrator
understands better than his hero, these verses show Waverley ready to be entertained by
anything mysterious or romantic without concerning himself about meaning. As Lee
points out, “Waverley assumes that he has the power to observe the scene without being
affected by it. He fails to realize that he is a spectator only in his own eyes.”334 So, while
Waverley discusses poetry with the sister, the brother returns to the clan to win followers.
Likewise, during a hunt, Waverley almost dies because he cannot understand the Gaelic
order to duck. Here, rather than translating, Fergus simply pulls Waverley out of the path
of the stampeding deer. Fergus acts while Waverley struggles simply to follow along.
The same is true when Waverley receives letters from his commander impatiently
ordering his return and then discharging him for noncompliance. With no knowledge of
the growing unrest or of his father’s disgrace and no idea that his seal has been used to
foment rebellion, Waverley turns to Fergus for advice. The narrator again emphasizes
their different characters, remarking that “Endowed with at least equal powers of
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understanding, and with much finer genius, Edward yet stooped to the bold and decisive
activity of an intellect which was sharpened by the habit of acting on a preconceived and
regular system, as well as by extensive knowledge of the world” (126). The narrator
repeats that Edward’s education impaired his judgment then links Fergus’s “bold and
decisive activity” to his own habits and education. Readers are reminded that Waverley
is more fit for private life than for leadership.
Although he follows Fergus’s instruction to resign, Waverley does not join the
rebel cause. Flora’s influence here critiques Waverley’s tendency to be led rather than
choose a course. Flora explains Fergus’s anger that she won’t recruit Waverley by
describing his circumstances:
rapt by the bustle of military preparation, and the infinite detail necessary
to the present undertaking, beyond consideration of the grand principles of
justice and truth on which our enterprize is grounded; and these, I am
certain can only be furthered by measures in themselves true and just. To
operate upon your present feelings, my dear Mr Waverley, to induce you
to an irretrievable step, of which you have not considered either the justice
or the danger, is, in my poor judgment, neither the one nor the other. (130)
Waverley hears this implied criticism—that he is influenced by everything but thought
and judgment—but is more concerned with courtship than with politics or safety.
In the middle of Waverley, then, Scott’s narrator insists that Waverley lacks
understanding of the world at all levels and that, unless the lesson is amusing, Waverley
is content with ignorance. Comparing Waverley with the knowledgeable and active
MacIvors allows the narrator to cement the connection between Waverley’s willful lack
of understanding and his inability to act. This is not how Scott wants his readers to
operate. The narrator ensures that even the least attentive reader knows how much
Waverley misses. As events come to a head, Waverley learns to interpret in hindsight—
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to become an effective reader without ever being a decisive actor. Scott’s readers also
discover the purpose of the skills their reading has cultivated.
As the rebellion intensifies, Waverley does not become more purposively active;
he continues to respond to events rather than carrying out any intentional course of
action. What changes is his sense of past events. In the course of successive skirmishes
and periods of concealment, Waverley reviews his experiences in Scotland and
incorporates new information into this picture. Now Waverley constantly “recollects”
information he had ignored earlier (218). In a visual epiphany, he notices the “wild”
dress and nature of the Highland army compared with English officers (221). This is new
to him, even though Highlanders have surrounded Waverley for weeks. Similarly, after
joining the Pretender, Waverley finds that he “had, indeed, as he looked closer upon the
state of the Chevalier’s court, less reason to be satisfied with it” than he originally
thought (250). Again, knowledge and the decision to “look closer,” only emerge after
Waverley has allowed himself to be sucked into the rebellion.
This is reinforced when, visiting Baron Bradwardine after the rebellion, Waverley
“recognizes” the Baron’s hiding place as the scene of his own earlier detention. The
“Highland” cabin is actually only a short distance from Tully-Veolan, a lowland estate
where he spent many weeks. The mysterious woman who assisted in his care was Rose.
At the time, Waverley’s expectations overwhelmed his observations and resulted in a
complete misinterpretation. Even in love, Waverley needs hindsight to understand his
feelings. He is “scarcely able to analyze the mixture of feelings which the narrative [of
Fergus’s planned marriage of convenience to Rose] had awakened in his own bosom”
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(254). This confusion calmed, he discoveries that “if Mr Edward Waverley had had his
eyes!” he would have proposed to Rose, rather than chasing Flora.
While Waverley struggles to piece information together, Scott’s narrator
presumes that the reader, gifted with hindsight and aided by the narrator’s insights,
recognizes Waverley’s position in the novel’s history. For example, though readers
already know Waverley is more pawn than player in the rebellion, the narrator claims,
“the reader has long since understood that Donald Bean Lean played the part of tempter”
when Waverley’s soldiers rebelled (as they believe, at Waverley’s instruction) (244).
Scott reminds readers to connect information for a better understanding of the historical
picture by congratulating them for having done so. When Waverley willfully chooses to
overlook opportunities to understand his connection to developing political movements,
the narrator trains readers to make such connections.
Reader and hero are brought together when Waverley establishes himself as a
private man rather than an historical actor. Fergus’s execution signals to readers and to
Waverley that only private individuals remain in the story—the Historical stage has
receded into the background.335 Many critics have commented on the political
ramifications of Waverley’s purchase of Bradwardine’s forfeited ancestral estate, TullyVeolan, and of his commission, from London, of a large portrait of himself and Fergus in
Highland dress. Each has been seen as an attempt to resurrect Stuart chivalry and as a
reappropriation of Highland culture for the Hanoverian government. In “Wandering
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Narratives,” Frank claims these symbols remind readers of the falsified stability of
Scott’s ending. This fictitious stability challenges Waverley’s conservatism by
suggesting “such a state [of stability] may be impossible, and this in itself is a radical
position.”336 Frank balances these options, allowing for the overt conservatism of the
landed, moneyed marriage between Edward and Rose (England and Scotland) and for the
narrative omissions and glosses that have troubled many readers.337 If stability consists
of a painting and a land exchange, it is a function of controlled change rather than of
stasis.
Similarly, Ian Duncan claims that Scott connects national and individual history
with literary images, balancing the radical and conservative within different layers of his
narrative. By simultaneously working with different kinds of narrative Scott can
challenge his readers on one level while reassuring them on another. Thus Fergus’s
execution “ceremonially [marks]” Scott’s connection of “the failure of the Jacobite rising
with the historical end of clan society.”338 In Duncan’s argument, painting and estate are
feeble attempts to appropriate this lost culture for the winners. Likewise, Trumpener
claims Scott’s readers recognize that his conclusions choose only one of the historical
possibilities for each story. The knowledge that history could have gone some other way
causes Scott’s ambiguity, so, Trumpener claims, “The historiographical structure of the
Waverley novels depends on an important paradox. Continuously, omnisciently, and for
the most part unobtrusively narrated, their central narratives represent the triumph of a
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single-focus narrative history; they thus point forward, toward the realist novel.”
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return to nationalist concerns yields a new genre that both critiques the patchwork
imperial state and “[retreats] completely from such radical analysis back into the smaller,
ostensibly intact world of Britain itself.”340 According to Trumpener, the historical
novel, as written by Scott, regularizes critiques of the state by reflecting new social
paradigms in a unified national ideal. Though she doesn’t look at Waverley, this would
make the painting and the land transfer reminders of a history that didn’t happen—where
the Stuarts win, Highland culture survives, and Tully-Veolan never changes hands (even
through legal fictions that keep it in the family). Painting and estate are symbols of the
turbulent past that underlies the “stable” present.
The most basic, and least recognized, meaning of these symbols is commercial.
Both are purchased, linking private money to public history. In buying and restoring a
Scottish estate and in commissioning a romanticized picture of himself as a Highlander,
Waverley cements his ambiguous, apolitical position. The man who daydreamed during
war councils and political debates was never much more than a spectator to the rebellion
(249). As a spectator, though, he connects his private fortune (and fortunes) to the
political upheavals that later give a romantic tinge to his appropriately domestic life.
Waverley belongs in the new history that, according to Salber Phillips, the Scottish
Enlightenment creates. He is not a leader, a politician or even an effective soldier, but he
has money, education and imagination. Waverley consumes his way into historical
narratives that present the experience of an era rather than just its main actors and events.
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In this sense, Waverley earns a place in history despite his inability to act as
traditionally significant figures do. By encoding the passage of larger history, through
painting and land transfer, onto the surface of the new history (economic, cultural and
domestic) Waverley becomes a figure for rereading the historical and for reevaluating the
reading process. As Isabelle Bour insists, “The history that matters in [Waverley] is the
cumulative and progressive process that constrains individual behavior; this new way to
historicize action and behavior is widely seen as activating a new kind of fictional
realism.”341 This shift from public to private is also at play when Hewitt explains, “given
the fact of inequality, Baillie and Scott would make nonelite positions livable and
dignified, and they would charge those in elite positions with personal responsibility for
those social others . . . mutually dependent roles in which people across ranks contribute
to each other’s welfare.”342 Both parties must recognize their places in an interdependent
society. This Scott was “keenly aware of the inadequacy of political responses to social
problems and eager to pursue more comprehensive interventions” by private means.343
Such arguments insist Scott saw more scope for improvement through private means than
through public history.
As a private man, Waverley is only expected to read and understand historical
forces that affect him and to be a responsible member of his community (as when he
gives clothes to the local fool, Davie Gellately). Reading Scott through Smith’s theories
of society and emotions, James Chandler points out that where Smith attempts to
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systemize without dogmatizing these systems, Scott “[insists] at every turn on the
institutionality of the media, genres, and practices of his commitment to the court of
‘sentiments and feelings.’”344 This insistence allows Scott to “keep the case of the heart
open—disclosed—in the end.” As the painting and the purchase of Tully-Veolan
demonstrate, Scott’s institutionalizing impulse operates on a cultural and moral scale,
rather than a political one. Art and culture, if commodified, can unite and direct private
men in the place of larger political groupings.
Certainly, the Waverley Novels have frequently been cited as a force for unity in
early nineteenth-century Britain. Christensen claims that Scott’s “self-authorizing task
under the post-Napoleonic dispensation was to teach the British people new things as if
those things were common knowledge.”345 In other words, “Scott’s brief was to design a
kind of [world] picture by which everyone could orient himself and that would thereby
renew the guise of the common world.”346 Likewise, Lee claims that Scott’s ironic
antiquarianism “bears an uncanny relation to the idea of the British nation, revealing the
seams that ought to remain hidden within the larger whole, and pointing to the contingent
movements of imperial history.”347 Lee argues for a conservatism that maintains balance
while showing the “seams” left by the creation of that stable whole. Similarly, Gottlieb
claims the Waverley Novels provide an image for stability in their diversity—they collect
disparate people and stories into an abstract whole just as the idea of Britain unites
disparate people and cultures. Gottlieb even asserts, “as some of the best known, most
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widely read novels in Britain . . . the Waverley Novels encouraged a homogeneous
readership simply by being read simultaneously across the United Kingdom.”348 While
this may oversimplify reading’s role in creating national unity, Gottlieb’s claim echoes
the role of the painting and estate in Waverley.
Scott makes sure his readers understand the costs of stability—in order to make
outer stability possible, Scott must destabilize the political world of his novels. Readers
must learn how to negotiate their own history as they negotiate the history in Waverley.
They must watch and understand the national scene and be able to sympathize across
class and party lines so that they, as private individuals, can act to promote stability.
Waverley helps readers look past differences in party, class or tradition to find what they
have in common, perhaps a sense of loyalty, honor or duty. Inside and outside of
Waverley, private men can buy and learn to read symbols of history and, in doing so,
create a stable economic present. Where Waverley’s witness to Historic events almost
forfeits his fortune, his liberty and his life, his retreat to domesticity secures him a place
in history through the observant consumer’s ability to buy into an idealized Britain.
This focus on the individual as consumer of history and culture brings Scott in
line with Smith, whose Theory of Moral Sentiments like the later Wealth of Nations, uses
self-interest as the key to human interactions, whether they involve values, emotions or
currency. Waverley is an historical figure in that he reveals how money and power are at
work in creating the ostensibly stable Britain after the rebellion. Englishmen become
Scottish landowners and bring with them artifacts of English life—including London
paintings that remake Scottish culture. Meanwhile, in the real world, Scottish literature
348
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and philosophy—Scott, Smith, Hume and others—remake English readers’ perceptions
of Scotland, history, economics and culture. Whether he buys an estate, a painting or a
book, the reader consumer, like Waverley, transfers goods between England and
Scotland, creating common ground, encouraging sympathetic interchange, and gradually
erasing the fissures created by History.
This self-interest should not be carried too far, however. For the sake of the
larger community, it must be balanced with impartiality. So Smith offers a model for
reading both sides of a conflict and tracing their results in an individual’s life and
choices.349 Likewise, Hume frequently reminds his reader that although self-interest is
the basis for forming a community, individual interest cannot be the only standard for
governing a community. Waverley reminds readers of community interest through the
sullen responses of English towns to the rebel army and through the hardships suffered by
the Highlanders for the sake of their leaders’ political advancement. While courtiers
argue over titles, their followers are left with insufficient supplies. While the Stuart
princes fight for a throne, English commoners worry about how the upheaval will affect
their daily life and trade. Scott’s snapshots of how a powerful individual’s desire affects
the public requires readers to look at both sides of the situation.350
Gender and Scott’s creation of a new genre also play important roles in Scott’s
ability to educate the reader as private citizen. Duncan claims Scott uses Enlightenment
skepticism—particularly Hume’s emphasis on imagination as a sympathetic medium that
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allows for “acquiescence without belief, crediting without credulousness”—to develop a
new genre whose importance was recognized by Scott’s supporters and his detractors.351
Duncan adds, “in affirming the primacy of the imagination, endowing it with a socially
productive and normative function, Hume establishes the philosophical matrix for the
ascendancy of fictional realism in modern British literature.”352 Scott’s efforts to bring
together theoretical modes make Waverley ambiguous. According to Duncan, “Waverley
coordinates different developmental narratives into a complex whole: the Humean
national history of emergence from a violent factional past to the liberal horizon of civil
society; the bildungsroman of a personal progress from adolescent illusion through
sentimental and moral crisis to mature settlement; and the literary allegory of the rise of
the novel.”353 In Waverley, we can see how these levels equate to different expectations
for reading. The reader must both understand the role of national history and civil society
and also sympathize with and reenact the narrative of personal responsibility—all tasks
that, in the nineteenth century, would have been considered masculine.
Like Ina Ferris, Trumpener points to Scott’s work as the masculine embodiment
of this movement. Unlike sentimental and domestic novels, the historical novel provided
a potentially masculine task for readers. As Trumpener points out “the national tale and
the historical novel might seem to represent differently gendered ways of situating
character, culture, and history.”354 While women could also learn to interpret history and
to act on a private, community level (as Rose does in Waverley), the historical novel’s
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unique combination of traditional (political) and new (economic and cultural) histories
offered masculine readers a template for understanding their own role in promoting
political stability. As Waverley shows, readers were taught that such stability could be
achieved through consumerism and other forms of private action.
Such emphasis on private responsibility and relationship over large-scale action
pervades readings of Scott in both the Victorian period and the present. Despite their
reluctance to discuss Scott in terms of his theoretical inheritance, Victorian reviewers are
eager to show how the Waverley Novels can create community and a sense of
responsibility. Recent studies continue to examine Scott’s use of Enlightenment theories
and their relationship to the development of communities and national feeling but
emphasize these effects only in Scott’s original audience. Despite extensive evidence of
Scott’s importance to the development of the novel during the Victorian period, Victorian
interest in Scott as a focal point for community has been overlooked.
Contemporary articles highlight differences between Victorian criticism—aimed
at a wide range of readers—and current academic work. The two types share a number
of themes, however—unity, national identity, sympathy as a translator between times and
cultures, the potential of history to reframe contemporary society—that, considered
together, can illuminate Victorian practices. Most Victorian commentators do not make
explicit connections between Scott and the intellectual heritage of the Scottish
Enlightenment. They do, however, adopt his tactics for reader education. Particularly in
articles by Alison and Couthorpe, readers are instructed to read Scott to become better
private citizens—to stick to small scale projects, to sympathize while maintaining strict
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class boundaries, to feel like countrymen at the expense of sympathy with Others
(national, religious, or social).
Recent criticism also reminds us why these attitudes may have seemed necessary
to Victorian journalists. Critiques of Scott are littered with references to the French
Revolution and to other cultural movements. To these, the Victorians would have added
the European revolutions of the late 1840s, escalating class tensions from
industrialization, an emerging women’s movement and other divisive historical issues,
each concentrating its energy on national politics. If Scott’s magic could educate his
early readers in how to be British (classed but interdependent) against a French other by
commodifying and distributing a shared culture, it might also distract Victorian readers
from the issues and injustices that divided them by refocusing their energy on an ethic of
localized action, feudal interdependence, and sympathy that crosses (rather than erases)
boundaries in ways that Victorian novels, caught up in these issues themselves, could not
do.
Speed and individuality tend to feature as negative aspects of Victorian life. In
“Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter Scott”, Glieg asserts,
You cannot find a surer test of the habits of thought in a people than by
taking note of the light literature which is most in favour with the young of
its educated classes. When we find such great works as ‘Waverley,’ ‘Guy
Mannering,’ and the ‘Antiquary’ cast aside, in order that young ladies and
young gentlemen may break their hearts over the sorrows of bigamists and
adulterers, we confess that the impression made upon our minds is not
very flattering—we do not say to the tastes, but to the moral sense of the
age.355
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Scott’s readers can gain a variety of political perspectives, according to these reviews,
and, if they don’t, they will at least learn principles. Sympathy with Scott’s characters,
such reviews claim, can make readers better members of their social group and of the
nation. On the other hand, Glieg leaves readers to imagine what effect sympathy with
“the sorrows of bigamists and adulterers” would have on their moral sense and, by
extension, their participation in the social and political world.
Clearly, reviewers’ social prejudices limited attempts to create understanding
through sympathetic identification. The same was true of the political ideas that some
found in the Waverley Novels. Alison presents Scott as a typical creative artist, claiming,
Like all other great and original minds, so far from being swept away by
the errors of his age, he rose up in direct opposition to them. Singly he set
himself to breast the flood which was overflowing the world. Thence the
reaction in favour of the institutions of the olden time in church and state,
which became general in the next generation, and is now so strongly
manifesting itself.356
Alison contains Scott’s effect by recasting his rebellion as a correction of more harmful
revolutionary tendencies in Scott’s contemporaries. Not only is Scott’s opposition to his
age a precursor to Alison’s conservative values, it is actually a return to the past. Scott
becomes an ideological hero (standing bravely against overwhelming odds) as well as the
legitimator of British fiction—roles that are combined through sympathy.
Alison claims Scott causes a revolution in his readers—taking the “hearts of men .
. . by storm” with his descriptions of character and heroic action rather than converting
them with argument. There are limits to this sort of sympathy, though. Alison points out
“the extreme difficulty of making the manners of the middle or lower ranks . . . durably
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interesting.” Scott only accomplishes this by combining “the noble manners and exalted
ideas, engendered in the European heart by the institutions of chivalry, and as widely
spread as its spirit, with the graphic picture of the manners in the different countries.”357
Alison assumes that only an upper-class audience would recognize Scott’s reactionary
rebellion. Transforming their modicum of sympathy into paternalistic responsibility,
then, requires a great deal of fictional sugar in the form of local and historical color.
Conveniently for early Victorian conservatives like Alison, describing Scott’s
politics this way lets them present Tory politics as friendly to the people precisely
because they are reactionary and hearken back to an earlier vision of the state. This
becomes clearer as Alison continues:
It is not going too far to say, that the romances of Sir Walter Scott have
gone far to neutralize the dangers of the Reform Bill. Certain it is that
they have materially assisted in extinguishing, at least in the educated
classes of society, that prejudice against the feudal manners, and those
devout aspirations on the blessings of democratic institutions, which were
universal among the learned over Europe in the close of the eighteenth
century.358
While liberals endanger the nation with their reforms and talk of democracy, Scott,
though deceased, continues to fight through his novels. In Alison’s estimation, the
Waverley Novels accomplish more good for all classes by making chivalry and feudal
structures attractive to young readers than they would by advocating for reform. In fact,
they have restored status to the privileged classes by “extinguishing . . . that prejudice”
which led people to believe reform was necessary. Additionally, they present lost values
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in ways that attract a variety of social groups. In Alison’s hands, Scott rallies both the
working classes and more privileged groups in favor of feudal values.
While Alison takes comfort in Scott’s mesmerizing effect, other critics are not
certain that Scott’s attraction to feudalism constitutes a conservative statement. In 1872
shortly after the Second Reform Bill, H. Buxton Forman takes up Whitman’s claim that
Scott’s novels are essential reading for young democrats. Forman equates Scott’s
formidable popularity with democratic election, stating, “the people have declared for
him despite his traditional values.”359 This is possible because Scott “ascends” out of
feudalism and into “universalism.”360 Forman’s distinction becomes clearer as he claims,
“though the author’s conception of an ideal social state was evidently and unquestionably
Feudalism, he maintains in the most pointed manner the respect of the higher classes to
the lower classes as well as the converse bearing of the lower to the higher.”361 In Scott’s
feudalism, Forman sees more than Alison’s strained sympathy with the lower classes.
According to Forman, Scott’s feudalism works for advocates of democracy, because it
demands that all classes respect one another. Although his language retains elements of
class superiority, Forman claims Scott as a revolutionary. This vision of mutual respect
echoes liberal rhetoric in the wake of the Second Reform Bill’s broadening of the voting
public, allowing democratic demands to be balanced against the importance of knowing
one’s place. It also resonates with Hewitt’s recent account of Scott and social action.
Far from feudal, William Couthorpe’s “Reflection of English Character in English
Art” (1879) describes Scott’s work as a magical, but natural portrait of life under
359
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constitutional government. In Scott, “the reader is carried away into a state of society
completely different from his immediate surrounds.” Because of his imagination,
however, “all the details of this ideal life seem as natural as the incidents of ‘Tom Jones’
or ‘Roderick Random’.”362 However strange using Fielding and Smollet’s picaresques as
measures of reality may seem, for Couthorpe, Scott’s ability to reflect “real” English
character in romanticized historical situations proves his political relevance. Couthorpe
presages Scott’s ability to unite opposing political ideals by showing how Scott unites an
accurate picture of English life with the romance of historical settings. He claims,
Scott, writing at a time when both the monarchical and republican instincts
of the nation had been vehemently aroused, corrects the natural impulse of
his own chivalrous sympathies by the established standard of
constitutional common sense. In short, we may say that English artists
have followed out the line suggested to them by their national instinct,
without excluding influences from abroad; and that, while trusting in their
own genius, they have never revolted against the prerogative of authority
and experience.363
Scott, the ideal English artist, is the great compromiser whose “impulse” toward the
romantic, the “chivalric” and the monarchical is balanced by his English “common
sense” and faith in the “authority and experience” of the constitutional system. Sadly,
this “union of art and society” collapsed into individualism simultaneously with the
collapse of public life following the First Reform Bill—the Second Reform Bill, more
closely contemporary to Couthorpe, could only muddle the situation more hopelessly.364
Political compromise through art requires a view of the nation that overlooks the
individual in favor of the community. In this, Couthorpe foreshadows work by a variety
362
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of recent critics who read Scott’s novels as venues for drawing disparate subjects into an
idealized British nation. For him, Scott should be understood through the collective
appeal of his ability to make English character recognizable across time and space.
Indeed, reading Scott solves the problems of individualism and political change posed by
reform. This is emphasized when Couthorpe charges other writers to follow Scott’s
example so that each can “find that, by following the spirit of the English Constitution, he
has touched the heart of the English people.”365 The goal is not to change individuals but
to move a whole people. Individual readers’ needs and desires, like individual citizens’,
must be subsumed for the national good. Couthorpe recognizes the quality Lee (2004)
calls Scott’s conservative irony. Scott appears to encourage deference as a means to
change, while actually making an anti-revolutionary statement. What looked at first, in
its emphasis on unity, like a fairly liberal reading of Scott’s political effects, proves to be
nearly as reactionary as Alison’s conservative revolution when Couthorpe insists that
reform is, in fact, counter to public interest because it distracts energy away from
communal relationships and responsibilities.
This sort of balancing act takes a different complexion in other reviews. Many
see translating Scott’s political effects as a pragmatic response to readers’ tendency to
sympathize with lost causes. As noted above, like many recent critics, Wedgwood
recognizes a balance of rationality and emotion in Scott that has frequently been linked to
Smith’s impartial spectator. Writing for the Contemporary Review in 1878, her emphasis
on looking at both sides is not surprising. Although it was a mouthpiece for the
Established Church, the Contemporary included a variety of conflicting perspectives.
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Under new ownership in 1877, the review’s new editorial policy was to pick and choose
which perspectives reached readers. In this context, discussing Scott’s openness to a
variety of political perspectives allows Wedgwood to quietly question this change in
policy. She argues,
it is a very valid reason against undertaking the history of any period, that
judgment and sympathy are on different sides, but we think it an
advantage for a dramatic view of the past . . . It is the balance of genius
and good sense—the harmony of a cool shrewdness of intellect and a
glowing fervour of imagination, which gives Scott’s picture of the death of
feudalism its peculiar mellowness and force.366
Of these descriptors, only the “fervour of imagination” is commonly applied to Scott.
Wedgwood recognizes that whether Scott acknowledged it or not, writing history—
balancing intellect against imagination—won his reputation. Wedgwood’s Scott
enflames his readers’ sympathies for the side they know will lose and so “shrewdly”
plays on the tension between sympathy and sense to sustain the illusion that he is
unbiased. In effect, Scott bypasses theory to capture the human drama that impartial
histories may miss.
Wedgwood implies this confluence of qualities was an accident of Scott’s life and
education. Treating a more specific case, she claims,
With the English Revolution, he had a partial sympathy; he was compelled
to approve it by the dictates of his excellent sense. But the element of
taste and feeling, predominant in the second act of the great drama, was
latent thus early, and from the first his dramatic sympathies array
themselves on the side which judgment condemns. Thus the double
feeling supplies the place of impartiality, and art has the mellowing
atmosphere it needs.367
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Wedgwood recognizes that a workable historical romance requires that neither side be
presented as entirely wrong or right. She clearly believes Scott achieved this balance, but
her manner of describing his engagement with history implies this achievement was
accidental. Scott has sense so must sympathize with the revolutionaries, but his “taste
and feeling” developed in sympathy with the dramatic stories of the Royalists. All of this
happens of its own accord, as Wedgwood emphasizes with her passive phrasing. It is not
Scott but his sympathy that acts.
Discussions of Scott and history often lead Victorian reviewers to frame him as a
conservative, anti-reform novelist on the basis of his attraction to feudalism. As such, he
is seen as an enemy to voting reform and other social movements that would destabilize
class society. Reviewers imply that sympathy with feudalism equates to a presumably
laudable desire to keep society exactly as it is—the rich, rich; the poor subservient and
uneducated. Reviewers present sympathy as a form of experience that can make feudal
communities workable and humane. Members are still divided by class and education,
but they can understand one another and their own roles through fiction. Although these
issues have also been played out by recent criticism, in Victorian reviews they are
discussed without reference to political theory or concepts of historical change.
The one exception is John Stuart Stuart-Glennie, whose 1880 “MacPherson,
Burns and Scott in their Relation to the Modern Revolution” explains one relationship of
Scottish art to other Romantic revolutions.368 A barrister, mythologist and social
commentator, Stuart-Glennie reproduces the shift from reader-oriented criticism to more
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recognizably academic considerations of Scott’s work and its effects. As such, StuartGlennie’s article reveals thematic similarities between Victorian reviews and recent
academic criticism even as it exposes their great differences in tone and audience
expectation. Stuart-Glennie’s main claim reflects this. It is not, like his predecessors, one
about Scott’s greatness or his work’s moral tendencies. Instead, Stuart-Glennie claims
the “modern revolution” was intellectual. This intellectual revolution depends on the
Scottish Enlightenment, both its thinkers and the poets and novelists who, Stuart-Glennie
posits, popularized its theories.369 Representing three generations of Scottish writing, the
trio of the title allows Stuart-Glennie to explore the influence of authors and theorists and
to posit literature’s power to enact long-term social and intellectual change by
introducing readers to new ways of understanding the world.
Stuart-Glennie claims, “Scott’s work, then, comprehensively viewed, is really one
great Historical Romance of the most unparalleled vastness, variety, and
magnificence.”370 Stuart-Glennie reveals that it is necessary to see each of Scott’s novels
as a part of a larger whole because “the aim of [the revolutionary movement’s]
intellectual activity may be more particularly distinguished as a New Philosophy of
History.”371 While Stuart-Glennie does not identify Scott as an originator of this new
philosophy, he does claim that Scott applied it in unprecedented ways. So the Waverly
Novels attempt to make a new Scottish theory of history square with history as it
369
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occurred. The result is European history understood in a way that it could not have been
if Scott’s career and interests had not coincided with an era of intellectual upheaval.
According to Stuart-Glennie, Scott’s work remains attractive to Victorians because it
manages, like the “New Philosophy of History”, to force “interaction” between
competing concepts of history as antiquarianism and as intellectual speculation. StuartGlennie explains, “Novelty, and yet, at the same time, intimate relation with the main
current of intellectual activity, is the secret of literary success.”372 Though lack of
novelty might explain Scott’s slight decline in popularity by 1880, Stuart-Glennie insists
Scott remains important because his ideas resonate with Victorian thinking.
According to Stuart-Glennie, Scott begins a process of reconciliation that appeals
to Victorian readers. He credits Scott with paving the way toward “large movements” in
Scottish and European politics, with the “new-creation” of Scottish national feeling.373
This is possible because Scott uses sympathy with both sides in Scottish conflicts to
reconcile competing interests. Scott adopts new history to erase old animosities, or at
least make them inconsequential, not to induce fragmentation or encourage movements
away from the larger British nation. Although Scott does not address British nationality
and history explicitly, his novels promote an idea of Britain made up of opposing groups
who eventually reach a point of amicable compromise and unity. According to StuartGlennie, a successful author like Scott can “be nominally conservative” while recording
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“forces of humanity” that remain “manifestly revolutionary” because every artist must
balance “the deeper forces of his Time and the progressive forces of Humanity.”374
In Stuart-Glennie, Scott’s conjoining of novel writing and historical theory
addresses Victorian concerns with the political implications of novel reading.375
Historical novelists can contain and reconcile the “forces of Humanity”, limiting their
revolutionary potential while maintaining an appearance of progressiveness. This double
track was attractive to Victorian critics of Scott, although most are less attentive to the
theoretical roots of the novels. Playing both sides of the political coin helps reviewers
imagine a reading audience that sees political issues from a reasonably cohesive point of
view. Readers can see themselves as progressive and sympathetic while also being
allowed to cling, as they see Scott doing, to a paternalistic class system. Stuart-Glennie
differs from other reviewers in his matter-of-fact recognition that balancing political
positions produces the desired effect on audiences.
Stuart-Glennie’s attempt to explain the perceived ambiguity of Scott’s political
positions in the Waverley Novels is particularly insightful. Unlike his contemporaries,
who use this ambiguity to advance their own views, Stuart-Glennie examines the
ambiguity itself, hoping to discover Scott’s social and intellectual affiliations. In
Waverley, as we have seen, this relationship helps to explain the hero’s notorious
passivity. In line with new ways of imagining history, Waverley traces the hero’s growth
as a reader and consumer rather than his development as an actor.
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As this discussion has demonstrated, the shared concerns of Victorian and
contemporary critics of Scott make visible the presence of Scottish Enlightenment
theories of sympathy and society in Victorian reviews of Scott’s novels. Stuart-Glennie’s
article helps to bridge these two positions, to show how each side imagines readers being
affected by issues of national unity, individual history, gender and genre. If the two
periods share many demonstrably similar thematic approaches to the Waverley Novels,
though, they disagree fundamentally on the real extent of Scott’s influence. Recent
critics see this influence as a thing of the past, limited to Scott’s own period or to the
decades immediately following his death. Certainly, no one writing today is concerned
with his moral or political effects on leisure readers. Victorian reviewers, writing for a
very different audience, saw Scott’s ability to influence readers as a matter of immediate
concern. This accounts, largely, for their exaggerations and their sometimes shrill
insistence on his moral healthiness, as well as their fanlike praise of his characters and
stories. All of these tactics helped reviewers to attract readers’ attention and sympathy to
the reviewers’ own reading and political preferences as the “correct” interpretations of
Scott. It is important to keep these audience expectations in mind when reading
Victorian reviews because this difference is central to the construction of and the
techniques used in reviews.
Many Victorian critics believed that sympathy with novels could change opinions
and by doing so could change the world. Their interest in Scott’s historical novels
reveals their desire to control the course of this change. Scott’s novels are useful not
because they set up a conservative political program but because they set up a local
program. Scott’s heroes demonstrate the dangers of acting Historically and the benefits
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of spending energy on the community rather than the nation. Their stories tell us that
considered rationally self-interest and community interest both discourage participation
in national movements. Scott allows Victorian reviewers to invoke commonalities
between groups that they hope will encourage reader-citizens to work together for smallscale change, rather than supporting grand social movements at the expense of
cooperation and community. Readers are encouraged to act as members of
communities—in their own interest. They are warned not to allow their pride—their
theoretical individuality—to blind them to the dangers of attempting to make history by
acting on a larger stage. Read in terms of Scottish Enlightenment theories of politics and
sympathy, this is not a reaction against reform as such but against the cult of individuality
and its divisive effect when it is put in the service of change.
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